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Abstract

With the advances of micro and nano-fabrication technologies, the new platform for miniatur-

ised laboratory system emerged, commonly referred to as Lab on a Chip (LOC). In this new

platform that is built on the foundation of micro�uidics most of the chemical, medical and

biological analysis processes can be conducted in signi�cantly more accurate and controlled

level, that opens a new window for understanding how diseases spread or drugs interact with

cells. Manipulating of cells in this scale is essential to carry out all such activities. Among

di�erent activation methods that are used in micro�uidics, acoustic excitation has the ad-

vantage of being non-contact, label-free and generally biocompatible. Handling the particles

and cells in microscale by acoustic forces has shown to be promising in several applications

such as sorting, separation, mixing and so, however, in such micron-size scale some physical

phenomena appears to be more dominant and sometimes challenging. Although various ap-

plications of using ultrasound waves in LOC systems have been developed, the underlying

physics behind these phenomena and interaction of the acoustic waves, �uid and suspended

particles are to be fully understood and unravelled. One of the applications that micro�uidic-

based LOC systems to show a prevalence over conventional laboratory methods is the single

cell analysis. Single cell analysis provides ample information on the cell structure, cell to

cell communications and interaction with drugs when, for instance, introduced to di�erent

dosages of newly tested drug. In this dissertation, I presented a new understanding of the

behaviour of particles with acoustic waves when the particle size increases with respect to

the wavelength. Investigated the interparticle forces, it shows how the natural frequencies

of the solid elastic particles play an important role in de�ning optimum frequency ranges

for trapping and pattering of particles or cells in a one-dimensional ultrasound �eld. That

explains why there is only a narrow frequency range that single cell patterning is achievable in

a previously presented experimental method. Another �nding of this study paved the way to

harness the ampli�ed attraction interparticle force under the direct in�uence of particle res-

onance frequencies. With this new �nding, this work demonstrates a novel method to activate

a packed bed of 10 µm particles acoustically and trap nanoparticles as small as 100 nm with

capturing e�ciencies as high as 97%. Capturing and retaining nanoparticles in a continuous

�ow is a critical precursor for several medical studies or applications, namely isolation and

puri�cation of bacteria, viruses and exosomes; the latter one is known as biomarkers for dia-

gnoses purposes or for making newly emerged regenerative medicine. However, exosomes are

scarcely diluted in the bodily �uids, hence, currently harvested from large sample volumes.

The sound wave activated nano-sieve (SWANS) has the advantage of being upscalabe as it
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only depends to the natural properties of the microbeads in the packed bed, so further in-

vestigation is presented that shows the e�ect of size and material of these funding blocks of

the new system followed by a successful example of exosome capturing and enrichment in the

micro�uidic scale. This research establishes a new method and facilitates further steps for a

fully upscaled puri�cation and �ltration system that can be used in various applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Micro�uidics is the scienti�c �eld of the study and application of the physics of �uids at

micro-scale, thus o�ers advantages of visual accessibility, low sample volume, high resolution

control of the �uid and suspended matter and integrability into automated lab processes on

a chip. With these exceptional advantages, it has and continues to provide, opportunities to

interrogate Physics at a new level and turn previously unexplored physical e�ects into new

applications in research and industry.

1.1 Micro�uidics

Micro�uidics deals with small �uid volumes (usually in the range of femtolitre (fL) to microlitre

(µL)) geometrically contained in channels with cross-sections between 0.5 to 500 µm. Working

with such small sample volumes is desirable when samples are very expensive or laborious to

produce. Moreover, reducing system size a�ects the governing forces that apply to the �uid.

At the micro-scale �uid behaviour is governed by low Reynolds number laminar �ows; viscous

and surface tension forces dominate. The predictability of �ow provides the opportunity of

precise spatial and temporal control over the �uid. Due to the sub-millimetre scale of the �uid

channels, and the dominance of viscosity and capillary e�ects, high-resolution control over �u-

ids and suspensions (particles, droplet, cells, etc) are achievable. However, the dominance of

laminar e�ects poses its own challenges. For example, the absence of turbulence makes some

processes such as forced mixing harder. The need of on-demand manipulation of �uid and

suspended particle, such as trapping and patterning of particles, requires the introduction

of external forces to interact with the con�ned �uid. When combined with external forces,

these micro�uidic devices become useful tools for analytical chemistry and bioanalysis. [34,35]

The demand for technological advancements in the �elds of molecular analysis, biodefence,

molecular biology and microelectronics [36] in the twentieth century, aided the development

of the �eld of micro�uidics. The �eld gradually emerged in the late 1980s and the early 1990s

with the invention of the inkjet printer and research on gas chromatography. [37] It then rap-

idly grew and demonstrated its potential for applications in various �elds and technologies:

organ printing, tissue engineering, display technology, immunology, chemical detection and

1



1.1. MICROFLUIDICS

screening. [38]

As a multidisciplinary �eld, various �elds namely engineering, (bio-)chemistry, physics

and nanotechnology have contributed to micro�uidics and in turn it led to many advances in

these �elds and became a key component in microsystems technology. A subset of micro�uidic

systems is Lab-on-a-chip (LOC), the aim of which is to replicate all conventional laboratory

processes into a miniaturised platform that can be integrated with micro-electromechanical

systems (MEMS); micro�uidics can provide that platform. Thanks to the small size of mi-

cro�uidic components, they can be easily integrated with other MEMS devices and electronic

integrated circuits. Lab-on-a-chip systems are portable and have the tremendous potential for

being mass-produced in an a�ordable manner that can revolutionise the health care industry.

In addition to opening new frontiers in research and technology development in conventional

high-tech laboratories, LOC devices can reduce the need for highly trained experts for the

operation of specialized devices and would thus be ideal for fast track diagnosis and disease

monitoring in remote areas or in less developed countries.

Many applications of micro�uidics utilise the intrinsic behaviour of �uids such as capillary

e�ects, di�usion and inertial forces for driving the system for transport, mixing and separat-

ing. The methods that use these kind of intrinsic e�ects are customirally termed as 'passive'

methods in micro�uidics. In such applications, the dominance of viscous forces means that for

further manipulation, or on demand actuation at a speci�c point (space and time) external

forces are needed. This is very critical when the manipulation of suspended particles, cells,

bacteria or other biological species is required. In contrast to passive methods (i.e. inertial or

capillary forces), the use of external forces or actuation are labelled as 'active' methods and

include various approaches that have already been applied in micro�uidics thus far, such as:

optical, [39,40] magnetic, [41,42] electrical, [43,44] and acoustic. [45,46] The use of acoustics,

by applying ultrasonic waves, has the advantage of providing a label-free and non-contact

manipulation method while magnetic, or similar electrochemical methods require preparation

of cells or particles by labelling them with magnetic or chemical receptors prior to exposing

them to the respective �elds. Another advantage of acoustics is its biocompatibility thus make

it suitable for biological assays.

Acoustic excitation methods in micro�uidics, termed acousto�uidics, are generally categor-

ised into two forms of wave generation: bulk acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic

wave (SAW). Bulk acoustic waves are limited to creating an acoustic �eld that resonates the

�uid volume and is thus restricted to certain channel dimensions or to chambers designed

for only one frequency. Whilst, surface acoustic waves are generated by exciting a piezoelec-

tric substrate on its surface and provide freedom on the direction, frequency and position

of wave excitation. Furthermore, SAW provides access to higher frequencies which brings

the wavelength down to the size order of typical particles such as cells that is desirable for

their trapping or patterning. In addition, access to high frequencies opens to the opportunity
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of exciting particles at their resonant modes which in turn can provide higher magnitudes

of force or displacement as will be discussed further throughout this thesis. One particular

advantage of SAW devices is that they are easily integrated onto micro�uidic chips that have

been used for sorting, mixing, droplet splitting, patterning and trapping.

1.2 Thesis Overview

In this thesis, new strategies for the implementation of ultrasound for the purpose of trapping

and patterning of particles and cells are explored. A very useful tool that acoustics provides

in this regard is acoustic force, that can be harnessed for the manipulation of particles. The

focus of this work is on the modelling and characterisation of a system which harnesses particle

to particle interactions and the e�ect that resonance frequencies have on interparticle forces.

This dissertation has six chapters, including this introduction (chapter 1) and the literature

review in chapter 2. The research components of the thesis span from chapter 3 to 5 and in-

clude:(i) the modelling patterning and trapping of large particles and cells in a 1D ultrasonic

standing wave, (ii) the invention of sound wave activated nano-sieve (SWANS) for enrichment

of nanoparticles, and (iii) the study of submicron biological particles (e.g. exosomes) trapping

and enrichment using SWANS by investigating the e�ect of size and material of microbeads

on the performance of SWANS. They are presented in the form of two publications and a

submitted in-review article. The thesis ends with a conclusionary chapter that summarises

the �ndings of this work and discusses potential future works.

1.2.1 Chapter 2: Background, Theory and Fabrication

In this chapter, a thorough review of patterning and trapping of particles in micro�uidic

systems and their applications, is given. Di�erent excitation methods are discussed with

emphasis on acoustics and forces that arise from ultrasonic �elds, for example, drag force

induced by acoustic streaming and acoustic radiation forces (primary and secondary). The

relevant background theory is reviewed and a brief overview of the design and fabrication

processes are provided.

1.2.2 Chapter 3: Trapping and Pattering Large Particles and Cells in 1D

Ultrasound Wave

In this chapter, the mechanism behind the interaction of single solid particles and the incident

ultrasound standing wave is investigated. Previously, an experimental single particle/cell pat-

terning approach using standing surface acoustic waves (SSAWs) [12] showed that a critical

range of particle diameter to wavelength (d/λ) ratio exists that facilitates single cell pattern-

ing. However, as there was no prior theoretical proof of these experimental results, in this

chapter it is demonstrated, through FEM simulations, how a solid elastic sphere with a size in
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the order of an acoustic wavelength (d λ) behaves when a standing 1D �eld is excited at dif-

ferent frequencies, and especially with respect to the role that resonance of the particle might

have on the nature of the forces generated. The outcome reveals distinct regions along the

frequency range where the particles tend to reach the minimum or maximum pressure nodes

(nodes or antinodes). This was shown for particles of three di�erent materials. These regions,

as well as the natural resonant frequencies of the elastic spheres, are dependant on the mech-

anical properties of the solid particle. When the interaction of two particles are investigated,

those regions and natural frequencies play a signi�cant role in the direction and magnitude

of the secondary inter-particle force. For example, when poly(methylmethacrylate)(PMMA)

spheres with diameters of 0 < d/λ < 0.5 are evaluated, it is shown that there is a narrow band

of 0.42 < d/λ < 0.50 where single particle patterning is achievable (similar to the trend that

was observed in the experimental work). Another valuable �nding of this work is that there

is also a size range (equivalently a frequency range for each size) where secondary forces are

highly attractive causing the single particles to accumulate and make clusters (for the case of

PMMA, this occurs between 0.33 < d/λ < 0.42).

1.2.3 Chapter 4: Sound Wave Activated Nano-sieve (SWANS) For Enrich-

ment of Nanoparticles

Building on the �ndings of the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on using the frequency

range that generates an all-attractive force for collecting suspensions that are generally di�-

cult to capture. The motivation behind this work comes from the demand of capturing and

separating submicron-sized extra- cellular vesicles to obtain highly concentrated solutions. A

brief numerical simulation demonstrates the signi�cant role that resonance frequencies play

in increasing the attractive force between neighbouring particles. A micro�uidic system was

developed in which the channel was �lled with 10 µm polystyrene (PS) particles to form a

closely packed bed. On either side of the channel, there is a pair of interdigital transducers

(IDTs) that can be excited in a wide range of frequencies. When a sample of suspended

�uorescent 500 nm PS particles are passed through this packed bed, and standing SAWs are

generated, the packed bed attracts and collects the nanoparticles which can then be observed

and measured by the change in the �uorescent light intensity. The frequency response of

the nanoparticles closely resembles the results obtained from the simulations. The optimum

frequencies appear to be around 69±2 MHz and 78±2 MHz. This sound wave activated nano-

sieve (SWANS) system demonstrates e�cient trapping and capturing of nanoparticles with a

rate as high as 97%. The system can also be used for smaller nanoparticles, as demonstrated

with 190 and 100 nm particles. Due to the fact that this system is only dependent on the

characteristic properties of the packed bed microbeads and not on the geometry of the chan-

nel, it has the potential to be upscaled for various applications such as �ltration or puri�cation.
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1.2.4 Chapter 5: Submicron biological particle trapping using a Sound

Wave Activated Nano-sieve (SWANS)

With the aim of better understanding how SWANS functions, and how best it can be scaled-

up, Chapter 5 focuses on characterising the system for di�erent sizes of microbeads which

can be used to �ll the channel to create the packed bed. Since increasing or decreasing the

size of the beads changes the size of the gap between the packed beads, and as such the

underlying physics of the system, the numerical model needs to be modi�ed accordingly. The

model was expanded to include di�erent sized beads but also to include di�erent materials

in order to investigate the e�ects that bead mechanical properties have on the system. The

numerical model of microparticle-nanoparticle interaction was extended to consider travelling

waves because in an actual SSAW excited channel both standing and travelling wanes are

formed and exist inside the channel. Experiments were conducted for PS particles with sizes

of 7, 10 and 15 µm along with PMMA and silica glass particles with diameters of 10 µm to

cover both size and material variety. The frequency response of all sizes and materials show

satisfactory agreement with the extended numerical simulations as the number of optimum

peak frequencies and their trends could be predicted from the simulation. By comparing the

capturing e�ciencies of di�erent bead sizes and materials, it can be concluded that increasing

the size of the microbeads may have the advantage of increasing the attraction force (even

though the gap between particles also increases). The comparison between materials also

demonstrated that polymeric materials perform better in terms of nanoparticle collection

compared to sti�er materials such as silica glass. This �nding was supported by trapping

and enrichment of 167 nm exosomes using a packed bed of 15 µm PS particles excited at 70

MHz. Moreover, the system biocompatibility is demonstrated by characterisation of 75 nm

liposomes' membranes that have been trapped and then released in SWANS.

1.2.5 Conclusion and future work

The �nal chapter summarises the contributions of this thesis to the �eld of patterning and

trapping of particles and cells using acousto�uidics principles and methods. Suggestions for

the works that can be extended, areas that can be studied more in-depth and ideas for possible

applications are provided at the end.
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Chapter 2

Background, Theory and Fabrication

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Trapping and Patterning of Particles and Cells

Trapping and pattering of cells has been a fundamental step in tissue engineering and bioprint-

ing, [8, 47] and also found applications in cell based biosensors, [48] drug screening, and cell

biological studies [49] to study cell migration, polarisation, di�rentiation, proliferation and

cell signaling (Fig. 2.1a-c). [50,51]

A subset of cell trapping is single-cell trapping that enables alternative applications such

as single-cell analysis [52�54] that provides very useful information about cell-cell interaction,

drug screening and a platform for tunable engineered tissues or stem cell research. It has the

advantage of preserving the information that is lost in averaging over the whole population

while the size, chemistry and behaviour of cells are di�erent and their reaction to drug or virus

agents would be di�erent as the average data mostly represents stronger behaviours. [55,56]

Micro�uidics, for its highly con�ned nature, high resolution control and integrability into

other lab processes on a chip, has provided exceptional opportunities to develop single-cell

analysis platforms. A range of techniques have been developed to establish patterning of

particles and cells (Fig. 2.1c-d), particularly single-cell arrays. Some of these methods use

passive hydrodynamic e�ects to direct individual cells to micro-patterned structure. A pass-

ive strategy is to create previously patterned microwells in a micro�uidic system that traps

the cells in a �ne resolution array, [57�59] however, it had weak capability for further manip-

ulation of cells after entrapment (Fig. 2.1e).Adherence of cells to the microstructures after

su�cient time is one of the challenges that make these devices single-use. Although attempts

have been made to address this, [60, 61] pre-designed microwell arrangement still limits the

�exibility of manipulation of the cells after entrapment.

In addition to passive methods, [52,53] a number of active methods such as optical, [62]

magnetic, [63] dielectrophoretic, [64] and acoustic [12, 65�67] has been developed as well.
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Figure 2.1: (a) An example of single-cell analysis, by cell lysis and sequencing valuable biological
information can be obtained.Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature. Nature Biotechnology [7]
copyright 2014. (b) Schematic principle of layer-by-layer assembly of complex tissue constructs. Tissue
engineering greatly bene�ts from cell trapping and patterning. Reprinted from [8] with permission
from Elsevier. (c) An example of protein patterning using passive microarrays in micro�uidic channel.
Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (d) Magnetic cell
patterning using magnetic cell labelling (MCL). Reprinted from [10] with permission from Elsevier. (e)
Single cell trapping using microwells. Reproduced from [11] with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry. (f-g) Single cell trapping and patterning using two-dimensional surface acoustic waves
exhibited for red blood cells (g). Scale bar, 50 µm. Reprinted from [12].

Some examples are presented in Fig. 2.1d-g. While certainly each method o�ers a range of

advantages, acoustic cell manipulation has the advantage of minimal harm to the living cells

in contrast to optical tweezers or electric techniques, being free of bonding (such as seen in

magnetic methods) and independence from presence or modi�cation of electrical charge or

polarity in the �uid or suspended matter.

Nonetheless, the key feature that the using of ultrasound enables single particle or cell

patterning is the interplay between primary and secondary acoustic radiation force. Although

single cell patterning was achieved experimentally in SAW based micro�uidic techniques (Fig.

2.1f-g), there are gaps in the understanding of the mechanism behind that, especially in the

role that particle resonance plays. This will be discussed brie�y in this chapter in section

2.4.1 and further expanded in the Chapter 3.
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2.1.2 Trapping and Separation of Nanoparticles

The trapping and separation of nanoparticles are an essential step in nanoparticle synthesis

methods, [68, 69] and to a great degree for �ltration of hazardous indtustrial waste. [70, 71]

Another crucial application of isolating and separating of nanoparticles is in medical dia-

gnosis and virology, as most of the viruses and desease biomarkers fall in the category of

nanoparticles. [72, 73] Another group of submicron size biopaticles that attracted enormous

attention in recent years are the extracellular vesicles, such as exosomes (Fig. 2.2a) for their

potential as biomarkers in disease detection, and as a base for regenerative medicines in thera-

peutics. [74] However, they need to be trapped, separated and enriched from the suspensions

prior to being used in such applications. [75]

Conventional methods for separation and puri�cation of nanoparticles are ultracentri-

fugation, ultra�ltration as well as chromatography, immunoa�nity capture and precipita-

tion, [69,76] where these techniques have shown to be e�ective in terms of isolation accuracy

and capturing yield. However, there are several drawbacks with them as some such as ultra-

centrifugation or ultra�ltration need minimum sample volume and laborious/time-consuming

preparation. Although they are suitable for larger scale processing for their highthroughputs,

they can potentially damage biological nanoparticles due to their high centrifugation speeds

or high �ltration-induced shear stresses. [77] Other methods such as immunoa�nity capture,

precipitation and chromatography have been applied to lesser extent in industry. Their sep-

aration principles are based on several parameters which varies signi�cantly between di�erent

extracellular vesicles and require precise optimisation of those parameters (such as density,

conductivity, purity, surface charge and solubility). Additionally, they have relatively high

costs for devices or antibodies and can be contaminant due to permanent chemical bonding or

damaging to the native exosome structure. [78] These limitations hampers their application to

be extended into a more universal separation and enrichment technology on larger industrial

scales. Thus, development of a more robust and versatile system to capture, separate, and

enrich nanoparticles is needed to �ll the gap and address these challenges.

While micro�uidic-based techniques for the separation, sorting, trapping and patterning

microparticles and micron-range sized cells have been widely implemented, [79] the progress

of similar systems for the manipulation of nanoparticles advanced less due to challenges it

posed. A set of challenges arises from the characteristics of the nanoparticles themselves, such

as di�culty to manipulate such smaller size of objects due to scaling of external forces with

size and emerging of previously negligible e�ects in micro or nano-scale such as intermolecu-

lar forces, surface charge and Brownian motion. Additionally, fabrication of devices in this

scale is more complicated, expensive and sometimes restricted due to technological limita-

tions. [80] Nevertheless, methods of nanoparticle capturing and handling have been developed

and incorporated into micro�uidic systems inspired by microparticle manipulation techniques

or conventional methods such as centrifugation, �ltration or immunoa�nity capture.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Exosomes are among extracellur vesicles(EVs) within the range of 30-200 nm, carrying
valuable information from parent cells draw huge interest to be used as biomarkers or for regenerative
medicine. Reprinted under a Creative Commons (CC BY 4.0) licence from [13] as published by
MDPI. (b) A passive method of separating exosomes using ciliated micropillars as �lters. Reproduced
from [14] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Laminar viscous �ow allows for
visoelastic forces to separate larger nanoparticles from smaller ones such as exosomes. Reprinted with
permission from [15]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (d) Nanoscale Deterministic lateral
displacement (DLD) another passive method of nanoparticle separation. Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature. Nature Biotechnology [16] copyright 2016. (e) Inertial �ow forces used for
separating microvesicles (including exosomes) from larger blood cells in spiral channel. Reproduced
under a Creative Commons (CC BY) license from [17] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.

Similar to microparticle and cell manipulation, active methods provide higher accur-

acy, control and di�erentiation over passive methods as they work on the basis of a varied

range of intrinsic properties of the particle. Some of the active methods that have been de-

veloped for nanoparticle separation include �eld �ow fractionation, [81] a�nity capture, [82]

optical techniques, [83] magnetophoresis, [84, 85] acoustophoresis, [22] electro- and dielectro-

phoresis. [86, 87]. Furthermore, there are passive methods as well which may not have su-

periority over active techniques in term of control or accuracy, however, they are label-free

and leave minimum footprint on the nanoparticles especially the biological samples. These

methods use hydrodynamic forces as seen in inertial �ow based systems, [88] physical displace-

ment or sieving as developed in deterministic lateral displacement (DLD), [16] or �ltration

techniques (Fig. 2.2b-d). [89]

Although these methods may o�er better e�ciency or accuracy compared to conventional

nanoparticle separation methods, they are normally limited to micro scales throughputs, which

limits their usefulness in industrial applications. Chapters 4 and 5 propose a method that is
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Figure 2.3: Illustrative example of a modular Lab on a Chip (LOC) that integrates multiple mi-
cro�uidic modules for cell isolation, sorting, viability or migration assays and di�erentiation studies.
Reproduced from [18] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

not limited to the geometry of microchannels but is founded based the intrinsic properties of

microbeads that are activated by ultrasound so they have great potential for being upscaled

to an industrial level.

2.2 Lab on a Chip

In the second half of the twentieth century with the advent of integrated circuits (IC) in-

dustry and then further development in micro and nano-fabrication technologies researchers

in other �eld started to exploit these tools in other areas such as analysis of chemical re-

actions or biological assays. [36] Researchers attempted to miniaturise every process and

conventional test to the micro-scale and discovered many bene�ts. Micro�uidics is one of the

major branches that has emerged as a platform of this miniaturisation and and is commonly

de�ned as the study and application of handling �uids in micro-scale channels and cham-

bers. [90] Many macro-scale processes were replicated and developed into such scale, namely

micro-pumps, [91] -valves, [92] -sprayers, [93] -mixers [94,95] and so on. [96] Hence, this devel-

opment gave birth to the idea of downsizing all conventional lab processes into a single small

chip, commonly termed as Lab on a Chip (LOC) (See an illustrative example in Fig. 2.3). [97]

LOC, and broadly micro�uidic systems, have the advantage of being more predictable

than macro-scale methods and systems due to the absence of turbulent �ows in such scale,

consumption of small sample volumes and integrability with multiple di�erent functions in

one or a few chips. LOC technology also reduces the time of each process while accuracy and

sensitivity of analytical processes increase as a result of the minuscule level of control over the
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�uid and suspension. It has tremendous potential to invent cheap, portable and easy-to-use

devices to carry out biological detection and diagnosis applications at the point of care or

remote areas. [98]

With these bene�ts, it has drawn a huge amount of interest among researchers in di�erent

�elds such as chemistry, physics, biology and engineering. Some applications to name include

analytical chemistry, [99] cell culture, [100] genomic research, [101, 102] pharmaceutical drug

development [103] and environmental monitoring. [104,105]

2.2.1 Scaling E�ects

In many LOC and other micro�uidic applications, a fundamental task is to manipulate �uid

and suspended matter to carry out processes such as sorting, mixing, separation and chem-

ical reactions. However, as intrinsically all these processes occur in micro-scale environments

where many fundamental physical phenomena appear di�erent compared to the macro-scale

a discussion will follow on the e�ects of scaling. It is worthy to note that although all physics

laws are still valid, however, new features appear to be more pronounced while others disap-

pear for example turbulence.

In micro�uidic systems, surface to area volume ratios are dramatically higher and bound-

ary e�ects are more signi�cant, in comparison to the macro-scale. [33] Also, owing to the size

order of the suspended objects and �uid paths, external �elds such as electrical, magnetic,

optical and acoustics can operate more e�ectively, this makes the �uid and particle manipu-

lation easier. [106,107] Some physical parameters which become so signi�cant and prominent

that they cannot be neglected are viscosity, surface tension as well as intermolecular forces

that give rise to phenomena such as capillary, adhesion and wetting. [33] On the other hand

some physical phenomena lose their impact and importance, for instance gravitational e�ects

become minimal and thus, in many cases, negligible.

Similar to conventional approaches to studying �uid mechanics, non-dimensionalisation

is a powerful tool to understand the impact of di�erent parameters such as body forces, vis-

cosity, inertia, surface tension and so on. So to realise the variation in the physics, physical

parameters can be de�ned in terms of a characteristic length (L). As each variable changes

with length scale di�erently, as discussed before, some of them disappear and lose their import-

ance while others which were previously insigni�cant play a more important role. Applying

dimensional analysis is also bene�cial in designing and analysing micro�uidic systems. For

particle manipulation their size and distance from the source of a �eld or local maximum en-

ergy point are important and can play an important role so can be considered as characteristic

lengths (L). Chapter 3 discusses the impact of those parameters in manipulating of particles

when using acoustics. Here, some well-known dimensionless numbers that are widely used in

micro�uidics are discussed brie�y:
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Physcical Quantity Scaling Law

Intermolecular Van der Waals Force L−7

Density of Van der Waals Forces between interfaces L−3

Time L0

Capillary Forces L1

Distance L1

Flow Velocity L1

Thermal power transferred by conduction L1

Electrostatic Force L2

Di�usion time L2

Volume L3

Mass L3

Gravitational Force L3

Electrical Motive Power L3

Magnetic force with an exterior �eld L3

Magnetic force without an exterior �eld L4

Centrifugal Force L4

Table 2.1: In micro/nano�uidics various physical parameters scale down or up when the characteristic
length is reduced. [33]

Reynolds number

The Reynolds number, Re, is one of the important dimensionless numbers in �uid mechanics

that predicts the �ow regime and is given by,

Re =
ρUL

µ
(2.1)

where, ρ, U , and µ are the density, velocity and the viscosity of the �uid, respectively. In other

words, it is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. Lower Reynolds numbers represent

the �ow regime with dominant viscous terms, called laminar �ow.

In the case of micro�uidics, as L and also U are very small, and Re is often limited to

very low value of L. [34] As the �ow is fully laminar, �uid behaviour is predictable, provid-

ing a great degree of controllability that can be used for many applications such sorting or

separating of assorted particles or cells (Fig. 2.2c). However, as the �ow never enters the

turbulent regime, passive mixing of di�erent phases does not occur immediately but normally

needs external disturbance or force �eld.

Weber number

The Weber number, We, is the dimensionless number that represents the ratio of inertial to

surface forces and it is normally used to describe and analyse the interfacial e�ects between
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two or more phases. It is given by,

We =
ρU2L

γ
(2.2)

where here also ρ, U , and µ are the density, velocity and the viscosity of the �uid, respectively

and γ is the surface tension of the interface considered.

Based on Equation 2.2, similar to Reynolds number when L decreases the denominator

term becomes more signi�cant, in this case the interfacial surface forces. Realising and quan-

tifying of these e�ects by Weber number helps when analysing the formation of droplets and

bubbles and the reaction within multiple emulsions. [108,109]

P�eclet number

The P�eclet number, Pe, is given as

Pe =
UL

D
(2.3)

where, D is the di�usion constant. This dimensionless number measures the ratio of convec-

tion to di�usion forces.

In micro�uidics, L is very small, �ow is laminar and bulk convective transfer is limited

and insigni�cant compared to the the di�usive rate.

Capillary Number

The capillary number, Ca, re�ects the interplay between viscous forces and surface tension

forces acting across an interface of two di�erent phases, given by,

Ca =
µU

γ
(2.4)

where, µ, U and γ are, respectively, the viscosity of the liquid, the characteristic velocity and

the surface tension or interfacial tension between the two �uid phases.

Although, the capillary number is not directly a function of the characteristic length (L),

however, the characteristic velocity, U is very low in micro�uidic systems inherently due to

small L. This number can be used for analysis and control of droplets generation, break-up

and coalescence. [110]

To exploit physical e�ects in the micro�uidic system, dimensionless numbers and their

representation of each e�ect, as explained in section 2.2.1 and also the scaling laws of other

physical parameters with L (Table 2.1) should be taken into consideration. For example, the

small size of channels, i.e L, means very low Re and Pe that shows the �uid is completely

laminar. Laminar �ow facilitate many processes such as separating or sorting of particles or
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cells due to the predictable velocity pro�le, reduction in samples cross contamination or isol-

ation of sample and reagents. However, consideration of the Pe number emphasises that the

mixing regime is dominated by di�usion, which is a relatively slow process while in some cases

a very rapid mixing is required. Having said that, increasing the surface area, as employed in

some designs by introducing curved channels can enhance the mixing. An instant and quick

way to mix is by applying an external force such as an acoustic force which has proven to be

very e�ective. Although high ratio of surface area to volume may prevent some phenomena to

occur e�ectively, it allows massive energy coupling when locally external force �eld is applied.

Understanding these advantages of micro-scale, incredibly high resolution and accuracy can

be accomplished which that are not practical in conventional macro-scale systems.

2.3 Actuation and Manipulation methods

One of the fundamental features of LOC systems and their advantage over the macro-scale

method is their exceptional degree of control over �uid and suspended objects. This abil-

ity of regulated manipulation of particles and cells is one of the desirable characteristics of

micro�uidic LOC platforms, and it is achievable by utilising the distinct physical aspects of

micro-scales systems. Section 2.2.1 brie�y discussed these physical aspects, and here their

manifestation in applied methods will be explained. The manipulation methods are custom-

arily categorised into passive and active. Each category has a wide range of techniques that

bear their own advantages and limitations. The selection of each technique depends on their

performance and capacity in terms of system throughput, force magnitude and localisation

ability, compatibility with biological samples, integrability and level it complexity for imple-

mentation or operation.

2.3.1 Passive Systems

Techniques that are developed based on geometrical features of the channel to modify hydro-

dynamic forces without applying any external impingement fall under the category of passive

methods. Moreover, these techniques rely on the physical properties of the particles such as

size, density, shape and deformability to manipulate them. Another approach to modifying

internal forces acting on the suspended matter to control their position and motion path is

introducing physical obstacles. A wide range of applications have been developed based on

passive methods to carry out particle sorting (by pinched �ow fractionation (PFF), [111�113]

�eld �ow fractionation (FFF), [81,114] and hydrodynamic �ltration (HDF) [115]) concentra-

tion, [116,117] and mixing. [118�120] Also physical-obstacle based sorting and separation have

been achieved by introducing pillars as shown in Fig. 2.2b, [121] weris, [122] microwells, [64]

and microarrays (as in Fig. 2.1d). [53, 60] One good example of the utilisation of the pass-

ive method to achieve single-cell trapping is using cup-shaped micro-arrays. Di Carlo et al.

demonstrated this approach (see Fig. 2.1e). [58] Another method that has been very e�ective
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in particle, cell and even submicron-sized exosomes sorting and separation is deterministic

lateral displacement (DLD) as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2d and also mentioned earlier in sec-

tion 2.1.2. [16,123,124]

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, at the micro-scale the Reynolds number is on the order of

1 and so the �ow is fully laminar in micro�uidic system. In this regime viscous e�ects are

prevalent, so the Navier-Stokes equation can be expressed as

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

)
= −∇p+ η∇2v (2.5)

where, ρ, v, p and η refer to the �uid density, velocity, pressure and viscosity respectively. In

the limit of very low Re number, the non-linear Navier-Stokes is reduced to Stokes equation

by neglecting the (v.∇v) non-linear term: [34]

ρ
∂v

∂t
= −∇p+ η∇2v (2.6)

In a passive micro�uidic system, fundamental parameters in design are the Re number,

Pe number, hydrodynamic resistance, Rhyd, and the �ow rate, Q where for any certain �ow

rate the pressure drop,∆p, is dictated by the hydrodynamic resistance:

Q =
∆p

Rhyd
(2.7)

For any microchannel the hydrodynamic resistance is dictated by the geometrical shape and

size of the channel and physical obstructions.

Most of these methods have the advantage it being cheap and straightforward to con-

struct and operate. However, some of them are susceptible to blockage due to their reliance

on physical obstacles or very small channel features to create force gradients (e.g. microwell or

DLD). They may depend on channel and particles size and geometry, that limits the system

�exibility and robustness. For passive trapping systems, usually, there is no control over the

particles after their separation. This is another drawback in terms of tunability.

2.3.2 Active Systems

Optical

In optical manipulation methods, the external force is generated by an intense light beam

(Laser). [125] This method can trap and handle individual particles in the size range of few

nanometers to tens of micrometres and is customarily called optical tweezers �rst developed

by Ashkinin in the 1970s. [126, 127] Optical tweezers work on this principle that dielectric

particles are attracted and trapped in the strong electric �eld gradient created by a focused

laser beam. [128] It has been used to manipulate individual bacteria, viruses, molecules and

even atoms, [125] and its application is demonstrated in the sorting of biologicals, [129] and
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mechanical characterisation of blood cells. [130] Although it provides exceptionally high res-

olution and accuracy in trapping and patterning of cells and submicron particles, opto�uidic

(optical micro�uidic) systems lack high throughput and are costly to build and operate. An-

other major drawback of optical tweezers is that due to the use of high power laser, they

damage soft tissues and are not very compatible with live cells. While optical tweezers are

capable of trapping single particles or cells with exceptional resolution, with their low through-

put, they cannot be used for separating and trapping of large volume of particles, especially

nanoparticles and no upscaled trapping system can be developed based on optical methods.

Magnetic

Another external near-�eld that is commonly used in LOC and other micro�uidic systems is

the magnetic �eld. Moreover, the manipulation of particles in this �eld is called magneto-

phoresis. [131, 132] Here also the mechanism of exerting the force on particles lies on the

gradient of the magnetic �eld. [133] As particles and cells should have magnetic properties

or they need to be labelled using tiny magnetic particles. [134] Magnetophoresis has the ad-

vantage of being biocompatible and several applications have been developed for cell sorting

and immunoassays. [135�137] Another desirable feature of the magnetic technique is its simple

design, low cost and smooth operation. Also, it does not generate a high amount of energy and

heat to be harmful to live or susceptible biological samples in contrast to optical or electrical

methods. However, magnetophoretic force is relatively weak and trades o� throughput, so

handling large volume samples would be challenging. Furthermore, another major drawback

of magnetophoresis is the need for tagging of naturally non-magnetic species or �uids, which

limits its broader application.

Electrical

One of the widely used active methods uses electric �elds to manipulate the �uid and the

suspended matter. Applying an electric �eld can generate three types of forces on suspended

particles: electrophoresis, electro-osmosis and dielectrophoresis. [138, 139] Electrophoresis is

the manipulation of charged particles when they pass through the �eld. In electro-osmosis,

the electrical �eld induces a �owing stream within the conductive �uid that can cause hy-

drodynamic forces. The last and most applied type of electrically-induced forces on particles,

dielectrophoresis, [140] appears when a non-charged particle goes into a non-uniform �eld;

this phenomenon depends on the �eld gradient and particle's polarity. [141] DEP has been

widely applied for trapping, [142,143] concentration, [144,145] and separation [146] of particles

and cells. While electrophoresis and in particular DEP has a high degree of sensitivity and

integrability, one major drawback is high voltage requirement that causes heating making it

unsuitable for many cell types and biologicals. Moreover, there are other drawbacks with

electrical actuation such as relatively small forces and local heating.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of active methods for particle manipulation: (a) Optic tweezers can trap
single particles and manipulate them. Reprinted from [19], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
(b) Magnetic nanobeads are also used to trap and separate nanoparticles such as haemoglobin particles
demonstrated here. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, Micro�uids and Nano�uids [20]
copyright 2011. (c) Dielectrophoresis (DEP) force drives EVs to the peripheral region of individual
circular electrodes under AC �eld. Reprinted with permission from [21]. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society. (d) Acoustic manipulation separates exosomes here from microvesicles (MVs).
Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (d) Titled surface
acoustic waves in an acousto�uidic device separates exosomes from blood cells and MVs. Reproduced
with permission. [23] Copyright 2017, National Academy of Sciences.)

Acoustic

Acoustic methods apply ultrasound waves onto the micro�uidic channel to manipulate the

�uid and other objects in the channel or chamber to exert forces on �uid on particles. The

term acousto�uidics refers to the application of acoustics into the micro�uidic systems. The

acoustic technique has the advantage of being label-free (as opposed to magnetic or electrical

techniques), only relying on the physical properties of the particle and cell such as size, density

and compressibility (so is independent from electrical or magnetic properties of the suspended

object) and also unlike optical or electrical methods is biocompatible. As acoustic is the main

method selected and used in this work, a more thorough review of its principles and literature

will follow in the subsequent sections. It will be shown that acoustic manipulation of particle

will be more challenging when their size become smaller (i.e. nanoparticles), where drag

forces (induced by acoustic streaming) will be more dominant. Moreover, creating su�ciently

large acoustic radiation force will be more challenging. To tackle this, resonant modes can

be excited. This thesis shows the potential of resonant modes in generating large magnitudes

of inter-particle force (chapter 3) and presents a nanoparticle capturing method using this

previously unexploited resonance (chapters 4 and 5).
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2.4 Acousto�uidics

Sound waves are mechanical waves that propagate through a medium, �uids or solids with a

speci�c amplitude and frequency. While in solids both longitudinal and transverse modes can

be excited, in �uids sound waves only propagate in the longitudinal mode. [147] Acoustics is

the study of sound waves, their generation and propagation in di�erent mediums. Although

a classical branch of Physics dating back to the nineteenth century by works of Rayleigh [148]

and Faraday, [149, 150] the extensive application of sound waves developed later in the 20th

century in particular ultrasonics. [151] Sound waves with frequencies higher than the audible

range (>20 kHz), their study and applications are called ultrasound or ultrasonics. They

have opened their way into various engineering and technologies such as non-destructive test-

ing/examination (NDT/NDE), [152] ultrasound scanning or sonography, [153] sound navig-

ating ranging (SONAR), [154] medical ultrasound [155] and so on. In micro�uidic systems

also, ultrasound has been used along with other actuation techniques that can be traced back

with the development of sensor technologies. [32,156]

"Acousto�uidics" is the overlapping �eld between micro�uidics and acoustics, where the

application of ultrasound waves into micro�uidic devices and systems is studied, character-

ised, and new technologies are developed. Understanding the physics behind the acoustic

forces that arise from the interaction of ultrasound wave, the �uid and suspended objects

is essential for developing an e�ective micro�uidic system to reach the favourable result. In

the micro�uidic systems, objects such as particles (solid or biological), droplets, bubbles and

channel components such as pillars and posts may undergo any or all of three forces generated

by ultrasound. These are acoustic streaming induced drag force, [157, 158] primary acoustic

radiation force [159, 160] and secondary Bjerknes force. [161] Hereafter all three will be dis-

cussed and explained.

2.4.1 Acoustic Radiation Forces

In all ultrasound particle manipulation approaches, the main stimulation mechanism relies in

the mechanical force generated by the acoustic �eld on the object due to the object's scatter-

ing e�ect on the incoming wave, generally called as Acoustic Radiation Force (ARF) and also

the �eld's acoustic streaming phenomenon, usually called acoustic streaming induced force.

ARF itself can have two contributing components, �rst is caused by the incoming or incident

wave and referred by some as 'Primary Force' and secondly caused by the surrounding objects,

especially other particles, so named as secondary or interparticle force as well as secondary

Bjerknes force.
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Primary force

The �rst attempt to analytically model acoustic radiation force was conducted by King [160]

for an arbitrary size rigid sphere. Later, Yosioka and Kawasima [162] developed it to cal-

culate force on small compressible particles in both standing and travelling plane waves.

Gor'kov [159] introduced a convenient formula applicable for small spheres in any standing

waves. The relative size is commonly de�ned compared to the wavelength of the acoustic

wave, and radius of the object. An object is considered small if it is in the order of 0.01 relat-

ive to the wavelength. Hasegawa [163] presented an analytical approach that using Bessel and

Hankel equations is able to predict the acoustic radiation force on elastic solid sphere in both

standing and travelling waves valid for any size range. Nevertheless, to achieve a reasonable

accuracy higher orders of these functions should be caclulated which makes the computation

costly for large particles. Others [164�166] also presented studies of force on elastic spheres

with more speci�c conditions such as considering viscosity or force on shells. Also, it has

been shown that the viscosity only matters for small size particles, [165] where particle size

is much smaller than the wavelength (d � λ) so the acoustic streaming induced force, also

dependant on the geometry and boundary conditions, will not be dominant for particles with

larger diameters. [167]

In any acoustic wave �eld, when an incident sound wave comes into contact with a

particle, it interacts directly with the particle, gets scattered by it and also transmits into

the body of the particle. In general the particle could be solid, liquid or gas so depending

on the particles physical and mechanical properties (i.e. size, density and compressibility or

sti�ness) those interactions, scattering and transmission may vary, however, they yield a net

force due to pressure and velocity gradients around the particle (Fig. 2.5a).

Perturbation theory is applied to obtain the second order non-zero forcing terms, the

resultant acoustic radiation forces. [34, 168] In this approach the pressure �eld is assumed to

consist of stationary part P0, �rst order P1, and second order P2 expansions, in which P1 and

P2 are assumed to be time dependent and harmonic. So we assume,

P1 = P1(x)eiωt (2.8a)

ρ1 = ρ1(x)eiωt (2.8b)

v1 = v1(x)eiωt (2.8c)

Also, P1 = ρ1c
2
0 which is derived from isentropic derivative c20 = (∂P/∂ρ)s.

The expansion to the second order is su�cient when the perturbation, ε is small. Con-

sidering the stationary state density ρ0, and velocity v0 (which is equal to zero), pressure,

density and velocity �elds can be expanded as:
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Figure 2.5: Acoustic manipulation uses three e�ects, primary acoustic radiation force, secondary
radiation force also known as secondary Bjerknes force and drag froce induced by acoustic streaming.
(a) The incident wave is scattered by the particle and net time-averaged of pressure �eld produces the
primary force, here shown in a standing wave (top) and secondary scattering by neighbouring particle
contributes to inter-particle force, i.e. secondary Bjerknes force (bottom) (b) Schematic illustrating
the streaming arisen due to viscous e�ects at the limits of the �uid volume. Reproduced from [24]
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Acoustic streaming used to manipulate and
separate particles. Scale bar is 200 µm. Reproduced from [25] with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry. (d) Di�erent scaling laws for streaming drag force and radiation forces (i) explains the
dominance of streaming forces (ii) for very small particles while for larger particles radiation force is
dominant (iii) and patterning due to pressure gradient is achievable. The insets (ii) and (iii) adapted
from [26] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

ρ = ρ0 + ερ1 + ε2ρ2 + ..., (2.9a)

P = P0 + ε(c20ρ1) + ε2P2 + ..., (2.9b)

v = v0 + εv1 + ε2v2 + .... (2.9c)

As the oscillation occurs at very high frequencies, the net footprint of the wave is its time

average. The time-average operator is de�ned as,

〈X〉 =
1

Tosc

∫ Tosc

0
X(t)dTosc (2.10)

where, Tosc is the period of oscillation, t the time variable and ω the frequency. It should

be noted that for a harmonic function of X(t) = sin(ωt), its time-average, 〈X〉, is zero but

〈sin2(ωt)〉 6= 0.
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Also, it is noted that, when we have two harmonically varying �elds f and g that have

complex components, the physical real-valued time-average 〈f g〉 is given by the real-part

rule as,

〈f g〉 =
1

2
Re [f(x) g∗(x)] (2.11)

where, the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.

Implementing Equation 2.9 alongside the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, and

taking the time average of the terms over a harmonic cycle, yields:

ρ0∇ · 〈v2〉 = −∇ · 〈ρ1v1〉 (2.12a)

〈ρ1
∂v1
∂t
〉+ ρ0〈(v1 ·∇)v1〉 = η∇2〈v2〉+ βη∇ (∇ · 〈v2〉)−∇〈P2〉. (2.12b)

While the time average of static and �rst order components of the �elds equate to zero,

the time average of the �rst order products are non-zero as explained earlier above and thus,

〈v2〉 and 〈P2〉 will in general be non-zero. The non-zero 〈P2〉 contributes to the acoustic

radiation force. [34] This force is derived from the integration of the second-order pressure

�eld over the surface of the particle (in an ideal inviscid �uid). For this reason it is also a

time averaged phenomena and as such acts over numerous harmonic cycles, allowing a steady

migration of particles in a rapidly oscillating sound �eld. The resulting force is:

Frad =

∫

S(t)
〈P2〉(−n)dS. (2.13)

Here, n indicates the normal vector facing outward to the surface of the particle, S. However,

as the surface of the particle, S(t) deforms and moves under e�ect of the incident �eld, an

integration over this surface is problematic. Instead, by applying Reynolds' transport theorem

and expanding the second-order pressure �eld, [168] the acoustic radiation force on the particle

is found, by integration over the unperturbed surface, in this form, S0:

Frad =

∫

S0

(ρ0
2
〈v21〉n−

1

2ρ0c2a
〈P 2

1 〉n− ρ0〈(n · v1)v1〉
)
dS, (2.14)

here ca is the wave speed in the �uid. This formula uses only the �rst-order velocity and

pressure �elds applied over the stationary surface of the particle. The integrand has three

distinct parts. The �rst two make up the momentum �ux in/out of particle volume surface

while the �rst is kinetic and the latter is hydrostatic energy, contributing to the force. The

third term is the convective momentum �ux so the particle's motion and surface �uctuation

are taken into consideration.

Having Equation 2.14, the acoustic radiation force acting on a particle can be calculated

regardless of the size of the particle and the form and type of the wave as long as �rst-order

acoustic pressure and velocity �elds are known. In this thesis, this expression was used to
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numerically compute the force magnitude and direction as further explained in Chapter 3.

To be able to estimate the �rst-order pressure and velocity �elds, we assume that they

have two contributing parts corresponding to incident and scattered e�ects, as expressed here

for the velocity term: [169]

v1 = vi + vs, (2.15)

Accordingly, the squared velocity term can be written as:

v21 = v2i + 2vivs + v2s (2.16)

The scattered wave vs is also a �rst-order approximation in this case. This approach was used

by Yosioka and Kawasima [162] and later by Gor'kov [159] to derive the formula of the force

on a compressible spherical particle in a standing acoustic wave, as given by,

Frad = −∇UGor′kov (2.17)

where,

UGor′kov = 2πr3ρf

(
1

3

〈P 2
1 〉

ρ2fc
2
f

f1 −
1

2
〈v21〉f2

)

f1 = 1− κp
κf

, f2 =
2 (ρp − ρf )

2ρp + ρf

(2.18)

where κ0 = 1/(ρ0c
2
0) and κp denote the compressibility of the liquid and particle respectively

and subscripts f and p denote the �uid and particle respectively.

However, they assumed that the particle is much smaller than the wavelength, (d �
λ), [169] and as such the scattered-scattered term is very small compared to incident and

scattered-incident �elds, v2s � vivs (Equation 2.16). Hasegawa and Yosioka [170] also broke

the potential �eld into incident and scattering components and then expanded them analyt-

ically using spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. Their approach provided an analytical

solution for the force on elastic particles with an arbitrary size compared to the wavelength.

Similarly Doinikov [165] derived force relations within a viscous �uid. However, for large

spheres, the scattered �eld cannot be neglected, so a higher order of approximation is re-

quired for an analytical solution.

In summary, for very small spherical particles, Gor'kov [159] solution provides su�cient

accuracy and his expression of force is convenient and widely used, however for larger particles

it cannot provide accurate results as it ignores scattered-scattered �eld e�ects. Using perturb-

ation theory, we are able to express the force with �rst-order terms. As our subject particles

are in the order of the wavelength, we must consider the scattering e�ects as well. In this

thesis we chose to adopt a �nite element method (FEM) to solve the problem directly and
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utilised the general form of acoustic radiation force (Equation 2.14).

Secondary (Bjerknes) force

Secondary forces were studied by Bjerknes who formulated forces between two oscillating

bubbles. [171] To acknowledge his contribution, the interparticle force that arises from the

wave scattering of another particle to the �rst one is called secondary Bjerknes force. [161]

Later, others also studied interparticle forces between bubbles, small bubble-particle and

particle-particle interaction as well with mathematical approach. [172�175]

The secondary Bjerknes force is a result of the scattering of scattered wave of neighbour

particle (or object) which is non-linear in nature, so developing an analytical expression needs

assumptions and simpli�cation to a great extent (Fig. 2.5a). Assuming two identical spherical

particles with very small radius (r � λ) and at very close distance from each other (G� λ,

where G stands for gap between two spheres) in a one-dimensional �eld (v(x) and P (x)) there

is an expression for inter-particle Bjerkness force, [176�178] given as,

FBj(x) = 4πr6

[
(ρp − ρf )2

(
3 cos2 θ − 1

)

6ρfG4
v2(x)− ω2ρf (κp − κf )2

9G2
P 2(x)

]
(2.19)

where θ is the angle between the wave propagation axis and the centre-connecting line

of the particles. Although for larger particles and larger gaps between them, this equation is

not valid, but it does show how the force scales with the distance between them and angle

with the wave axis. More recently Sepehrirahnama [175] studied the interaction between two

small rigid particles around the node, although this approach is applicable to larger sizes but

it cannot be used for compressible or elastic particles. All studies show that one of the key

features of the secondary Bjerknes force is its high sensitivity to the gap or distance between

two particles; it can be stated that FBj ∝ 1
dn and it drops quickly at further distances between

neighbouring particles. [179]

As Equation 2.14 provides the acoustic radiation force acting on a particle regardless of

the their size, position and surrounding particles, using FEM numerical computation, total

radiation force can be calculated. When the surrounding object (in this case, another particle)

is removed from the simulation, the same equation returns the primary acoustic radiation

force, by subtracting that from the total radiation force, secondary Bjerknes force can be

obtained:

Ftotal = Fprim + FBj ⇒ FBj = Ftotal − Fprim (2.20)

In the following chapters (3-5) as we are dealing with large elastic solid particles, the

same approach is applied to compute the secondary force between two particles where the
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numerical simulation is done by COMSOL Multiphysics. Then Equation 2.14 is used to cal-

culate the acoustic radiation force acting on particles, either single particles or in presence of

other particles. Then Equation 2.20 will return the secondary Bjerknes force acting on both

particles instead of Equation 2.19 which is only valid in special cases.

2.4.2 Acoustic Streaming induced Drag Forces

Acoustic streaming is a term applied to the net �ow that is generated due to the existence of

a non-linear second-order body force induced by the acoustic wave progression in the viscous

�uid domain. Acoustic streaming is commonly categorised in two forms. One as a result

of the spatial attenuation of the progressive wave which consequently produces a pressure

and velocity gradient along the wave progression direction. [30] This gradient gives rise to a

net force and accordingly a net �ow arising from time-average non-linear e�ects. Secondly,

when sound wave interacts with the �uid, a streaming vortex is formed within the viscous

boundary layer. In that layer the �uid vibrates rotationally to conform to the no-slip boundary

condition. Owing to continuity, the small vortices in the boundary layer trigger a rotation in

the �uid bulk, [180] similar to a gear and pinion mechanism (Fig. 2.5b). As discussed earlier,

mixing is a challenge in micro�uidic systems however acoustic streaming is very functional

for this application; and has been applied for the rapid �uid mixing, [181, 182] as well as

pumping, [183,184] and particle concentration (Fig. 2.5b). [185�187] However, it can also be

undesirable for particle patterning, then it should be suppressed. [188,189]

Accordingly to describe how the non-linear terms initiate streaming induced force, the

derivation is based on the continuity and Navier-Stokes for compressible viscous �uid,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (2.21a)

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

)
= −∇p+ η∇2v + βη∇(∇.v) (2.21b)

we combine both Equations 2.21a and 2.21b, then we replace the left hand side of the combined

equation with F as a body force (F ), it returns,

F =
∂(ρv)

∂t
+ ρ(v.∇)v + v∇.ρv (2.22)

After applying the perturbation method here, then we take the time-average, steady state

terms yield zero, [34]

〈F〉 = ρ0〈(v1 · ∇)v1 + v1∇ · v1〉 (2.23a)

〈F〉 = −∇〈P2〉+ βη∇(∇ · 〈v2〉) + η∇2〈v2〉 (2.23b)
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After time-averaging, only products of �rst order terms or second order terms are non-zero.

The �rst equation (Equation 2.23a) is the Reynolds stress and thus the driving body force.

On the other hand, from the second equation (Equation 2.23b) and replacing 〈F〉 as Equation
2.23a) we can express the second-order velocity �eld v2 (i.e. acoustic streaming velocity) in

terms of �rst-order velocity and pressure �elds, respectively v1 and P1.

The acoustic streaming drag force on a suspended particle with the initial velocity of vp

can be computed from the steady-state time-averaged second order velocity �eld (〈v2〉), by
the Stokes drag equation,

Fac
drag = 6πηa(〈v2〉 − vp) (2.24)

so, by knowing the acoustic streaming drag force the motion and path of the particles

can be predicted. As it can be seen here in Equation2.24, it scales with particle size as the

characteristic length L while the acoustic radiation force (ARF) for small particles scales

with L3 (standing wave) (or L6 for travelling wave), [190] so when the particle size is very

small, this force is signi�cant but when the particle size is larger with respect to the acoustic

wavelength then, this force loses its signi�cance and becomes negligible. [26] Therefore in

chapter 3 as large particles in the acoustic �eld are investigated, acoustic streaming e�ects

are not considered (see Fig. 2.5d). In chapters 4 and 5, the investigated channel is �lled with

microparticles, so large vortices of acoustic streaming cannot form, however, microstreaming

may exist in the pores between microparticles but due to the small size of the pores , the

assumption is made that the e�ect of streaming is small.

2.5 Excitation Methods in Acousto�uidics

There are di�erent ways to categorise ultrasonic systems based on the sound wave type and

direction (such as longitudinal, transverse, planar, travelling or standing, and so), frequency

range, source and application. In acousto�uidics, in terms of excitation mode, they fall into

two main groups: bulk acoustic waves (BAW) and surface acoustic waves (SAW). In principle,

the main di�erence between these two types is how they interact with the �uid in the channel

and the mode they excite in the channel of the chamber. Bulk acoustic wave excitation mode

creates resonance across the 'bulk' of the �uid volume by vibrating the channel or chamber in

speci�c resonance modes that is dictated by the geometry of the channel. However, surface

acoustic waves appear and propagate along the surface of the piezoelectric substrate upon its

excitation. These waves couple locally into the liquid in a certain angle and transfer its energy

to the liquid domain. Each of these methods has their inherent advantages and disadvantages;

hence selecting them will depend on the type of application and desired output. This section

discusses these di�erent methods in more details.
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2.5.1 Bulk Acoustic Waves

The bulk acoustic wave actuation method in micro�uidic systems indicates a channel or

chamber that the whole liquid volume undergoes resonance, so the term bulk is used. To

achieve bulk resonance in the �uid, usually, a piezoelectric transducer generates planar waves

from one side that couples at the solid-�uid boundary and travels into the �uid domain. The

critical factor is the size of the channel (along the wave axis) and the amount of re�ection.

For example, for a 1D standing wave, the width of the channel (along the wave axis) should

be a multiplication of λ/2 (half wavelength) [27,191] as illustrated in Fig. 2.6a and similarly

both width and height of the channel in 2D standing wave system. [192, 193] Channels are

made of very re�ective material (such as glass or silicon), or a re�ector is used. Geometry

limits the frequency and resonance made here. Also, transducers are typically in kHz to a few

MHz range that makes the size range of the system in order of millimetres. Reducing the size

allows for higher frequencies which are bene�cial for particle manipulation by providing more

signi�cant force. In a 1D standing �eld, primary force along with the wave axis on a particle

with the radius r is given by [162]:

Frad = 4πr3Eackwavesin(2kwavex)Φ (2.25)

where x is the particle position along the wave axis, kwave is the wave number given by,

kwave =
ω

cf
=

2πf

cf
, (2.26)

f is the frequency and cf is the �uid's speed of sound.

Also, Eac is the acoustic energy density given by,

Eac =
P 2
0

4ρfc
2
f

=
1

4
ρfv

2
0 (2.27)

where, P0 and v0 are the amplitude of the pressure and velocity �elds and Φ is the contrast

factor that is given by:

Φ =
1

3
f1 +

1

2
f2

=
1

3

[
5ρp − 2ρf
2ρp + ρf

− κp
κf

] (2.28)

For particles and cells much smaller than the wavelength, when Φ > 0 means they will

be collected at minimum pressure nodes and Φ < 0 means primary force pushes the particle

toward antinodes (Fig. 2.6b). This equation is only valid for very small particles; however,

generally in most BAW systems, the channel size and the wavelength are extensively greater

than target particles and other suspended matter.

BAW systems are less complicated to build, especially if standard transducers and chan-

nels are selected then no micro/nanofabrication presses are needed. However, pressure �elds
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2.5. EXCITATION METHODS IN ACOUSTOFLUIDICS

in the BAW system are only limited to few resonant modes that can be excited, which means

for a channel with a speci�c size only speci�c frequencies can be excited. Due to geometrical

and technological limitations, only low frequencies in the range of few MHz are practical.

BAW systems inherently lack high spatial resolution required for individual particle/cell ma-

nipulation (see Fig. 2.6c). [194] In BAW systems, the channel geometry is linked to operation

frequency that places limit on the maximum sizes which can be be used especially for nano-

particle collection.

In micro�uidics, BAW systems have been used extensively for sorting and separat-

ing, [27, 195�197] particle concentration, [198] and clustering. [191, 192, 199] While operating

at very low frequencies, some approaches have been developed for trapping and handling of

nanoparticles. [200] For smaller nanoparticles, due to scaling law, acoustic streaming induced

drag froce is more dominant. Acoustic streaming drag force can be used for capturing of

nanoparticles within the vortices, [189], however, it is limited to low capacity and �ow rate.

In an elegant method, using BAW, a cluster of microparticles were formed in the centre of

the channel and then acoustic streaming assisted to lead the nanoparticles into the cluster to

be further trapped by secondary Bjerknes force induced by 'seed' microparticles. [201] As this

system uses resonant mode of �uid bulk in the channel, while it works well for small samples,

its dependence to the channel geometry makes it unsuitable for large-scale nanoparticle trap-

ping and separation.

2.5.2 Surface Acoustic Waves

Surface acoustic waves were �rst theoriesed by Lord Rayleigh in 1885 as a form of wave in

elastic solids. [157] Since then, they have been used to describe siesmic waves. Later on, in the

mid 20th by the invention of interdigital transducers (IDTs) printed on the surface of piezo-

electric substrates, surface acoustic waves found a new application in radio-frequency (RF)

relays and �lters; [32,202] and continues to do so today. New piezoelectric crystals such as lith-

ium tantalate (LT) and lithium niobate (LN) with their improved electro-mechanical coupling

paved the way for wider application of SAW in di�erent industries, started with telecommunic-

ation [203,204] and then expanded to other application such as bio-sensor technologies, [205]

optical modulators, [206] touch sensitive screens, [207] and automotive windscreen raindrop

sensors [208] as well as micro�uidics.

As SAW mainly develop and progress on the surface, they propagate on the surface

of the solid in two dimensions only (Fig. 2.6d), so they decay slower than bulk acoustic

waves, so energy dissipation is considerably lower. Moreover, SAW systems can generate

much higher frequencies in the order of MHz (Very High Frequencies, VHF) and GHz (Ultra

High Frequencies, UHF) that is a major advantage over BAW systems in micro�uidics as it

can provide many more e�ects to exploit in handling the �uid and manipulation of particles.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) manipulation of particles in micro�uidic
systems. [27] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) In a standing wave, acoustic
radiation force (ARF) pushed the particles with positive contrast factor (Φ > 0) to pressure nodes
and with Φ < 0 to antinodes. Reproduced from [28] under Creative Commons attribution (CC BY
4.0). (c) Generally for small particles, primary forces pushes the particles toward the pressure node (or
antinode) and the secondary force helps their aggregation. Reproduced from [29] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Illustration of how SAW is generated on piezoelectric substrate
surface and creating standing wave in the middle using two IDTs. (e) At substrate-�uid interface,
SAW transmits its energy to the �uid domain at Rayleigh angle (θR), attenuates the surface with a
rate of α and the transmitted wave attenuates in the �uid with a di�erent attenuation coe�cient,
β. (f) Surface plots of �rst-order pressure �elds, P1, at top and time-averaged modulus of the �rst-
order pressure �elds, 〈P1〉 show a standing wave forms in the channel in horizontal direction by
two-opposing SAW. Reproduced from [30] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (g)
Basic design of a single frequency straight IDT based on its wavelength, λ. (h) One application of
standing SAW (SSAW) for patterning of particles. (d)&(h) are reproduced from [31] under Creative
Commons attribution-NonCommercial license. (e)&(g) are reproduced from [32] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Here, wavelengths can be as short as the size of the particles, cells, or submicron biomolecules

thus enabling higher spatial resolution contrary to bulk acoustic wave systems. Further ex-

amples of these applications are discussed below.

The surface acoustic wave coupling to the �uid domain occurs locally and then the acous-

tic wave propagates into the �uid rather than resonating the whole �uid volume. Standing

surface acoustic waves (SSAW) can be generated by exciting two opposing IDTs independent

of the channel geometry (Fig. 2.6d and f), that is another key advantage that permits �exib-

ility for selecting channel size or frequency to be applied. In addition to these bene�ts, SAW

chips o�er great integrability into lab on chip devices and have found application in droplet

generation, [209] merging, [210] and steering, [211,212] atomisation, [213,214] size-based sort-

ing, [215](Fig. 2.4d and e) particle patterning, [12](Fig. 2.1f and 2.6h) and trapping of cells
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and nanoparticles. [2, 216]

Theory

One of the common groups of materials in the micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) is

piezoelectric materials which is also used in a wide range of other applications from sensors,

sound production to ampli�ers and quartz watches. Piezoelectricy means the conversion of

mechanical stress into electric charges and vice versa; this bidirectional phenomenon is called

converse piezoelectric e�ect. [217] Surface acoustic waves can be generated when an oscillating

electrical charge is applied across the comb-shaped periodic circuits that are patterned on the

surface of the piezoelectric material (Fig. 2.6d). These patterned comb-shaped electrodes are

customarily called interdigital or interdigitated transducers (for short IDT) as they resemble

inter-locking �ngers. The width and spacing of these �nger-like periodic patterns of electrodes

dictates the wavelength (λsaw) and thus the frequency (fsaw) of the sound wave (Fig. 2.6g),

for any piezoelectrical material with certain speed of sound, csaw, as follows: [218]

fsaw =
csaw
λsaw

(2.29)

where the width and spacing between each �nger pair is equal to quarter of wavelength

(λsaw/4) in the most basic design (Fig. 2.6g). For most of piezoelectric materials, the speed of

sound depends to the crystal cut and wave propagation direction. Lithium niobate (LiNbO3),

usually abbreviated as LN, is the most common piezoelectric material in SAW systems for

its desirable properties, such as low acoustic attenuation, [204] high electromechanical coup-

ling coe�cient and high spontaneous polarization. [219, 220] The electromechanical coupling

coe�cient, regarded the most important coe�cient of piezoelectric materials, expresses how

e�ectively electro-mechanical energies convert to each other. [221]

At the interface of solid-�uid, a sound wave transfers and transmits its energy into the

�uid domain at a certain angle, θR, known as Rayleigh angle and the transmitted waves are

called Rayleigh leaky waves (Fig. 2.6e). The sound wave then propagates into tThe �uid at

θR (with respect to the surface normal) given by the Snell's law, [180]

θR = sin−1
(
cf
csaw

)
(2.30)

Due to conservation law of energy, SAW decays across the surface as it progresses because

it continuously leaks its energy into the �uid at a rate, known as the attenuation coe�cient,

α, and given by: [222,223]

α =
ρfcf

ρsubcsawλsaw
(m−1) (2.31)
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where, ρsub is the density of the piezoelectric substrate.

Although leaky waves and attenuation occurs at the interface of solid-gas too, it is

considerably lower and thus is normally neglected as most of the acousto�uidic applications

deal with liquids. To minimise, energy loss, IDTs are placed either directly underneath the

liquid channel or more commonly out of the channel under an empty chamber with the micro

channel chips (usually made of PDMS) or completely exposed to air. That is to minimise the

loss of energy because of SAW leaking to solid is not negligible. In the liquid chamber, leaky

waves also attenuate though in considerably lower rates. Similarly, the attenuation coe�cient

in liquid is given by,

β =
ω2
(
4
3η + η′

)

ρfc
3
f

(m−1) (2.32)

where η and η′ are shear and bulk viscosity coe�cients of the the �uid, accordingly. Actually,

this attenuation along the Rayleigh angle is the driving force behind the acoustic streaming

in SAW based micro�uidic channels. [223]

Across the solid-�uid interface, the attenuation length (the inverse of attenuation coe�-

cient as shown in Fig. 2.6e) is de�ned as a length that the wave decays to 1/e of its initial

amplitude (≈ 38%). For a typical SAW device using LN as substrate and water as �uid, with

ρf ≈ 1000 kg/m3, cf ≈ 1500 m/s, ρs = 4650 kg/m3 and cs ≈ 4000 m/s (in x-direction of

128◦ Y-cut LN) the attenuation length of the surface wave is lsaw ≈ 12.4λsaw. However, in

the liquid domain, the attenuation coe�cient as given in Equation 2.32 is mainly a function

of the frequency. At typical SAW frequency of 100 MHz, this length is approximately 2.2 mm

which is signi�cantly larger than the height of the channels normally used in micro�uidics.

That means sound wave has su�cient energy to interact with �uid and solid particles inside

channel boundaries.

One of the major advantages of SAW over bulk acoustic wave systems is its capability to

modify the pressure �eld by recon�guring the IDTs. There are a wide range of IDT con�gur-

ations that have been developed or adopted for di�erent applications. Here, some of the more

commonly used con�gurations will be introduced. Straight IDTs have the most basic design

though very e�cient operating at single designed frequency, hence majority of micro�uidic

SAW devices use this con�guration. It consists of uniform distribution of straight electrodes

or �ngers with equal width and spacing (1/4λsaw) (Fig. 2.7b). The number of �ngers are

chosen in a way to match the impedance and minimise the re�ected power. [224]

Focused IDTs with cocentric curved �ngers will provide a wave focused at a desired point

near the IDT while the majority of the wave energy is con�ned to a narrow beam. [182,225,226]

This con�guration is favourable when a highly localised transfer of energy into a speci�c area

in the channel is needed, for example droplet breakup. Con�guration with varied spacing or
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dimensions, such as chirped [66] or slanted IDTs, [227] enables excitation is a wide range of

frequencies rather than a single frequency (as in straight IDTs). Although they may not be as

e�cient in terms of maximum power transmission or providing a clean sinusoidal waveform

they are very essential in studies and applications that di�erent range of wavelengths or fre-

quencies are required within a single device. [12]

The studies presented in chapters 4 and 5 establish and focus on the e�ect of the elastic

solid particle's resonance on the secondary Bjerknes force; so, chirped IDTs were a critical tool

for these studies. Di�erent chirped IDTs with varied wavelengths have enabled the �nding

of the optimum frequencies that the novel method of sound wave activated packed bed of

microparticles can trap and enrich nanoparticles e�ciently in a continuous �ow system. [2]

2.6 Fabrication

Certainly, micro/nanofabrication technology is the backbone of SAW-based acousto�uidic sys-

tems. Considering the frequency range that is common in these systems (10 ∼ 1000 MHz),

the width of electrodes could be as thin as 0.37 µm. Also, microchannels could be as narrow

as 10 µm with much smaller features inside them. Fabricating patterns at this scale is only

achievable via micro/nanofabrication.

A widely used piezoelectric substrate material is lithium niobate. Some of these charac-

teristics are crystal orientation dependant. LN with 128◦ rotated Y-cut is generally preferred

for its high electromechanical coupling coe�cient and surface mechanical wave speed. Devices

in the experimental part of this thesis, i.e. Chapter 4 and 5, used IDTs chips made from 4 in

(10 cm), 0.5 mm thick 128◦ rotated Y-cut wafer. The speed of sound on metallised chips of

this cut in its X direction is about 3888 m/s and at 45 degree (in rotated X-Z plane) is around

3690 m/s (X, Y and Z indicate the original crystal coordinates). While di�erent chirped

IDTs were used for experimental setups to cover di�erent frequency ranges, all of them, were

aligned 45◦ with respect to the X-propagating axis.

For the microchannel part, PDMS is the most common material in micro�uidic systems

although some other materials like PMMA, glass, silicon and SU8 have been used as well,

however, PDMS has unique characteristics that make it a favourable choice such as optically

transparent nature facilitating visualisation and observation, permeability to gases and excel-

lent elasticity, relatively cheap to make, easy and simple to transfer high resolution patterns

and biocompatibility. Conventionally the fabrication of IDT chips and PDMS microchannels

start with photolithography which transfers the design patterns to the wafers. Before that,

interdigital transducers and channels are designed and drafted in a 2-D drafting software

package.
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Figure 2.7: To fabricate SAW chip with IDTs, lithium niobate wafer(1) is spin coated by positive
resist(2). IDT patterns are transferred by lithography using a photomask and then developed(3-
4). Metal is deposited(5-6) by E-beam vapour deposition and excess metal is removed by lift-o�(7).
Optionally, a glass layer can be deposited (8). After dicing, single SAW chips are ready for bonding
to PDMS. (b)Examples of common con�gurations of IDTs. (c)In this work, to fabricate PDMS
microchannels, Si wafer was spin-coated by positive resist, exposed to UV through the photomask and
developed(1-4 respectively). Then, a thin �lm of Cr covered the patterns by E-beam deposition and
lift-o�(5-7). Thin Cr layer allowed for deep etching by DRIE(8) and achieving the complete mould(9).
By soft lithography, i.e. pouring PDMS onto the mould(10), heat treatment and peeling it o�,
PDMS chips are complete(11) and ready for bonding. (d)Optical pro�lometry and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images shows successful fabrication of deep channels with complete micropillars
which are essential in experiments of Chapters 4 and 5. (e) PDMS and SAW chips are treated by
plasma and then bonded together. The �nal device with connections and tubing is shown.

2.6.1 SAW Device Fabrication

The main design criteria of SAW device are the target frequency/wavelength because, for

most applications such as patterning and trapping, they dictate the particle manipulation

regime. Knowing or selecting either of them (see Equation 2.29), we can obtain the width

and spacing of the electrode �ngers. Other essential factors are the overlapping length of

�ngers (known as IDT aperture) and the number of �nger pairs (also known as IDT length)

(see Fig. 2.6g). These two parameters are optimised based on minimum power re�ection and

impedance mismatching of the IDT [204] along with geometrical requirement arising from the

micro�uidic application.

Upon completion of the design of the IDTs considering above criteria and factors, SAW

chips complete with the inclusion of connection pads and bus bars and alignment with the

microchannel design. The 2D design can be directly transferred to wafers from the digital
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image, however, usually a photomask is developed; thus, the number of photolithography

replications from single design will be unlimited.

Fig. 2.7a schematically shows the fabrication steps starting with the spin coating of

photoresist on a lithium niobate wafer. The designed patterns of IDTs are then transferred to

the photoresist by conventional UV lithography. Instead of direct writing from a digital �le,

we use a photomask due to its convenience, speed of fabrication and reproducibility. After

UV exposure of the photoresist, depending on its polarity it will be cross-linked: Negative

photoresist will be cross-linked and polymerised at regions exposed to light, so in the devel-

oping stage, a chemical developer dissolves and washes away the unexposed resist material.

The desired patterns then remain on the wafer. Conversely, the positive resist is dissolved by

the chemical developer from the UV-exposed regions, then the unexposed regions will remain.

For IDTs, as the aim is to metallise (and later electrically charge) the substrate due to its

higher resolution, positive resist is used.

After development, the metal layer is deposited and selectively lifted o�. Aluminium

(Al) and gold (Au) were used for their excellent conductivity on top of a thin adhesive layer

of chromium (Cr). The deposition step uses the electron-beam vapour deposition method for

its uniform thin �lm deposition quality and anisotropic deposition that enables lift-o�. In the

lift-o� process, chemical solvent attacks non-UV-exposed photoresist, dissolves it and along

with that lifts o� and remove metal from undesired regions. The remaining metal on the LN

water will be only IDT circuits, connection bars and pads. Optionally, an extra layer of glass

(SiO2) is often deposited on the 1DT area to provide extra protection against corrosion and

facilitate bonding to PDMS. At this stage, the wafer fabrication is completed, and individual

chips are cut-out using a high-speed dicing saw and single IDT chips can be characterised by

visual microscope inspection and measuring their S parameters using a Network Analyser.

2.6.2 Microchannel Fabrication and Bonding

In addition to the previously mentioned advantages, PDMS has an excellent mould release

property that makes it ideal for the micro-moulding process. The process of replicating

micron-sized features and patterns on PDMS using a solid mould is called soft-lithography

emerged in the early 90s, and it greatly helped the advance of micro�uidic and lab on chip

systems especially in research and development. To fabricate a mould for PDMS castings, 2D

patterns of the microchannels, chambers and other associated patterns are transferred to a

resist-coated Si wafer using conventional UV lithography (Fig. 2.7c).

Generally, negative resists are used, and after developing, the etching creates an inverse

of the channel designs with a certain height that is equivalent to the channel height on the

PDMS chip. In this thesis, a packed bed of microparticles with sizes about 7 microns or larger

needed to form in the channel; so a row of tightly posed small micropillars were designed to

hold and retain this packed bed (see an example in Fig. 2.7d). For this reason, a modi�ed
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Figure 2.8: (a) CAD design of a device used in this work, Chapters 4 and 5, for trapping of
nanoparticles (SWANS). Single outlet version is shown here for clarity. (b) Fabricated chip after
processes described in Fig. 2.7. While the fabricated chip has 4 IDTs, only those perpendicular to
channel as shown in (a) are always activated. (c) Experimental set-up showing the assembled chip
with tubes connected to a syringe, containing nanoparticle sample, under a �uorescent microscope.
Cooler set-up depicted here (orange stage and tubes) is only activated and used for sensitive biological
samples. (d) Close-up view of the experiment device chip, with PCB board used for connecting SMA
cables to IDT pads. SMA cable are connected to an ampli�er and a signal generator at the other end
that provide oscillating signal for IDTs, to generate surface acoustic wave.

fabrication approach, instead of using negative resists, were used. UV lithography printed

the channel designs on a positive-resist coated wafer. Similar to the IDT fabrication process,

e-beam deposition proceeded lithography with a thin layer of chromium. After lift-o�, while

Cr acted as an etching mask, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) etched the water to the desired

depth. Using a very thin layer of positive resist (∼ 1 µm) helped to achieve high resolution

and Cr permitted for deep etching as the etching rate of Cr is considerably lower than Si (e.g.

a 75 nm Cr layer allows for 100 um depth of Si etching). DRIE is an established deep etching

method where repeated cycles of silicon etching (using SF6 as etchant) and passivation (by

depositing C4F8) achieve required depth with a near-vertical anisotropic wall. At this stage,

the microfabrication process of the Si mould is complete.
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Upon completion of silicon mould fabrication, the soft lithography can be done by pour-

ing a mixture of PDMS and its curing agent (the ratios depend on the desired sti�ness or

�exibility, commonly 10: 1 is used) into the mould. After casting the PDMS as it is a ther-

moset polymer, heating speeds up the cross-linking of the siloxane monomer chains, forming

a �exible rubber-like solid polymer. At this stage, PDMS channels are ready to be cut and

peeled o� the mould (Fig. 2.7c). Soft lithography is cheap and very �exible as several di�erent

designs can be produced at the same time, moreover with theoretically unlimited reproduc-

tion. Although its reproducibility may not be comparable with mass-production methods, its

low cost, �exibility and simplicity make it the favourite method in micro�uidic, particularly

among researchers.

Finally, when both SAW chip (the IDT) and microchannel (the PDMS chip) are fabric-

ated, they are ready for bonding to make a sealed SAW-based micro�uidic device (Fig. 2.7e).

The PDMS chip is appropriately punched at inlet and outlet points, and then both chips are

treated by air/oxygen plasma, so the deposited surface of LN and imprinted side of the PDMS

block are activated and energised for binding. Surface treatment by air/oxygen plasma cre-

ates hydroxyl groups on both PDMS and glass layer (deposited on LN), so upon close contact

of these to surfaces (immediately after plasma treatment) an intermolecular waterproof and

irreversible bond is formed between PDMS and glass-coated LN chip. During the bonding

process, precise alignment of IDTs and the channel is crucial and carefully monitored under a

stereo microscope. Fabrication is complete at this point; attaching the connection tubes and

�ttings make the device ready for experiments (see a demonstration of a complete device and

experimental set-up in Fig. 2.8).
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Chapter 3

Trapping and Patterning of Large

Particles and Cells in the Acoustic

Field

3.1 Overview

Trapping and patterning cells individually and in single wells provides enormous opportun-

ities for studying them while preserving information that is lost in conventional laboratory

approaches. In single-cell analysis, cell to cell communication and drug screening can be stud-

ied and used for tuning tissue engineering applications and further knowledge in stem cell

research could be obtained. Acoustic forces have been very successful in achieving single-cell

trapping as they only exploit the physical properties of the cells, cell pre-treatment or modi-

�cation is not required.

When an acoustic wave approaches the suspended particles, the wave gets scattered,

and this scattering can generate two types of forces; primary and secondary acoustic radi-

ation forces. Primary acoustic radiation forces are the direct result of scattering of the wave

by the particle and the secondary forces arise from the interaction between the suspended

particle and other neighbour particles. In most micro�uidic systems, the wavelength of the

ultrasound wave required to pattern particles is usually signi�cantly larger than the size of

the particles. This results in patterning of particles in clusters at nodal points instead of

single particles. By acoustically increasing the size of the particle (d  λ), i.e. increasing

the frequency, interplay between primary and secondary forces can allow for locating single

particles at pressure nodes (or antidones). Achieving single particle patterning requires full

understanding of this interplay mechanism by investigating both primary and secondary forces

on large particles in a standing wave.

In this work, a systematic numerical method is proposed that enables the investiga-

tion of particle behaviour when its size is acoustically large under 1D standing wave. In the
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method presented to investigate primary and secondary force regimes for large particles, a

�nite element method (FEM) numerical simulation were used. Firstly, frequency response of

the primary acoustic radiation force for three di�erent materials (polystyrene (PS), PMMA

and silica glass) is studied. The study identi�ed regions of di�erent force response de�ned by

change in force direction in�uenced by resonance frequencies. Polymeric materials, PMMA

and PS, show their �rst two resonance frequencies at sizes smaller than half a wavelength.

Further, study focuses on PMMA and shows that secondary Bjerknes force is also in�uenced

by these regions and natural frequencies. The interplay between primary and secondary forces

de�ne the patterning regime at each region.

In the �rst region (Region A, 0 < d/λ < 0.33 for PMMA), the primary force pushes

the particles to the pressure nodes while the secondary force, which are attractive at small

gaps between particles, causes small clumps to form at nodal points. In the next region (B,

0.33 < d/λ < 0.42 for PMMA), where the �rst resonance appears, the primary forces col-

lect the particles at antinodes and the secondary forces become dramatically high. This will

lead to clusters of particles to form at the antinodes. In the third region, further resonance

frequencies appear, however, primary forces keep the particle at nodes, and the secondary

forces, being negative, do not lead to particle aggregation. In this region the frequency range

is narrow, as are the particle diameters. The range of frequencies is ideal for single-particle

patterning, which is in agreement with recent experimental results of single-particle, and

cell patterning demonstrated in a surface acoustic wave (SAW) based micro�uidic system.

However, in the case of cells, the attractive secondary acoustics forces are rather weak due

to lower wave scattering. Hence, in order to obtain the same results as with particles, the

cell diameter must be on the order of the wavelength for single-cell patterning to be achievable.

These �nding shows how natural resonant frequencies of particles play an important

role in not only frequency response of single particle, but the inter-particle secondary forces.

By this e�ect, resonant modes shape distinct ranges of frequencies that demonstrate di�erent

patterning behaviour. A key �nding that can be exploited for trapping and clustering of target

particles is that the 'attractive' secondary force is exceptionally high under the in�uence of

resonance.

3.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [1] with kind permission from the Royal Society

of Chemistry.
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cells in a 1D ultrasonic standing wave†
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The use of ultrasound for trapping and patterning particles or cells in microfluidic systems is usually con-

fined to particles which are considerably smaller than the acoustic wavelength. In this regime, the primary

forces result in particle clustering at certain locations in the sound field, whilst secondary forces, those aris-

ing due to particle–particle interaction forces, assist this clustering process. Using a wavelength closer to

the size of the particles allows one particle to be held at each primary force minimum. However, to achieve

this, the influence of secondary forces needs to be carefully studied, as inter-particle attraction is highly

undesirable. Here, we study the effect of particle size and material properties on both the primary and sec-

ondary acoustic forces as the particle diameter is increased towards the wavelength of the 1-dimensional

axisymmetric ultrasonic field. We show that the resonance frequencies of the solid sphere have an impor-

tant role in the resulting secondary forces which leads to a narrow band of frequencies that allow the pat-

terning of large particles in a 1-D array. Knowledge regarding the naturally existent secondary forces would

allow for system designs enabling single cell studies to be conducted in a biologically safe manner.

1 Introduction

The ability to trap and pattern individual cells and particles
within a microfluidic system allows highly detailed studies into
cell responses. Such single-cell analysis offers the advantage of
preserving the information that is lost when population based
averages are made in standard methods, especially as a popula-
tion inevitably includes cells with a range of sizes and chemis-
tries resulting in varying response and reactions to drugs or vi-
rus agents.1,2 In addition, single-cell analysis can provide
detailed information about cell–cell interaction, drug screening
and a platform for tunable engineered tissues or stem cell
research.3–5 Given the nature and scope of the applications, it
is perhaps unsurprising that a range of techniques have been
developed to create single-cell arrays. These include passive
methods which are typically dictated by the channel geometry
and flow profiles,3,4 as well as active approaches utilising opti-
cal forces,6 magnetism,7 dielectrophoresis8 and
acoustophoresis.9 Whilst each of these approaches offers cer-
tain benefits, the latter, acoustic manipulation, offers excellent
biocompatibility10–13 and good on-chip integration14,15 and as
it exploits the physical properties of the particles/cells, it does
not require the tagging or labelling of cells.16

Acoustophoresis is the use of ultrasound in microfluidics to
generate forces required to trap cells or microparticles,17 encap-
sulate them in droplets,18,19 pattern them in segregated clus-
ters,20,21 and gain control over their trajectories.22–24 The re-
quired ultrasonic fields can be generated in a number of ways,
but most commonly via bulk acoustic waves, which are used to
excite fluid resonances,25,26 or surface acoustic waves (SAW) in
which patterned electrodes are driven at a frequency such that
constructive interference between each pair of electrodes re-
sults in a high amplitude wave which couples into fluid vol-
umes in contact with the substrate.27,28 Regardless of how the
waves are generated, when they impinge and are scattered by a
suspended particle, forces are generated on the scattering ob-
ject. This acoustic radiation force has two contributing compo-
nents, firstly the primary radiation force which arises as a re-
sult of the interaction between the incident wave and the
suspended matter (i.e. particles), in contrast to the secondary
radiation force which is experienced as a result of the interac-
tions between the scattered wave from another surface (i.e. par-
ticle/wall/bubble) and the suspended matter.

The vast majority of acoustofluidic systems developed for
particle handling and sorting29–31 use wavelengths which are
considerably larger than the diameter of the particles being
manipulated. This causes particles to cluster at defined loca-
tions within the pressure field.32 In this scenario, the primary
forces drive the particles to these locations, typically the pres-
sure nodes in a standing wave, further reinforced by the sec-
ondary forces, which are predominantly attractive in this re-
gime, which assists the formation of these clusters.33
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However, as Collins et al. noted,9 the unique requirement for
acoustic single cell patterning is that the primary force
should create the patterning, whilst the secondary force must
be weak enough to not promote particle clumping.

In this work, we examine the relative importance of pri-
mary and secondary forces for particle and cell manipulation
over a range of particle sizes, up to half the wavelength, in a
one-dimensional sound field. For the primary force, whilst
most previous studies assume a small particle size,16,34–37

Hasegawa's work38 is very helpful as an analytical approach
capable of predicting the acoustic radiation force on an elas-
tic solid sphere in both one-dimensional standing and travel-
ling waves, valid for any size range. A second useful feature
of previous studies is the influence of viscosity. Doinikov
demonstrated that viscosity (most studies assume an inviscid
fluid) only significantly affected the forces generated on
small size particles36 and Muller et al. compared the magni-
tude of the primary force with drag from acoustic streaming
in a viscous fluid, showing that the drag will not dominate
for diameters larger than 0.05 of the wavelength.39 As such,
we will assume an inviscid fluid and neglect the influence of
acoustic streaming.

The secondary forces have also been studied widely, origi-
nally by Bjerknes who examined the forces between two oscil-
lating bubbles.40 Furthermore, there have also been studies
of bubble–particle interaction41,42 and two small rigid parti-
cles.43 None, however, provide a basis for understanding the
interparticle forces as the particle size approaches the
wavelength.

Collins et al.9 demonstrated experimentally that single
cells and particles can be patterned in a 2D sound field; how-
ever, they observed a link between the success of patterning
and the particle size. To understand this link, albeit in a sim-
pler 1D sound field, we have utilised numerical simulations
to examine the primary and secondary forces over a range of
particle sizes. We demonstrate the existence of distinct re-
gimes of behaviour, with shifts in the direction of the forces
as the particle's resonance conditions are approached. As we
employ a 1D field, to apply the findings to one cell per well
(OCPW), we must assume a physical restriction in the second
dimension. Based on this assumption, we use simulations to
demonstrate that the likelihood of successful OCPW particle
capture is highly dependent on which of these regimes are at
play, as well as the nature of the particle or cell being
captured.

2 Theory

Perturbation theory is applied to obtain the second order
non-zero forcing terms, the resultant acoustic radiation
forces.44,45 In this approach the pressure field is assumed to
consist of the stationary part P0, first order P1, and second or-
der P2 expansions, in which P1 and P2 are assumed to be time
dependent and harmonic. This expansion to the second or-
der is sufficient when the perturbation ε is small. Consider-
ing the stationary state density ρ0 and velocity v0 (which is

equal to zero), the pressure, density and velocity fields can be
expanded as:

P = P0 + εP1 + ε2P2 + …, (1a)

ρ = ρ0 + ερ1 + ε2ρ2 + …, (1b)

v = v0 + εv1 + ε2v2 + …. (1c)

Implementing eqn (1) alongside the continuity and the
Navier–Stokes equations, and taking the time average (〈〉 de-
notes a time average operator) of the terms over a harmonic
cycle, yields:

ρ0∇·〈v2〉 = −∇·〈ρ1v1〉 (2a)

η∇2〈v2〉 + βη∇(∇·〈v2〉) − ∇〈P2〉 = 〈ρ1∂tv1〉 + ρ0〈(v1·∇)v1〉. (2b)

While the time average of the static and first order compo-
nents of the fields equates to zero, the time average of the
first order products or second-order components of the veloc-
ity and pressure fields is non-zero and thus, 〈P2〉 contributes
to the acoustic radiation force.44 This force is derived from
the integration of the second-order pressure field over the
surface of the particle (in an ideal inviscid fluid). For this rea-
son, it is also a time averaged phenomenon and as such acts
over numerous harmonic cycles, allowing a steady migration
of particles in a rapidly oscillating sound field. The resulting
force is:

(3)

Here, n indicates the normal vector facing outward to the
surface of the particle, S. However, as the surface of the
particle SĲt) deforms and moves under the effect of the inci-
dent field, integration over this surface is problematic. In-
stead, by applying Reynolds' transport theorem and
expanding the second-order pressure field,45 the acoustic ra-
diation force on the particle is determined, by integration
over the unperturbed surface, in this form, S0:

(4)

where ca is the wave speed in the fluid. This formula uses
only the first-order velocity and pressure fields applied over
the stationary surface of the particle. The integrand has three
distinct parts. The first two terms make up the momentum
flux in/out of particle volume surface where the former is the
kinetic and the latter is the hydrostatic energy, contributing
to the force. The third term is the convective momentum flux
so the particle's motion and surface fluctuation are taken
into consideration. In eqn (4), the first-order acoustic pres-
sure and velocity fields have two contributing parts
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corresponding to the incident and scattering effects, as
expressed here for the velocity term:46

v1 = vi + vs, (5)

Accordingly, the squared velocity term can be written as:

v21 = v2i + 2vivs + v2s (6)

The scattered wave vs is also a first-order approximation in
this case. This approach was used by Yosioka and
Kawasima16 and later by Gor'kov34 to derive the formula of
the force on an elastic spherical particle in an acoustic wave.

However, they assumed that the particle is much smaller
than the wavelength, (d ≪ λ),46 and as such the scattered–
scattered term is very small compared to the incident and
scattered–incident fields, v2s ≪ vivs (eqn (6)). Hasegawa and
Yosioka50 also broke the potential field down into the inci-
dent and scattering components and then expanded them an-
alytically using spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. Their
approach provided an analytical solution for the force on
elastic particles with an arbitrary size compared to the wave-
length. Similarly, Doinikov36 derived the force relations
within a viscous fluid. However, for large spheres, the
scattered field cannot be neglected, so a higher order of ap-
proximation is required for an analytical solution.

In summary, for very small spherical particles, Gor'kov's34

solution provides sufficient accuracy and the expression of
force is convenient and widely used; however for larger parti-
cles, it cannot provide accurate results as it ignores the
scattered–scattered field effects. Using perturbation theory,
we are able to express the force with known first-order terms.
As our subject particles are in the order of the wavelength,
we must consider the scattering effects as well. In this study,
we chose to adopt a finite element method (FEM) to solve the
problem directly. Glynne-Jones et al.46 have used this ap-
proach and shown that calculating the acoustic radiation
force (ARF) on large size particles using FEM is in good
agreement with Hasegawa's38 analytical approach.

In this work, we will apply a similar approach to that in
Glynne-Jones' work,46 using an axisymmetric model of a par-
ticle in cylindrical coordinates, to first compute forces on a
single particle in a one dimensional (1D) field, followed by
the extension of this approach to investigate secondary forces
between two neighbouring identically sized spheres.

3 Method
3.1 Establishing the FEM model

To construct the finite element model, COMSOL
Multiphysics® was employed. The acoustic wavelength λ in
the fluid is set to 100 μm and all other geometrical parame-
ters such as the particle size and particle position are made
proportional to the wavelength. All spatial parameters includ-
ing the size, position, gap between pairs of particles and posi-
tion of the gap (centre of the gap) are normalised with re-

spect to λ. The solid material for the particle is selected as
polyĲmethyl methacrylate) (PMMA) while other materials such
as polystyrene (PS) and silica glass (SG) will also be used for
comparison. The basic parameters used in the model are
listed in Table 1. Material data are taken from the COMSOL
library, with the exception of polystyrene.51

The size of the particle is used as the basis for a parametric
study, with the force calculated for a range of sizes, from very
small relative to the wavelength (0.03 × λ) up to one wavelength.
A 2D axisymmetric geometry model was used, with a fluid do-
main of dimensions as listed in Table 1. The fluid and solid do-
mains were meshed with free triangular elements (maximum
size limited to 0.4 μm and 0.1 × Rp, respectively). The growth
rate was set to 1.05 for the fluid domain and 1.3 for the solid
domain. The interface at the solid–fluid domains (the surface
of the spherical particle) was meshed using an edge mesh (0.1
μm) to accurately capture the physics arising from the scatter-
ing effects. The standing acoustic wave was defined as a plane
wave along the axisymmetric z-axis as P = P0 cosĲkz) (with P0 =
100 kPa) and the boundary conditions: cylindrical wave radia-
tion was used to transmit out through the modelled domain
with minimal reflection (Fig. 1). The maximum ARF is experi-
enced when the sphere's centre is located at z = +λ/8, with z =
0 located at the pressure antinode. The pressure field condi-
tions are given in Table 1, and all the resulting forces are
expressed in nN throughout this work. The model set-up for a
single particle was benchmarked against the approach and the
model set-up utilised by Glynne-Jones et al.46 to ensure accu-
racy and conformity.

3.2 Particle–particle interaction

Following the examination of ARF on a single particle for a
wide range of sizes (analogous to a range of frequencies), two
equally sized spheres were modelled to represent two proxi-
mal particles in a 1D field. As the aim is to pattern single par-
ticles individually at each node, given the fact that in a 1D
field, the inter-node distance is half a wavelength (λ/2) and
the limiting size of the particle is d = λ/2.

The model schematic is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, it can be
seen that neighbouring particles are modelled starting with a
minimum gap (G = λ/100) around the antinode, and increasing
this gap to investigate the influence of the other particle's pres-
ence. Each particle is swept through the axis toward the nearest
node and slightly further to realize the effect of the gap on the
acoustic force. Further, simulations also vary the location of
the centre of this gap away from the antinode. The particle–par-
ticle interaction study was meshed in a similar manner as the
previously discussed single particle study (section 3.1), accom-
modating for both solid–fluid interfaces present now.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 ARF on single particle: primary force

Fig. 2 shows the axial force on an elastic sphere of three dif-
ferent materials, PMMA, PS and SG, positioned at a λ/
8 distance from the 1D standing wave's node/antinode, as the
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normalised size of the particle (d/λ) is increased from 0 to 1.
In all cases, the incident pressure amplitude of the 1D wave
is 100 kPa. From Fig. 2(a), it is observed that for the PMMA
particle the force increases gradually with size until a local
maximum at 0.25 and as the size increases further there is a
sharp drop in force to a minimum of about −7 nN at size 0.4,
followed by a rapid rise to the second maximum with a mag-
nitude of +7.92 nN at size 0.425. It is noted that a positive
force means that the particle is pushed towards the
neighbouring pressure node while a negative sign indicates
that the particle will be moved towards the nearest antinode.

As larger sizes of PMMA is considered, we observe a re-
peating pattern of minima and maxima points occurring at
certain (normalised) sizes which can be correlated to certain
distinct frequencies. Hasegawa and Yosioka50 attribute these
points to resonance frequencies of an elastic sphere. We can
see similar patterns in Fig. 2(b) and (c) for the other mate-
rials considered.

The resonance frequencies (natural frequencies or
eigenfrequencies) of an elastic sphere immersed in a fluid69

are proportional to Young's modulus and the inverse of a

polynomial function of the Poisson ratio, f Ĳv) = aiv
i + ai−1v

i−1

+ ⋯ + a1v + a0:
52

(7)

As a result, the natural frequencies for the PS particle are
higher than those of the PMMA particle, as PS has a lower
Poisson ratio and larger E. Whilst silica, with a much higher
stiffness, has a larger resonant frequency, indeed, Fig. 2(c)
only shows two extrema within the range of d/λ < 1. It is clear
that these eigenfrequencies strongly affect inter-particle
forces and as such the patterning that can be expected. Thus,
it is very important to understand the effect of the stiffness
matrix components of the particle material. When damping
effects are considered, the ARF trend remains similar to that
of a linear elastic solid model with the exception of a reduced
magnitude at the resonating sizes (frequencies) (see Fig. S1
in the ESI†).

The area of interest in manipulating particles, and later,
cell trapping in a 1D field is limited to sizes less than half a
wavelength due to geometrical constraints. Namely, in order
to obtain one particle per acoustic force well, which is spaced
at half wavelength intervals, the particles need to be less than
half of a wavelength to physically fit in the available space, as
indicated in Fig. 3. Hence we focus on this part of the force–
size plots. As presented in Fig. 2, there are three distinguish-
able regions in the range from 0 to 0.5:

Region A: the ARF or the primary force is positive, and as
a result, particles will be pushed towards the pressure nodes.
For PMMA and PS, this region covers very small to medium
sized particles. However, the whole size spectrum of silica

Table 1 Basic parameters of the model. Material data are obtained from
the COMSOL material library unless otherwise stated

Parameters Symbol Value Unit

Fluid domain
Water
Wavelength λ 100 μm
Density47 ρ0 997 kg m−3

Speed of sound47 c0 1497 m s−1

Domain height (along z) L 1*λ μm
Domain width W μm

Frequency f 14.97 MHz
Wavenumber k 6.28 × 104 m−1

Acoustic pressure amplitude P0 100 kPa

Solid domain
Domain dimensions:
Particle diameter d Parametric, d = dĲλ) μm
Particle radius Rp d/2 μm

PMMA
Density ρp 1190 kg m−3

Speed of sound (long.) cp 2270 m s−1

Modulus of elasticity Ep 3.0 GPa
Poisson ratio vp 0.4 —

Polystyrene
Density39 ρps 1050 kg m−3

Speed of sound (long.)39 cps 2350 m s−1

Modulus of elasticitya Eps 3.69 GPa
Poisson ratio48 vps 0.35 —

Silica glass
Density ρsi 2203 kg m−3

Speed of sound (long.) csi 5972 m s−1

Modulus of elasticity Esi 73.1 GPa
Poisson ratio vsi 0.17 —

a Calculated from the bulk modulus (K) as Eps = 3Kps(1 − 2vps) from
ref. 48 and 49.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the axisymmetric FEM model defining the field
and boundary conditions. The figure shows two neighbouring particles
while their face-to-face gap (G) increases symmetrically to investigate
their interaction.
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glass particles (small to large) fall in region A (highlighted in
beige).

Region B: the ARF is negative, and as a result, it pushes
the particle to the antinode. This region (highlighted in pink)
occurs for both PMMA and PS.

Region C: The ARF/primary force is positive, and as a re-
sult, it pushes the particle to the node (highlighted in green).

These regions, whilst being identified for single particles
in a fluid, become relevant when we turn our attention to
pairs of particles and the consideration of Bjerknes secondary
forces experienced as a result of the second particle's
presence.

These three distinct regions are observed in PMMA and
PS, while SG only demonstrates behaviour typical of region A
(see Fig. 2). However, as region C is comparatively narrow for
PS, PMMA was chosen to examine the Bjerknes secondary
forces to better exhibit the different types of particle–particle
interactions.

4.2 Interparticle or Bjerknes secondary force

To investigate the role of secondary forces we add a second
particle to the simulations as described in section 3.2,
whereas the total force acting on the particles is examined in
order to determine whether attraction or repulsion occurs
(Fig. 1).

Each sphere scatters the incident field around it, which in
turn results in the time-averaged phenomenon of radiation
force–primary force (Fprim). This respective (scattered) field
also deforms and changes the (scattered) field of other
neighbouring spheres, if this deformation effect could be
completely separated from the primary force scenario (scat-
tering of incident field by single particle), that is this net
scattered–scattered field contributes to the net inter-particle
or Bjerknes secondary force (Fsec). By determining the total
and primary forces, the secondary force can be calculated
indirectly:

Ftotal = Fprim + Fsec ⇒ Fsec = Ftotal − Fprim (8)

where Fprim indicates the primary force measured in a single
particle scenario and Ftotal is the total acoustic force on each
particle in the presence of the other one. Fsec is denoted as
the Bjerknes secondary force, in this case.

Fig. 4 shows the primary and total forces on single and
two PMMA particles at different positions along the wave
axis. Spheres with very small sizes (here represented as d =
0.03) follow their primary force field even when they are very
close. For sizes 0.10 and 0.20, their scattering effect on the
other particle field is notable but not dominant, with the pri-
mary force still significant enough to push them to the corre-
sponding nodes. For size 0.25, we see that when the particles
are close together (gap < 0.05), the total acoustic radiation
force Ftotal acts in the opposite direction of the primary force,
thus resulting in the attraction of particles.

As such, the trend in region A is that as the particle size is
increased, Fsec increases and it acts in the opposite direction
of the primary force, and as such acts to attract the particles
together. At a size equal to 0.25, we can see that this effect

Fig. 2 Acoustic radiation force acting on (a) PMMA (b) PS (c) and silica glass (SG) spherical particles in the 1D field for sizes up to d = λ. All forces
are in nN as a 100 kPa pressure amplitude is applied for all cases. ARF for other materials and sizes can be found in ref. 38. In region A (highlighted
in beige) the primary force is positive but no resonance is observed. In region B (pink) the primary force is negative thus pushing particles to the
antinodes and the first resonance is observed. In region C (in green) positive primary force pushes the particles to the nodes and the second
resonance appears. PMMA and PS show these three distinct regions in the range d < λ/2 but SG only shows region A in this range. The insets show
enlarged region A for PMMA and PS for clarity.

Fig. 3 In a 1D standing wave field due to geometrical constraints, one
particle per node is only possible for sizes less than λ/2. If the sizes are
much less than λ/4 (small and very small particles) the clusters are
shaped around the nodes due to inter-particle attraction around them.
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dominates over the primary force for gaps that are small
enough.

For larger sizes, moving into region B, the trend changes
significantly. The primary forces reverse in sign, acting to
move the particles towards the antinode, whilst the second-
ary force continues to act in bringing the particles together,
hence they act in unison with each other. In addition, the
magnitude of the secondary force is considerably significant
at small gap sizes.

For PMMA particles of size 0.45 located in region C, the
total force pushes particles toward the nodes, which is the
same as the primary force does with a small deviation. Sec-
ondary forces are relatively small and act repulsively. At this
size, the corresponding frequency is very close to the natural
frequency, resulting in an intensified acoustic radiation force
(positive direction), that is, the primary force is dominant
and acts to position the particles in the local pressure nodes.

4.3 Bjerknes secondary force at other positions

Thus far, we investigated two particles separated by a gap,
the centre of which is at the antinode and varied the gap size
about the gap centre, Cg. In doing so, we observe that the re-
gions of different behaviours align with the resonant frequen-
cies of individual particles. We now examine the forces acting
on the two neighbouring particles which are centred at posi-
tions other than the antinode (Fig. 5). In Fig. 6 plots are
given for three particle sizes, (0.25, 0.35 and 0.45) one from
each of the identified regions, and for each, we plot the sec-
ondary force as a function of Cg as it is moved from the anti-

node to the node (0 to 0.25). In each case we do this for a
minimum of three gap sizes.

The attraction force is defined to determine if the total
net secondary force of the two particles results in attraction
or repulsion (Fig. 5(b))

Fsec)A = Fsec on Particle A = FtotalA − FprimA
(9a)

Fsec)B = Fsec on Particle B = FtotalB − FprimB
(9b)

Fatt = Fsec)B − Fsec)A (9c)

When Fatt is positive it means particle B is pushed rightward,
thus secondary forces are attractive in nature, whilst a nega-
tive sign indicates a repulsive force. It is shown in
Fig. 6(a and b) that Fatt decreases as the centre of the gap is
moved away from the antinode, and is negative in the vicinity
of the node. It appears that the main difference between
these two particle sizes representing region A and B is that
particles within region B experience much larger secondary
forces.

The representative of region C, size 0.45, shows interesting
behaviour. Fig. 4(f) revealed that two 0.45 sized spheres posi-
tioned around an antinode will be forced to their counterpart
nodes and repel each other despite being in close proximity
(Cg of ∼ 0.01). In addition, Fig. 6(c) shows that the secondary
force is repulsive even around the node (Cg = 0.25). This
means that two neighbouring particles of this size are not
brought together making them ideal candidates for single
particle trapping.

Fig. 4 Force vs. position for different sizes: black dashed line shows primary forces on single particles along their positions sweeping from a node
to the opposite node for different sizes, (a) d = 0.03λ, (b) d = 0.10λ, (c) d = 0.20λ, (d) d = 0.25λ, (e) d = 0.33λ and (f) d = 0.45λ. Red and blue solid
lines show the total force on particles A (top/right side) and B (down/left side), respectively, as their gap increases. All forces are in nN with 100
kPa pressure applied.
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In Fig. 7, we can see the impact of the normalised size (or
equivalently the frequency for a certain size) on the second-
ary force for different gaps around the antinode. Fig. 7 dem-
onstrates that the attraction force follows a similar pattern to
that of the primary force with change in size, however close
to the resonance size (frequency), a large surge in its magni-
tude is observed resulting in a significantly larger force as
compared to the primary force. Its magnitude then drops
with the increase of the normalised size followed by its
approaching zero after the second resonance size (frequency).
Hence, at these larger sizes, its magnitude is very small com-
pared to the corresponding primary force.

Thus far, we have analysed the resonant behaviour of indi-
vidual particles demonstrating a change in the sign of the pri-

mary force at resonant sizes. For the analysed pairs of particles,
the primary forces acted on particles in regions A and C such
that they migrate to the pressure nodes, whilst region B parti-
cles engender forces which act to move them to the antinodes.
In addition to these primary forces, the secondary forces were
examined, showing that particles in regions A and B follow a
similar trend to the forces which are typically attractive, whilst
in region C particles experience repulsive secondary forces
across a full range of locations. With these trends isolated, and
the link with the size regions established, we now turn to the
central question: which of these particle sizes are best suited
for single particle trapping? To assess this, we examine the
combination of primary and secondary forces acting on a pair
of particles whose starting location falls into a wavelength of
the pressure field. In an ideal situation, these two particles
would move to adjacent nodes or antinodes, and as such be
held at positions separated by half a wavelength. This would
mean that if the concentration of particles is suitable, one par-
ticle per force minima can be expected. As discussed previ-
ously, for a certain size range this is deterministically achiev-
able. Sizes from region C are an ideal candidate for this.
However, this range is very narrow and similar to the findings
of Collins et al.9 for an elastic solid. In contrast, the majority of
particle sizes will present a more complex picture. To examine
this, we place a pair of particles from each size region, in a
standing wave in a range of different gap centres, and vary the
gap size. At each location we examine where the particle will
move to, and the outcomes are plotted in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 8, each line in the figure corresponds to a different
gap centre. Within each of these sub-images the shading in-
dicates where particles at each starting location will migrate
to. In the case of the region A particle, d = 0.25, each sub-
image has a central red box. Particles starting within this box
will be dominated by secondary forces and thus attracted to
each other (the centre of this red box is also the centre of the
gap between the two particles). The size of the box is indi-
cated to the left of each sub-image. It should be noted that a
box size of 0.26, for this particle which has a size of 0.25,
means that the maximum gap between the particles at which
attraction occurs is 0.01. Outside the red boxes, particles mi-
grate to their nearest node, as such one particle per well is
achieved. Note that had we examined a smaller particle size

Fig. 5 (a) The centre of the gap was moved along the axis line to
evaluate the secondary force at the other positions. (b) The attraction
force (Fatt) is shown as the sum of the absolute net secondary forces
on each particle, as if particle A is fixed and this force pushes B toward
A, in this way, the positive sign (arrow pointing to the right side)
indicates attraction and the negative sign (arrow pointing to the left
side) indicates repulsion.

Fig. 6 Attraction force acting on particle B toward A with different gaps (G) and with the centre of the gap (Cg) at different positions from the
antinode to the node. Each size represents its corresponding region, (a) d = 0.25λ for region A, (b) d = 0.35λ for region B (c) and d = 0.45λ for
region C. In the third region, the attraction force is negative and hence becomes repulsive and its repulsion even increases when Cg is shifted
toward node. All forces are in nN with 100 kPa pressure applied.
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in region A, then there would also be the possibility that both
particles could start in locations such that their nearest node
is common. The physical size of the 0.25 particles makes this
scenario impossible. If the assumption of two particles per
half wavelength is presumed, the probability that the parti-
cles are attracted to each other can be approximated to the
size of the attraction box minus the size of the particle di-
vided by 0.5 (half the wavelength) minus the particle size. If
we assume the centre of the gap is evenly distributed, we can
say that the probability that they collect in different nodes is
approximately 70%.

In the case of region B, there is a large attractive zone in
most cases, and outside of which the particles are collected in
the nearest antinode. In the case of a gap centre located at the
node, the particles repel each other. Taking the same approach
to estimate the single particle trapping probability, a value of
58% is obtained. Based on this measure, the particles in this
region are less suited for single particle collection than those at
the upper end of region A, as attraction is more likely.

Finally, for region C, attraction does not occur. The sec-
ondary force is always repulsive. As such, the particles are al-
ways predicted to move to the nearest node. This region,
when it exists, is ideal for single particle trapping.

4.4 Cell patterning

We have used a study of solid particles to describe the differ-
ent types of behaviour that can be expected as the particle
size is increased within a 1D wave. In doing so we have iden-
tified regions of size, bounded by resonant modes, within
which different types of outcomes can be expected. A signifi-
cant application of trapping one object per well is in the use
of ultrasound to pattern individual cells, hence one cell per
well (OCPW).9 As such, with the initial characterisation com-
plete for well-defined solid materials, we now turn to examin-
ing cells. The first challenge this poses is in identifying the
suitable cell mechanical properties as they are not well
reported in the literature.

Fig. 7 Attraction force (and proportionately the Bjerknes secondary
force) between two identical size spheres versus their normalised size
at different gaps. All forces are in nN with 100 kPa pressure applied.

Fig. 8 Patterning map of the PMMA particles in a 1D acoustic field showing the attraction or repulsion zones along with the primary force
dominant zones for three representative sizes, (a) d = 0.25λ, (b) d = 0.35λ and (c) d = 0.45λ. Values in the red (attraction) or black dotted (repulsion)
boxes indicate the normalised size of each band.
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4.4.1 Cell mechanical properties. The term cell refers to a
diverse range of biological units that vary vastly in shape,
composition, construction and function. Human cells as a
subset of eukaryotes are made of nuclei, cytoplasm, cytoskele-
ton and membrane that make modelling of the cell as a clas-
sic mechanical system a very complicated task. Viscoelastic
models of cells are generally used to predict or validate
phenotyping of its physical characteristics.55–58

To understand blood cells' behaviour in blood vessels, ar-
teries and hypertension, red blood cells are being studied
and their biomechanical properties are of interest. The focus
has been on the mechanical properties of the cell membrane
which are themselves highly dependent on the load and
speed of sample loading.59–61 Ultrasound waves can provide
an average reading of the cell properties as a single unit by
measuring its contrast factor or acoustic impedance.54,62

In this study, for simplicity, the cell will be modelled as uni-
phase isotropic elastic solid spheres rather than a multilayered
viscoelastic solid–liquid system. As this assumption is based on
sample cells acoustic impedance,54 it is valid and justifiable for
the physical effects being studied. Suitable values are available
for both red blood cells (erythrocytes) and white blood cells
(leukocytes). Although WBCs comprise a wider variety of types
they were selected due to their spherical shape. Table 2 shows
WBCs' properties. The Poisson ratio of WBCs has been as-
sumed to be 0.499 (instead of 0.5 to avoid mathematical singu-
larity) in several studies on mechanical modelling of cells.63–65

Measuring acoustic impedance returns in the average speed of
sound for the whole cell structure, Zc = ρccc,

66 taking the den-
sity as given in Table 2.53 With this v, all elastic moduli can be
calculated. The resulting bulk modulus (2.66 GPa, close to the
bulk moduli of water or blood) and Young's modulus are in a
reasonable range, and moreover are in line with the values
cited in some of the literature.58,67,68

4.4.2 Acoustic force on cells and the resulting patterning.
As Young's modulus of cells is less than the previously exam-
ined polymers, it might be expected that an individual white
blood cell's force–size curve would be similar to those of
PMMA and PS but with a leftward shift, accounting for a

lower stiffness, thus, yielding lower natural frequencies. How-
ever, the natural frequencies are also affected by the Poisson
ratio in a non-linear manner. Upon calculation of the force
curve, shown in Fig. 9, the ARF on a single cell (with proper-
ties from Table 2) actually is more closely aligned to the case
of silica than the less stiff PMMA or PS. Indeed, for sizes
smaller than half a wavelength (λ/2), the whole range is in re-
gion A (positive ARF), so the primary force tends to push the
particles to the nearest node.

As performed previously, a study was completed using pairs
of cells for size/wavelength ratios of 0.033, 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, 0.35
and 0.45 (Fig. 10). For all these sizes, the primary force tends to
push the particles to the corresponding node. Similar to PMMA
region A, the secondary force acts to attract two cells positioned
on the opposite sides of an antinode. However, in contrast to
PMMA, this secondary force is not strong enough to prevail
over primary forces (with the exception of size 0.03 only at gap
0.01) even for larger sizes/λ ratios. The modelled cell material
allows acoustic waves to transmit through with less scattering,
consequently reducing secondary forces.

Herein, a map (Fig. 11) has been produced showing the
forcing outcomes for two cells with different gaps between
them for a range of locations of the centre of the gap. It too
shows that the WBCs follow the primary force field at all po-
sitions. Secondary forces always act in the ‘attraction’ direc-
tion but if cells are on the opposite sides of the antinode, the
secondary forces are too weak to bring them together. In this
case, each cell will go to its nearest node (cell A to node A
and cell B to node B). However, if both cells are initially lo-
cated on the same side of the antinode, they will both be
moved towards the same node (node A in this case). This be-
haviour appears in the force map as an attraction zone, as
the end result is that the cells will migrate to the same loca-
tion, nonetheless, due to the primary force.

With the dominance of the primary force field, the effec-
tiveness of the single cell patterning is dependent on the
probabilities of the initial random distribution. The chance
of single cells per well is equal to the chance that the cells
initially are located on either side of an antinode. For two

Table 2 White blood cell (WBC) mechanical properties

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Physical properties:
Density53 ρc 1070 kg m−3

Acoustic impedance54 Zc 1.69 MPa m s−1

Speed of sounda cc 1579.5 m s−1

Calculated mechanical properties:
Poisson ratio vc 0.499 —
Young's modulusb Ec 16 MPa
Bulk modulusb Kc 2.66 GPa
Rigidity modulusb Gc 5.33 MPa

a Calculated as cc = Zc/ρc.
b Calculated as ,

and , respectively, from ref. 70.

Fig. 9 Acoustic radiation force (in nN) on a white blood cell which
was modelled as an elastic solid with Ec and vc (black line) versus
normalised sizes. Here, the results for a cell modelled with an acoustic
domain with ρc and cc (dashed blue line) are also shown for
comparison which justifies the elastic solid assumption.
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identical cells with a diameter of d the probability of being
randomly in one half or the opposite halves of a wavelength
can be derived as follows:

(10a)

(10b)

where, P*(H) and P*(O) are the probability of two particles ran-
domly located at same half or opposite halves of the wave-
length, respectively, as a function of normalised size, δ = d/λ.
The plot for different sizes from 0.05 to 0.5 is shown in Fig. 12.
This figure shows that for sizes greater than 0.35 the chance of
two spherical and identical cells to be in the same half of a
wavelength (in one side of an antinode) is less than 10% and
this approaches zero with increasing size. On the other hand,
the chance of these two cells being randomly positioned on the
opposite halves of a wavelength is more than 90% and higher
for those of bigger sizes. Contrary to PMMA or PS where we
had a very narrow range of sizes that made patterning possible
(although guaranteed) for cells we have a much wider range of
sizes that make single cell patterning possible. This can explain
the findings of Collins et al. that cells were easier to manipu-
late as compared to synthetic particles; a wider range of sizes
could be patterned in a single cell per node.9

5 Conclusions

This analysis of the forces generated on large particles in an
axisymmetric plane wave has identified regions of behaviour
bounded by the resonant frequencies of the particles. Before
the first resonant mode, the primary forces collect the parti-

cles at pressure nodes, and the secondary forces are attrac-
tive, however, the weakness of the latter allows a good proba-
bility of single particle patterning. In the case of the white
blood cells studied, this weakness is further emphasised by

Fig. 10 Force (in nN) vs. position for different sizes of modelled white blood cells: black dashed lines show primary forces on single cells along their
positions sweeping from the node to the opposite node for different sizes, (a) d = 0.03λ, (b) d = 0.10λ, (c) d = 0.20λ, (d) d = 0.25λ, (e) d = 0.33λ and
(f) d = 0.45λ. Red and blue solid lines show the total force on particles A (top/right side) and B (down/left side), respectively, as their gap increases.

Fig. 11 Patterning map of the cell, depicted here for size d 0.25λ as the
representative of the whole range, shows that cells always follow the
primary force field. The attraction occurs only if both cells are in the
same side of the antinode, mainly due to the primary force. However,
the secondary force also contributes toward attraction in such cases.
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their very weak scattering nature making them excellent can-
didates for patterning. Above the first resonant mode, the pri-
mary forces act to collect particles at the pressure antinodes.
Again this patterning is opposed by the attractive secondary
forces, though in this case, the strength of the latter is much
more significant. Finally, the next region of behaviour again
shows the primary forces acting towards the pressure nodes,
but in this case, the secondary forces are repulsive, thus ben-
eficial for individual patterning. Clearly, the behaviour in the
regimes is strongly varied, and by establishing this frame-
work a more robust understanding of the potential of single
particle patterning using ultrasonic forces is offered.
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I. Supplementary Information (SI)

I.1. Damping and bulk viscosity effects

Fig. S1: Force (in nN) versus size plot for PMMA with the consideration of the damping in the solid particle and
the viscosity in the fluid bulk. Viscosity has little influence on acoustic radiation force while the damping of
solid (modelled with isotropic loss factor=0.05) reduces the force magnitude at resonating sizes (frequencies).
Though, damping does not have considerable effect on AFR at other sizes.

To consider the effect of the solid damping and fluid viscosity, the axisymmetric model of the
single particle under a 1D acoustic wave was simulated considering the viscosity in the fluid bulk
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Trapping and Patterning of Large Particles and Cells in a 1D Ultrasound Standing wave

Fig. S2: Force (in nN) vs Position for different sizes: black dashed/dotted line shows Primary forces on single particles
along their positions sweeping from a node to other opposite node for previously investigated representative
sizes while solid damping and fluid viscosity were included (a) d = 0.25λ (b) d = 0.35λ (c)d = 0.45λ.
Magenta and green solid lines show Total force on particles A (top/right side) and B (down/left side) respectively
as their gap increases. Figures (d), (e) and (f) reproduced from the main article’s Fig. 2(d)-(f) for the same
sizes without damping. Damping decreased the primary and total forces slightly but does not change the
interparticle attraction / repulsion behaviour

and loss factor for the solid. To investigate the effect of these two parameters, acoustic radiation
force (ARF) on a PMMA spherical particle in a fluid (water) domain were computed while other
parameters of Table 2 of the main article remained unchanged.

Fig. S1 which is comparable with Fig. 2a in the main article shows that viscosity has almost
no distinguishable effect on the AFR. It should be noted that, as only large size particles are
considered (d > 0.10λ), we do not consider streaming effects and the viscosity is only applied to
the bulk of the fluid and the viscosity were only applied on the fluid bulk properties.

On the other hand, it is observed that damping decreases the force magnitude considerably at
resonating sizes. However, its effect becomes negligible at the non-resonating size, i.e. the majority
of sizes. Although, the solid damping absorbs a portion of energy from the incoming wave, thus
flattens the peaks and troughs in the ARF curve, it does not change the force shifting pattern or its
turning points.

Inter-particle behaviour will not change significantly and the patterning regime is still valid.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the secondary force which is under influence of resonance, will
reduce as well. The reduction of secondary force and consequently the total force is negligible at
non-resonating sizes. This said the regions and the general trend of inter-particle secondary force
at different sizes remain unchanged as it can be observed in Fig. S2.

I.2. Implementation of damping and viscosity in the COMSOL model

In the Pressure Acoustics module of COMSOL Multiphysics ver. 5.1, the fluid is modelled as
viscous by considering its dynamic viscosity µ, and bulk viscosity µB. This will incorporate the
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attenuation due to bulk viscous losses and the speed of sound is altered accordingly as denoted
here in Eqn. 1:1

cvis = c0


1 + iω

(
4µ
3 + µB

)

ρc2
0




0.5

(1)

where cvis indicates the altered speed of sound, c0 fluid’s speed of sound, i =
√
−1, ω angular

frequency and ρ0 as the density of the fluid. The damping also can be added to the solid particle’s
properties by implementing isotropic loss factor into its elastic moduli matrix:1

CD ≡ (1 + iηs)C (2)

that CD denotes ’damped’ moduli matrix, ηs isotropic loss factor and C elastic moduli matrix. The
isotropic loss factor, ηs of PMMA considered 0.05 which is valid for temperatures (here 25 ◦C)
below its glass transition temperature.2
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Chapter 4

Sound Wave Activated Nano-sieve

(SWANS) for Trapping and Enriching

of Nanoparticles

4.1 Overview

Nanoparticle trapping and enrichment is an essential step in several applications such as,

drug delivery, viral studies, diagnosis and nanowire synthesis and alignment. In these ap-

plications suspended nanoparticles should either be altered or isolated and enriched. For

example, exosomes with a size range between 50 - 200 nm are found at low concentration in

human blood plasma, urine and milk and therefore require a rapid, clean and damage-free

enrichment and collection method. This chapter proposes and establishes the foundation of

such a non-contact, label-free, on-demand 'trap and release' method.

The work in this chapter is aimed at utilizing one of the key �ndings from Chapter 3,

that identi�ed three regions in the frequency range that equivalent to d/λ < 1/2. In the case

of PMMA spherical particles, in the �rst region (0 < d/λ < 0.33), Region A, the primary

acoustic radiation force always pushes the particles toward the minimum pressure nodes while

the secondary Bjerknes force is only attractive in very close proximity. Further, in the second

region (0.33 < d/λ < 0.42), Region B, the primary force drive them to antinodes and the

secondary force is almost attractive in all gaps and positions (within the range of λ/4 with

respect to the wave axis). Lastly, the next region (0.42 < d/λ < 0.5), Region C, where again

has positive primary forces, can pattern the particles individually at single pressure nodes

with the help of all-negative, i.e. repulsive, Bjerknes force.

As previously discussed, in the region B, a polymeric solid particle generates signi�c-

antly higher amplitudes of attractive forces. The �ndings on region B are further investigated

to devise a system for the trapping of nanoparticles. This sharp increase of the 'attractive'

secondary Bjerknes forces occurs around a resonance frequency for a single elastic particle.
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Within that frequency range, although the larger bead can attract and trap a nearby smaller

particle, due to the nature of the resonance, the behaviour of single particles freely suspended

in a �uid is not always predictable or completely controllable. In a microchannel, micropil-

lars can therefore be used to hold the larger microbeads and form a packed bed. With the

addition of SAW, higher frequencies can be reached and more energy can be transferred to

the �uid domain. Simulations of a single microparticle and a single nanoparticle shows that

there are two peaks of attractive forces in Regions B and C where the microparticle's natural

frequencies appear. The packed bed of 10 µm polystyrene particles was excited between 60 -

90 MHz, corresponding to Regions B and C of those beads, with two opposing chirped IDTs

so that a standing wave �eld is formed in the centre of the channel. The channel widths in

this study were selected as 50 and 94 microns, relatively narrower that the distance between

opposing IDTs to minimise the attenuation. A sample of �uorescent 500 nm polystyrene

particles were then continuously pumped through the packed bed. The results reveal two

peak frequencies at around 70±2 and 77±2 MHz, similar to the predicted trend where a high

capturing e�ciency, as high as 97%, was achieved. The resonance of the elastic particles is a

function of their diameter and material properties,and as such, the performance of the system

is not limited to the resonance of the �uid chamber, as is the case in a BAW system. That

makes this system an ideal candidate for upscaling.

The performance of the packed bed, as a function of beads' natural frequencies, depends

on their size and mechanical properties. The uniformity in beads size and compressibility

makes the system more predictable and e�cient as all particles will participate in collection

when a resonance frequency is excited. This chapter establishes the foundation for such a

non-contact, label-free, on-demand trap and release method for nanoparticles as small as 100

nm.

4.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [2] with kind permission from the Royal Society

of Chemistry.
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Acoustic actuation is widely used in microfluidic systems as a method of controlling the behaviour of

suspended matter. When acoustic waves impinge on particles, a radiation force is exerted which can cause

migration over multiple acoustic time periods; in addition the scattering of the wave by the particle will af-

fect the behaviour of nearby particles. This interparticle effect, or Bjerknes force, tends to attract particles

together. Here, instead of manipulating a dilute sample of particles, we examine the acoustic excitation of

a packed bed. We fill a microfluidic channel with microparticles, such that they form a closely packed

structure and then excite them at the particle's resonant frequency. In this scenario, each particle acts as a

source of scattered waves and we show that these waves are highly effective at attracting nanoparticles

onto the surface of the microparticles, and nanoparticle collection characterises the performance of this

mechanically activated packed bed.

1 Introduction

Nanoscale particles and biological structures are ubiquitous,
and include DNA in the cell lysate, viruses and bacteria; in ad-
dition, nanoparticles are commonly synthesized1–4 for appli-
cations such as nanomedicine and nanoscale drug delivery.5

Handling of matter on this scale enables a range of applica-
tions to be addressed, such as viral6–8 or nanoparticle induced
fusion of cells,9,10 detection and diagnostics,11–17 and align-
ment of nanowires.18 In addition, due to recent developments
in regenerative medicine, there has been a surge in interest
in the capture of extracellular vesicles (EVs). Formed inside
cells and secreted through the cell membrane, EVs contain
genetic information of the parent cell19 and are believed to be
responsible for cell–cell communication, antigen-presenting
cells, coagulation and transfer of proteins; as such they are
considered as a valuable precursor for regenerative
medicines.20–22

EVs refer to a broad range of vesicles including micro-
vesicles (MVs), apoptotic bodies and exosomes.23,24 They have
a variety of sizes ranging from 30 to 1000 nm. To use them
as biomarkers, they need to be separated and segregated into
their particular type;25 similarly, for drug synthesis a need for
a very quick and clean method of collection and enrichment
has been identified.20 Conventional methods for EV collec-

tion include ultra-centrifugation,26,27 ultra-filtration,28

immunocapture,29,30 chromatography31 and precipitation.32

Of these, the first two are more widely used but are time con-
suming, laborious and generally damaging to the bio-
particles. Meanwhile, the latter examples are only applicable
to small sample volumes and the chemical bonds formed can
cause contamination of the captured matter.22,25,33–35 As an
alternative, emerging microfluidic-based methods show sig-
nificant promise.36–38

Whilst microfluidics has widely been used for the separa-
tion, trapping and enrichment of microparticles,39 there is
also a growing body of literature on nanoparticle handling.
To achieve this, several mechanisms have been exploited, in-
cluding passive hydrodynamic methods such as micro-
pillars,40,41 filtration,42 and inertial-based techniques.43–45 In
addition to these passive methods, a range of active systems
have been developed. Here energy is input into the system to
activate a collection mechanism; this allows a level of control
and adaption of system parameters post manufacture which
is unavailable in passive architectures. Various forcing mech-
anisms have been utilised, including electro and
dielectrophoresis,42,46–49 magentophoresis,16,50–52

acoustophoresis53–56 and optical tweezers.57,58 Of these active
methods, acoustofluidics has the advantage of being
contactless, label-free and biocompatible.59,60

Acoustofluidics, the use of acoustic energy as an actuation
source in microfluidic chips, offers three main forcing mech-
anisms. Acoustic radiation forces (ARFs) act on suspended
particles causing migration to certain, ultrasonic field depen-
dent locations in the fluid volume. The ARF is frequently
used to control the position of microparticles61–64 and
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cells.65–67 However, there are only a few papers on the use of
the ARF on nanoparticles;56,68–70 this is due to scaling laws,
meaning as the particle becomes smaller, the acoustic
streaming induced drag forces become more dominant,71–73

unless the streaming can be suppressed.74 Acoustic stream-
ing a bulk fluid flow, which results from the propagation of
ultrasound, typically induces swirling flows which disrupt the
patterns formed by the ARF. However, these flows can also be
used to capture cells75–77 and nanoparticles;55,78,79 here the
suspended matter becomes trapped within a vortex within
the limitation of a low capacity limit and flow rate. The third
focusing method arises due to particle–particle interaction.
The ultrasonic wave scattered from one particle interacts with
other nearby objects, and induces a Bjerknes force, which
depending on the nature of the particles and their orienta-
tion can be attractive or repulsive. In a very elegant approach,
Laurell's research group at Lund University held a cluster of
microparticles using the ARF generated by a sound field; the
scattered waves engendered Bjerknes forces to act on nano-
particles as they passed near this cluster, such that they were
collected on the microparticles.80–83 One of the challenges in
acoustofluidics is to create a sufficiently large force; to tackle
this, a resonance is usually exploited; by using bulk wave ex-
citation to create a resonance in a fluid channel, the micro-
particles could be held at the centre of the channel and the
Bjerknes forces were sufficient to allow for highly efficient
capture. This system works very well for small, diagnostically
relevant sample sizes; however upscaling of this approach be-
yond this scale would be challenging due to the requirement
of a channel resonance. In this work, we present a micro-
fluidic system for acoustic capture of nanoparticles using a
previously unexploited resonance. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that it has the potential for future upscaled pro-
cessing; however, here we focus on characterising the mecha-
nism of this resonance.

Packed beds of beads have been widely used for filtra-
tion84,85 or chemical process reactors.86 In addition, in micro-
fluidics, functionalised beads in a packed bed have occasion-
ally been used to trap certain types of proteins or
bioparticles.87–89 Here, rather than using chemical
functionalisation, we use mechanical (ultrasonic) actuation.
The use of surface acoustic waves (SAWs) is an actuation
method which gives access to a higher range of frequencies
than typically excited using bulk acoustic waves. Generated
by patterned electrodes on a piezoelectric substrate (inter-
digital transducers or IDTs), they have been used in micro-
fluidics for patterning, sorting, sieving and trapping; how-
ever, most systems only migrate the particles instead of
holding them in position.59,69,90,91

Notably, high frequency operation has been used for sin-
gle cell patterning in which the acoustic wavelength is in the
order of the size of a cell.60 When modelling the ARF and
Bjerknes forces generated in this type of system, we previ-
ously showed a very large increase in the Bjerknes force at
resonance frequencies of the particles which we were trying
to manipulate, such that clustering dominated over pattern-

ing.92 Hence, here, we use the high frequency opportunities
offered by SAWs to deliberately excite a packed bed of micro-
particles, such that each resonates. When nanoparticles are
passed through the pores left between the larger particles,
they get attracted and collected due to the large Bjerknes
forces that occur. As such, the resonance is related to the par-
ticle size, and so is decoupled from the channel dimensions
(Fig. 1). Upon switching off the SAW actuation, the enriched
nanoparticles are released from the bed, avoiding issues with
clogging which beset membrane filtration methods.

2 Operating principles

In most acoustically actuated microfluidic systems, the par-
ticulate matter is highly dilute and the wavelength of sound
is far in excess of the particle size. In this way, phenomena
such as particle migration to the pressure nodes of a stand-
ing sound wave can be observed, and used for tasks such as
particle sorting and manipulation. Recently, there have been
some studies which utilise higher frequencies of operation,
such that the wavelength is decreased and approaches the
size of the particles. But, here too, the sample is dilute as pat-
terning effects were being sought.60 In contrast, in this work
we will use a packed bed, in which movement of the micro-
particles is undesirable, and seek to resonate the particles to
have maximum interparticle effects. To examine if this is pos-
sible, we will first examine numerically if the interparticle
forces between the microparticles are such that the packed
bed will remain intact upon excitation, and secondly show
the relationship between the frequency and the magnitude of
the forces being exerted on nanoparticles as they pass near a
vibrating microparticle.

Previously, the authors examined forces between micro-
particles as a function of frequency, for the purpose of
finding operating conditions under which the particles will
be held separate from each other in a sound field.92 A sim-
ilar work has studied the effects of different particle sizes
relative to the wavelength, in other words the frequency, on
the acoustic radiation force and identified different regions
as well.93 Such repulsive interparticle effects could be
highly detrimental to a packed bed; however this earlier
study provides the framework required to establish at what
frequencies a packed bed can be expected to be stable.
Namely, in that work, frequency regions were defined based
on the forces which are known to act on a single particle
exposed to a standing pressure wave when located in the
middle of a pressure node and antinode, as shown in
Fig. 2a. It can be seen that for the polystyrene (PS) particle
considered, if the particle size is smaller than one third of
the wavelength the acoustic radiation force is positive,
meaning it will migrate to the pressure nodes (region A: d
< 0.31λ) where d is the diameter of the spherical particle
and λ is the wavelength of a 1D standing planar wave. At
larger particle sizes the acoustic radiation force is negative;
hence the particle is moved to the nearest antinode (region
B: 0.31λ < d < 0.45λ); the first particle resonance occurs in
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this region of operation, as seen by the spike in force mag-
nitude. This alternation of the sign of the force is also
used to define further regions (e.g. region C: 0.45λ < d <

0.67λ). The boundaries between these ranges are dependent
on the material properties of the spherical elastic particle,
which can be difficult to determine exactly. It was shown
that interparticle forces between two particles separated by
small gaps (in the order of λ/100) about a pressure anti-
node are attractive in regions A, B and C except for a nar-
row band in region C. Based on this, we would expect the
packed bed to be stable under most conditions. To confirm
this and to investigate the force field acting around large
particles, we model a small cluster in which the particles
(having their sizes within the range of region B) are placed
adjacent to each other, as would occur in a packed bed,
and confirm that the interparticle forces are attractive,
Fig. 2b.

We now examine the attraction force which exists between
a vibrating microparticle and a nearby nanoparticle in an in-
viscid fluid. Again, we examine this with reference to the
microparticle regions of operation. For a pair of 10 μm and
500 nm polystyrene spherical particles with a fixed gap of λ/
100 (at each frequency), the total force on the NP is shown in
Fig. 2d; in addition, the primary force acting on the nanopar-
ticle in the opposite direction (negative sign) is also shown

for comparison. The key features of this plot are firstly a
dominance of the secondary force in the contribution to the
total acoustic forces acting on the NP. Secondly, the first peak
of this secondary attractive force is observed within region B
(with a frequency close to the first resonance seen in Fig. 2a)
followed by a drop (close to the regions' border), and then
another peak in region C (Fig. 2c). The parameters of the nu-
merical models can be found in Table S1.†

The Bjerknes force is inversely related to the distance be-
tween two particles, so whilst just a single separation is
shown in Fig. 2c and d, the trend is more broadly applicable.
In our case, using a packed bed, the maximum separation
distance is constrained by the size of the “pores” between the
microparticles (see Fig. S1†).

Moreover, it has been shown that when viscosity is consid-
ered, the acoustic radiation forces generated on a particle are
larger than those in an inviscid fluid.94 This effect becomes
more significant for smaller particles. The “apparent” size of
the particle is related to its actual size, as well as the thick-
ness of the viscous boundary layer (δ, penetration depth).
Such a study has not been performed for secondary forces on
elastic particles; however, we can reasonably expect a similar
effect to that shown by Sepehrirahnama et al.95 for the sec-
ondary force under viscous conditions on rigid particles. It is
worth noting that a 500 nm particle is considered in our

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the microfluidic device for trapping and enriching nanoparticles using resonance of a passively-trapped packed bed of 10
μm polystyrene beads excited by surface acoustic waves (SAWs). The enlarged view of the trapping area shows two opposing IDTs used to gener-
ate the standing SAW and the micropillars that trapped the microbeads. (b) Schematic illustration of the system that shows the sequence of the
loading of microparticles (MPs) and then nanoparticles (NPs). Upon activating the SAW (here IDTs are highlighted in yellow), nanoparticles can be
collected on demand and the high concentration sample can be released by switching off the SAW. Stages are further explained in the ESI.†
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models, and the range of viscous penetration depths over the
frequencies being considered is 50 to 130 nm. As we are
interested in the relative force at different frequencies, the ef-
fect is that our model will underestimate the force at lower
frequencies – when the penetration depth is largest.

This theoretical study, whilst not fully modelling a me-
chanically actuated packed bed, shows the key underlying
physics behind the operation, specifically with relation to

the role of microparticle resonance. We will make use of
the interparticle forces between microparticles to maintain
a stable packed bed, and then choose our operating fre-
quency based on the occurrence of a maximum force be-
tween the micro- and nanoparticles. This corresponds to
conditions detailed in Table 1 as the summary of impor-
tant frequencies in a system of 10 μm and 500 nm PS
particles.

Fig. 2 Numerical results for the acoustic radiation force on micro- and nanoparticles: a) the primary acoustic radiation force on a single polysty-
rene (PS) particle located at a distance of +λ/8 away from the pressure antinode (indicated as AN in red and nodes as N in black in the schematic)
shows distinct regions of behaviour (A, B and C). Here, a 10 μm PS particle in water is excited by a 100 kPa planar sound field. A particle resonance
occurs in region B and two higher modes in C. When (b) a small cluster of microparticles (MPs) are excited in region B, it shows that (i) the forces
between the microparticles are attractive, thus holding the cluster together and (ii) nanoparticles within the cluster are attracted to the microparti-
cles, whilst those outside the cluster are pushed to the pressure nodes (by primary forces). All forces are normalised to only show the direction
and not proportional to their magnitude. (c and d) The frequency regions defined by microparticle characteristics (in (a)) translate to different forc-
ing regimes for the nanoparticles in proximity to the microparticles. Here, results are shown for a 10 μm and a 500 nm PS particle within a
normalised gap of λ/100 about a pressure antinode. The NP also experiences primary forces; however these are much less significant than the
force attracting them to the microparticles. Please refer to Fig. 5b of ref. 92 which explains further how the attraction force (Fattraction) which is the
net Bjerknes secondary force is obtained when the primary force (Fprim) and the total force (Ftotal) are known.

Table 1 Summary of frequency regions, normalised sizes of the microparticle (MP) and corresponding frequencies for a 10 μm PS particle (with its reso-
nance frequencies highlighted in bold) based on the numerical simulation. The critical points of the attraction force on the nanoparticle (NP, 500 nm
polystyrene) are also highlighted for comparison. Regions are defined based on the normalised size of the MP, so for different MP sizes, the critical fre-
quencies can be conveniently obtained from their corresponding (d/λ)

MP
normalised
size, (d/λ) Regions

Wavelength, λ
(μm)

Frequency,
f (MHz)

Notes

Attraction
force on NP Primary force on MP

0.3 B 33.33 45 — Primary force zero, the border of regions A and B
0.45 22.22 67.5 *1st peak An extremum of the primary force, the first resonance

(≈65.73 MHz)
0.46 21.74 69.00 — Primary force zero, the border of regions B and C
0.475 C 21.05 71.26 (Trough) An extremum of the primary force, the second resonance
0.5 20 75 — Half wavelength
0.55 18.18 82.5 *2nd peak
0.63 15.87 94.52 (Zero)
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3 Materials and methods
3.1 Simulation

To understand the physics behind the particles' interaction
in a one-dimensional standing wave, a 10 μm and a 500 nm
sphere with polystyrene materials were modelled in the
COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.1 Acoustics module. The solid do-
main was attributed to the spheres with user-defined polysty-
rene materials (1050 kg m−3 density, 3.69 GPa Young's modu-
lus and 0.3 Poisson ratio) and for the surrounding domain
water was selected from COMSOL's database. To investigate
single polystyrene microparticle frequency regions and its
interparticle interaction with the 500 nm nanoparticle, we
established the model in Axisymmetric 2D geometry. How-
ever, for multiple microparticle scenarios, a more time effi-
cient 2D geometry was applied in lieu of the full 3D geome-
try. Further details on the simulation setup are described in
the ESI.†

3.2 Fabrication

Microchannels with widths of either 50 μm or 94 μm and
height of 21–22 μm were designed in AutoCAD and a silicon
master mould was fabricated by positive photolithography,
chromium deposition as an etching mask and DRI etching of

silicon to the desired depth. Microchannel chips were pro-
duced by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; 1 : 10 ratio of curing
agent/base) soft lithography on the Si mould.

The substrate onto which the PDMS component is bonded
comes from a lithium niobate (LiNbO3, LN) wafer (128°
Y-cut). The deposition of metal electrodes on this piezoelec-
tric material forms interdigital transducers (IDTs) capable of
generating SAWs. Specifically, broadband (chirped) IDTs with
1.14 mm aperture were aligned 45 deg relative to the
x-propagation direction and two different wavelength ranges,
14–60 μm and 20–70 μm, were used. IDT fingers and contact
pads were fabricated from a 5 nm-thick Cr primer layer, 190
nm-thick Al conductive layer and 5 nm-thick Au corrosion
protective layer. Another 250 nm-thick layer of SiO2 was de-
posited on top of the IDT area for further protection against
erosion and better bonding to PDMS. The electrodes were
fabricated via the conventional photolithography technique
followed by E-beam evaporation deposition, lift-off and fi-
nally cutting using a dicing saw. The PDMS microchannels
were bonded onto the LN substrate after plasma treatment
(Harrick Plasma, PDC-32G). The SAW that is generated on
the surface of LN loses its energy due to attenuation when it
propagates further, in particular when transmitting through
the PDMS bulk material. To minimise SAW attenuation, the

Fig. 3 The intensity change demonstrates fluorescent 500 nm NP collection (when the SAW is ON) and later the release of the enriched batch
(after the SAW is switched OFF) in a 94 μm wide channel with the packed bed of non-fluorescent 10 μm MPs at the upstream. The intensity is
tracked upstream and downstream of the retaining pillars (red and green dashed boxes, respectively). Excitation was at 80 MHz, 12 dBm. Captions
in the plots show their side of channel at the data point time and their indices correspond to the sequence according to Fig. 2b.
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PDMS microchannel chip has air pockets incorporated on
top of IDTs with a thin 60 μm wall isolating each from the
test channel. The 10 μm beads used as microparticles (MPs)
for the packed bed were non-fluorescent dark red and made
of polystyrene (Magsphere, USA). Three different sizes of
polystyrene fluorescent nanoparticles (Magsphere, USA) were
used, 500 nm in red, 190 nm in yellow-green and 100 nm in
red. Solid particles were suspended in a water solution of 2%
polyethylene glycol to avoid particles from attaching to chan-
nel walls. Prior to each experiment run to achieve a homoge-
neous suspension, the sample was shaken by a vortex mixer.

3.3 Experimental

The experimental setup consists of a signal generator
(SMC100C, Rhode & Schwarz) and amplifier (25A250A, Ampli-
fier Research) connected to LN chips to generate SAWs and
micro/nanoparticle suspensions were injected to the PDMS
microchannels using a syringe pump (KD Scientific). All tests
were observed under an upright microscope (BX43, Olympus)
via fluorescent light filters (Olympus and Edmund Optics).
All images and videos were captured using a top mounted
digital camera (Pixelink PL-B782CU and DinoCam). To facili-
tate timely operation of the signal generator, it was
commanded by MATLAB® and simultaneously video captur-
ing was triggered by MATLAB® Image Acquisition Toolbox™.

3.4 Data analysis

The fluorescence light intensity of the videos was processed
and analysed by MATLAB to indicate the level of nanoparticle
capture and release. As the collection of nanoparticles occurs
randomly all over the packed bed area, the grayscale intensity
level was calculated by taking the spatial average across the
region of interest, i.e. the visible part of the packed bed, and
recorded against time. This mean intensity level is referred to
as Intensity in the plots.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Collection measurement

The channel used to assess the principle of using microparti-
cle resonance to capture nanoparticles is relatively small,
measuring 20 μm by 94 μm (height and width, respectively);
this limited size allowed for accurate characterisation and vi-
sualisation of the bed. At one end of the channel, a row of
pillars was fabricated with a gap size of 6 μm. On either side
of the channel, electrodes were deposited on a piezoelectric
substrate; the downstream end of these electrodes was
aligned with the pillars in the channel. This pair of inter-
digital transducers (IDTs) is used to excite the standing SAW.
The first stage of experimentation was to load the channel
with non-fluorescent 10 μm PS particles; the pillars at the
end of the channel ensured that these particles were trapped
and formed a small packed bed. Subsequently, a 0.04% w/v
solution of fluorescent 500 nm PS nanoparticles was pumped
through the packed bed at a flow rate of 1 μL h−1 (the se-

quence of loading and operating the system is shown in
Fig. 1b). The locations of the nanoparticles within the chan-
nel was assessed en masse, by examination of the intensity of
the fluorescence signal using video microscopy. When the
nanoparticles pass through the packed bed without being
attracted to the microparticles, an approximately uniform
intensity distribution is expected. An intensity increase in the
area of the packed bed and a drop in intensity downstream
from the bed indicate the occurrence of entrapment, whilst a
reversal of this intensity distribution, i.e. a higher intensity
downstream of the bed, indicates the release of nanoparticles
after a trapping event has taken place. These intensity
changes have been accentuated by using a very high nanopar-
ticle concentration. Fig. 3 shows an example of this, as the
surface acoustic wave actuation is turned on and then off, in-
dicating a clear concentration event occurring within the bed
during the period of actuation (Movie S1†).

4.2 Optimum frequencies

We first use these changes in measured intensity to assess
the effect of changing the frequency of excitation, to probe
the role of microparticle resonance. To make an accurate

Fig. 4 (a) The frequency response of the system is analysed using a 3
second long pulsed input with constant power (during the ON cycle, 5
dBm); in each subsequent pulse, the frequency is increased by 1 MHz.
(b) The mean intensity level, Intensity, in the upstream side of the
pillars is measured and by finding the increase in the intensity, Intensity
Gain, during the interval of the application of each frequency,
optimum frequencies for nanoparticle collection can be found. The NP
size in this experiment is 500 nm.
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comparison across excitation conditions, we run a single ex-
periment (to avoid any changes in the externally imposed
flow conditions or the illumination settings) in which the ex-
citation is repeatedly turned on and off, with each new cycle
being at a higher frequency. To achieve this, we use chirped
IDTs (i.e. electrodes with varied spacing), to provide a wide
bandwidth over which useful data can be obtained and are
designed such that the particle resonance is within this
bandwidth.

Whilst sweeping through the frequencies, a stepped rect-
angular pulse with a fixed power level was applied as shown
in Fig. 4a. The frequency range was 61 MHz to 80 MHz with
each pulse 3 seconds long, followed by a 3 second off period
(to allow the previously captured particles sufficient time to
be washed out of the packed bed by the fluid flow). Over the
actuation period, the intensity was found over a fixed area of
the packed bed, and is shown in Fig. 4b.

Prior to analysing the data, it is worth noting that al-
though the upstream side of the pillars is fully packed by 10
μm particles over a length considerably longer than the 900
μm long effective SAW length of IDTs, in the absence of exci-
tation, the hydrodynamic influence in collection of the nano-
particles is minimal and can be neglected. The intensity
varies over a range of just ±2% (Fig. S2†), whilst in compari-
son the sound wave activated collection growth rates are 50%
and higher within the same time period of 30 s (significantly

longer than that used in the data shown in Fig. 4) and experi-
mental conditions.

A second control is the examination of the effect of SAW
actuation in the absence of the microparticles, specifically
looking at whether the acoustic radiation effects are suffi-
cient to collect the nanoparticles without the Bjerknes forces
which the microparticles generate. Under such conditions,
whilst some of the nanoparticles are collected along nodal
lines, they are not held against the flow so there is no de-
crease in their presence downstream during actuation (see
the video for the control run of nanoparticles flowing
through the channel without MPs in Movie S2†).

As a result of these two controls, the rise in the intensity
seen as the SAW is actuated in Fig. 4b can be attributed to
nanoparticle collection caused by secondary force arising
from the presence of the microparticles. Within the short pe-
riod of each actuation step, the intensity's growth is approxi-
mately linear and its gradient or gain (as depicted in Fig. 4b)
can interchangeably be considered as a measure of NP
collection.

In Fig. 5a and b, the intensity gain at each frequency
is shown from Fig. 4b; in addition two other experimental
conditions have been analysed. It can be seen that in
each case there is a rise in the intensity gain with fre-
quency to an initial peak, at 69 to 72 MHz (simulations
predicted 65.7–67.5 MHz, see Table 1) followed by a

Fig. 5 (a) Upstream, Intensity Gain before normalising for SAW frequencies from 61–80 MHz in a 94 μm × 20 μm channel for 3 different power
levels. (b) The normalised intensity gain, Normalised Int. Gain, of each frequency for different power levels at the upstream, (c) downstream results
of the absolute Intensity Gain before normalising within the range of 61 to 90 MHz for different power levels, in the same channel. (d)
Downstream normalised intensity gain of each frequency for different power levels, where a higher power level provides a greater intensity gain in
the same setup, i.e. higher collection. The trends in (b) and (d) are similar to numerical simulation (Fig. 2c) with a slight shift in peak/trough
frequencies. The NP size in these experiments is 500 nm. The error bars indicate standard error.
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trough and then a second peak at 76–78 MHz (simula-
tions predicted 82.5 MHz). The dip in performance, within
this frequency range, occurs at 74 MHz (71.2 MHz was
predicted).

The slight shift of peaks and troughs in the experiment
from the simulation prediction can be attributed to the fact
that in the numerical model the material properties are set to
a macro-scale reported value while the microbeads' mechani-
cal stiffness and density may differ slightly. This can shift the
resonance frequencies and change the mode shapes accord-
ingly. Nonetheless, from these experimental results, it is clear
that the behaviour of the packed bed is closely linked to the
resonance behaviour of the microparticles (see Fig. S3†). The
key features being two peaks and one trough between 60 and
90 MHz, a greater attraction force in the second peak (region
C) compared to first one (region B) and eventually a drop of
the attraction force (and so NP collection) toward higher
frequencies.

It is worth noting that the dip in performance is less pro-
nounced for the two experiments conducted at high power in
Fig. 5b and d; we believe that this is because the packed bed
is becoming saturated at the higher optimum drive frequen-
cies so the intensity rise seen for them is limited. This satura-
tion can occur very quickly due to the high concentration of
nanoparticles used. For most applications, a much lower con-
centration would be expected; however, for the purpose of
characterisation the intensity changes are more reliable using
such high concentrations (at lower power levels). To explore
this further, a set of experiments were conducted, examining
the downstream portion of the channel, over a larger range
of frequencies, as shown in Fig. 5c and d. Here, again, consis-
tency is seen across the 5 and 7 dBm cases, with the 14 dBm
being the outlier indicating that this power is sufficient to
capture the particles even at non-optimal frequencies. In ad-
dition, a set of data is included which encompasses higher
frequencies. Within in the range previously examined, the
trends are very similar, indicating that this is a phenomenon
related to the microparticles rather than a quirk in the per-
formance of the IDT sets; above this range we see a further
drop in performance which also agrees with simulations.

4.3 Power sweep

We have seen that the relative gain achieved by using the op-
timum excitation frequencies (70 ± 2 and 77 ± 2 MHz in the
case of 10 μm PS beads of the packed bed), influenced by PS
resonance frequencies, plays an important role, especially at
low powers, at which we observed a peak–trough difference
in the order of 60–70%. At higher powers, this contrast dif-
fered (between 12 and 23%) due to saturation. Here, however,
we examine the effect of power more thoroughly, and exam-
ine the performance (via intensity changes) as a function of
power, using a swept power experiment.

To investigate the power effect, a stepped rectangular SAW
pulse was introduced to the system. Starting from 1 dBm
(equivalent 1.26 mW), each pulse lasted for 3 seconds

followed by a 6 second off period and the step level increased
by 1 dBm at each increment up to a limit of 14 dBm (equiva-
lent to 25.12 mW). The pulse diagram along with the real-
time mean intensity level (Intensity) for the downstream of
the 94 μm × 20 μm channel is given in Fig. 6a and the inten-
sity gain for 3 different frequencies at each power level that
changes linearly is shown in Fig. 6b.

4.4 Capture performance and enrichment return

4.4.1 Capture efficiency. To investigate the capture perfor-
mance of the SWANS system, a further set of experiments
was run; this was done over a range of frequencies, but here
each actuation was sustained for a longer period of time than
that used in the frequency sweep experiment. The range used
was between 55 MHz and 85 MHz at a fixed power level of 12
dBm. The flow rate was kept at 1 μL h−1 in a 94 μm × 20 μm
channel and the intensity level was measured downstream of
the micropillar posts and was used to quantify the percentage
of NPs which were not trapped. Ideally, if all NPs are trapped
at the upstream, the light intensity emitted from fluorescent
NPs in the downstream area will drop to zero upon actuation;
hence, the capture performance of the nanoparticle sieve is
100%. The method for measuring this performance for a
sample frequency is described further in the ESI† (Fig. S5).
The results, although only for representative frequencies,

Fig. 6 The power response of the system is shown. (a) The
instantaneous intensity (downstream in the 94 μm × 20 μm channel) at
68 MHz (in red), shown alongside the stepped pulse power sweep: 1 to
14 dBm. (b) The intensity gains at different frequencies show linear
compliance with the power level in dBm (see Fig. S4† for linear
regression errors). The NP size in these experiments is 500 nm. The
error bars indicate standard error.
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show a similar trend, that is, by increasing the frequency the
capture efficiency also increases, reaching a peak, and drops
after that. It can be seen that at a frequency of 80 MHz (very
close to the second peak discussed earlier) we can achieve a
capture efficiency, ηcapture, of approximately 97%, Fig. 7a. For
other frequencies, increasing the power will increase the
intensity at the upstream and symmetrically decrease it at
the downstream, as can be seen Fig. 6a; in other words, a
higher capture efficiency is achievable.

It is worth noting that at such high capture rates, a further
increase in power would not make a difference to the inten-
sity which is observed; this too (along with saturation of the
bed) explains why in the frequency sweep experiments at the
highest power used, 14 dBm, operation at the optimal fre-
quencies is not seen to provide more capture than off
resonance.

4.4.2 Enrichment return. After realising the optimum fre-
quency and power level that provides a reasonably high cap-
ture efficiency, the final concentration of the trapped batch
of nanoparticles will be a function of time, channel size and
flow rate. After a certain time of the SAW being active, t, in a
flow with a known flow rate, Q, and initial concentration, Ri,

the mass of nanoparticles trapped in the trapping area, mNP,
and the final concentration, Rf, are:

mNP = ηcapture × Ri × Q × t (1)

R m
Vf

NP

chamber

 (2)

where ηcapture is the capture efficiency of the SWANS under
particular SAW conditions (frequency and power) and
Vchamber is the volume of the trapping area. This area only en-
compasses the SAW influenced part of the whole packed bed.
While in the tested devices, after loading the MPs, the packed
bed is filled and covers an area beyond the SAW beam; how-
ever microparticles outside the SAW beam are not observed
to assist in NP trapping. To confirm this, Fig. 7d shows that
in a 94 μm × 20 μm channel at the end of an experiment with
190 nm PS particles, the SAW activated area, which is slightly
wider than the IDT aperture,96,97 clearly has a brighter inten-
sity (due to the collection of NPs) than parts of the packed
bed upstream of the SAW beam. We use Vchamber to define

Fig. 7 (a) Capture efficiency at selected frequencies at a fixed power level of 12 dBm in a 94 μm × 20 μm channel. (b) Downstream maximum
intensity in a 50 μm × 20 μm channel for different flow rates at 70 MHz, 14 dBm. (c) The packed bed fills the channel beyond the SAW beam. The
fluorescent filter of the same caption shows the effective trapping area of the packed bed (d). Microparticles outside of this area (i.e. upstream of
it) have a negligible part in the capture, confirming the need for microparticles and SAW excitation and defining the effective volume of the filter.
The NP size in experiments of (a) and (b) is 500 nm and that of (c) and (d) is 190 nm. The error bars indicate standard error.
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the volume of this part and for the case shown in
Fig. 7c and d it is about Vchamber = 900 × 100 × 20 (μm)3 = 1.8
nL. Rearranging eqn (1) and (2), the concentration return can
be expressed as follows:

R
R

Q
V

tf

i
capture

chamber

 








 (3)

For this small bed, this is valid within short periods of
time as enrichment cannot increase endlessly and linearly. In
a set of experiments run in a 50 μm wide and 20 μm high
channel under 70 MHz and 14 dBm SAW signal conditions,
after measuring the maximum intensity at the downstream
(as an indication of the maximum number of captured nano-
particles with 500 nm size) against different flow rates, it can
be seen that this maximum intensity is retained up to 25 μL
h−1 flow rate which corresponds to an average velocity of
6900 μm s−1, Fig. 7b. Assuming a conservative capture effi-
ciency of 0.7 at the 14 dBm level, within a 10 s period of SAW
operation the concentration return is about 54. Hence,
SWANS has the capability of about 50-fold enrichment of the
nanoparticles within a very short time. By scaling up, the
chamber volume Vchamber increases and to maintain the re-
turn ratio, the flow rate can increase thus enabling the
SWANS system to handle larger sample volumes.

4.4.3 Effect of nanoparticle size. We further investigated
the operability of the SWANS system for smaller nano-
particles. Our characterisation of the role of frequency and
power has utilised 500 nm polystyrene beads, taking advan-
tage of the brightness of fluorescence they offer for high
quality data collection. That study clearly showed two ranges
over which the collection of nanoparticles is optimal. In that
study, the power had to be limited in order to observe the ef-
fect of frequency, as at high powers a mixture of total capture
and bed saturation caused a maximum intensity change to
be reached. In terms of the operation of the system, this
clearly demonstrates that there is unused capacity in the op-
erational range. Here, we utilise this, by turning up the
power, to address the more challenging task of capturing
smaller particles. We note here that the broadband width
chirped IDTs are still used for this task, and that this too of-
fers additional scope for enhancement as single frequency
IDTs are considerably more efficient.

The frequency of 72 MHz is within the range of the first
peak; to study how this set of conditions can be used to cap-
ture smaller objects, in a 94 μm × 20 μm channel, experi-
ments were separately performed for 190 nm and 100 nm
polystyrene nanoparticles with 0.3% w/v and 0.007% w/v con-
centrations, respectively, both at a 1 μL h−1 flow rate.

A 72 MHz SAW at 18 dBm is used to activate the bed.
Fig. 8a-2 shows the intensity changes resulting from the cap-
ture of 190 nm particles in the bed. Upon turning off the ul-
trasonic actuation, the concentration of nanoparticles up-
stream drops quickly with the transition region between high
and low intensity moving downstream with the flow (Fig. 8a-

3). A few seconds after the end of SAW activation, the fluores-
cence intensity returns to its initial level (Fig. 8a-4).

Similarly, the solution of 100 nm particles went through
the collection, enrichments and release cycle at 72 MHz fre-
quency and 18 dBm power level; however, due to the smaller
size of the 100 nm particles, although the collection takes
place and the release of trapped particles can be observed
from Fig. 8b-3, it is less distinct. The acoustic radiation
forces on nanoparticles can be presumed to be proportional
to the volume of the particle, and hence to the cube of its di-
ameter, from Gor'kov98 and Weiser.99 To counter this, a fur-
ther increase in the power by just 50% shows a more clearly
evident collection of 100 nm particles under otherwise identi-
cal conditions (Fig. 8c). The comparison of stages 2 and 3 in
Fig. 8b and c demonstrates that adjusting to a suitable power
level effectively traps 100 nm particles in the packed bed (evi-
dent from the intensity drop at the downstream) and swiftly
releases the enriched batch with its propagating front to the
downstream (Movie S3j†).

The series of experiments have been designed to demon-
strate the role of microparticle resonance in the capture of

Fig. 8 (a) The downstream view of trapping 190 nm polystyrene
particles. Each sequence follows: (1) before SAW activation, (2) during
SAW activation, (3) instantly upon turning off the SAW and (4) seconds
after activation ends. (b) The downstream view of SWANS with 100 nm
polystyrene particles shown at stages (2) and (3). The capture occurs;
however, it is not significant due to the smaller size of the NPs. At a
higher power level, (c) capture of 100 nm polystyrene beads is shown
by (2) the drop in downstream intensity while the SAW is activated and
(3) the noticeable release of the enriched batch upon turning the SAW
off. The arrow shows the flow that is downward for all captions and
the scale bar is 50 μm.
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nanoparticles. To this end, several requirements were im-
posed for the acquisition of high-quality data. It was neces-
sary to use relatively large particles (500 nm) such that the
image intensity was significant, and to perform the experi-
ments in a small system to further assist visualisation. It was
then observed that at high powers, the role of frequency is
blurred by the fairly efficient capture at even sub-optimal fre-
quencies. We have referred to the necessity to drop the power
level to observe the resonant behaviour as demonstrating the
excess operational capacity, and then later utilised that ca-
pacity to capture smaller particles. However, it is also worth
noting that the intensity of the sound field can be further in-
creased by more efficient transduction from electrical power
into surface acoustic waves. To study frequency effects, it is
necessary to use a broadband IDT set with variable pitch
electrodes, in which the optimum pitch for SAW generation
only occurs across a few electrodes. Operation of a single fre-
quency, constant pitch IDT offers considerably higher effi-
ciency, and hence additional capacity for improved
performance.

5 Conclusions

The concept of a mechanically activated packed bed has been
presented and shown to be capable of entrapment and en-
richment of nanoparticles in a continuous flow. The activa-
tion is in the form of ultrasonic excitation which is shown,
both numerically and experimentally, to be most efficient
when the frequency is chosen such that it coincides with a
resonant mode of the microparticles forming the packed bed.
Under these conditions, firstly, the bed itself is stable as the
microparticles are attracted to each other. Secondly, when a
solution of nanoparticles passes through the bed, they too
are attracted to the microparticles and become captured on
their surface. Hence filtration is achieved without the need
for chemical functionalisation of the bed in a manner which
is reversible, such that an enriched sample can be collected.
The filtration does not block the bed, and, in contrast to
membrane filtration, the pore size is dictated by the size of
the microparticles rather than the nanoparticles. At a power
of 12 dBm, 97% of the 500 nm particles passed through a
bed activated at a resonance frequency of 80 MHz were col-
lected. In addition, the collection of both 190 and 100 nm
particles was shown at higher powers. As the resonance is re-
lated to the components of the bed, rather than the bed size,
there is excellent potential for upscaling, having, in this
work, demonstrated the underlying physics.
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I. Theory and numerical models

The methodology of the numerical simulations and theory behind them are established on the
basis Habibi et al.’s work.1 The application of the perturbation theory into time-dependent oscil-
lating pressure, velocity and density fields is explained in that work. After plugging them into
the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations and taking time average, the second-order pressure
integrated over the surface of the particle provides the force, F, applied on the particle:

〈F〉 =

∫

S0

ρ0

2
〈v2

1〉ndS−

∫

S0

1
2ρ0c2

a
〈P2

1 〉ndS−

∫

S0

ρ0〈(n · v1)v1〉dS , (1)

Where ρ0 is the fluid density at rest, ca the speed of sound in the fluid and v1 and P1 are the
first-order velocity and pressure terms, respectively. Here, n represents the normal vector of the
particle’s surface, S and the integration is performed over the initial surface, S0. 〈〉 denotes the
time average operator.

Similar to the referenced work, the finite element method (FEM) model was constructed
in COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.1 to investigate acoustic radiation forces on micro and nanoscale
polystyrene particles.

Firstly, the frequency effect on the acoustic radiation force on a single 10 µm polystyrene
particle was conducted in a 2D antisymmetric space that provided the primary force results with
distinguishable regions. The basic parameters of the FEM model and materials properties are
given in Table S1 under 2DAxi-1P.

Similarly, the primary, total and consequently secondary (Bjerknes) acoustic radiation forces
on a nanoparticle were investigated in a 2D antisymmetric space FEM model of two particles, a 10
µm as the microparticle and one 500 nm as the nanoparticle, positioned around an anti-node with

*Corresponding author: Laboratory for Micro Systems, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Monash
University, Clayton, Victoria 3800, Australia.; E-mail: adrian.neild@monash.edu
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Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (S.W.A.N.S) for Enrichment of Nanoparticles

Table S1: Basic parameters of the FEM models that were simulated in this work. Material data are obtained from
COMSOL material library otherwise stated. The values of parameters are given for each FEM model, single
10 µm polystyrene particle under 2DAxi-1P, the interaction of one microparticle and one nanoparticle under
2DAxi-2P and a cluster of microparticles as the packed bed under 2D-MMP.

Parameter Symbol Unit 2DAxi–1P 2DAxi– 2P 2D-MMP
Fluid Domain
Water
Density ρf kg m−3 1000 1000 1000
Speed of sound cf m s−1 1500 1500 1500

Domain height L µm 100 40 λ×3
Domain width W µm 50 15 λ×2

Frequency f MHz 15∼105 15∼105 15
Wavelength λ µm c f /f c f /f 100
Wavenumber k µm 2π/λ 2π/λ 2π/λ
Acoustic pressure amp. P0 kPa 100 100 100
Mesh size range ef µm 0.03∼1 0.02∼0.6 0.01∼1
Curvature factor - 0.3 0.1 0.15
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.05 1.08 1.3

Solid Domain
Polystyrene
Density3 ρps kg m−3 1050 1050 1050
Modulus of elasticitya Eps GPa 3.60 3.60 3.60
Poisson ratio4 νps - 0.35 0.35 0.35

Domain dimensions:
Microparticle diameter d µm 10 10 0.31×λ
Microparticle radius R µm 5 5 d/2
Nanoparticle diameter dNP µm n/a 0.5 n/a
Nanoparticle radius RNP µm n/a 0.25 n/a
Gap between particles Gap µm n/a λ/200 0
Mesh size range es µm 0.03∼0.5 0.02∼2 0.01∼R/10
Curvature factor - 0.2 0.15 0.3
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.1 1.05 1.3

Fluid-Solid interface
Mesh size range e1 µm 0.03∼0.2 0.004∼0.02 0.01∼0.1
Curvature factor - 0.15 0.15 0.15
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.05 1.05 1.05

a Calculated from Bulk Modulus (Kps) as Eps = 3Kps(1− 2νps) from ref. 4 and 5.

the normalised Gap of λ/200 with frequency range of 15 to 105 MHz (that corresponds to the
microparticle’s normalised size of d/λ from 0.1 to 0.7). The values of parameters and properties
of this stage of the simulation are presented under 2DAxi-2P in Table S1.
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Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (S.W.A.N.S) for Enrichment of Nanoparticles

To investigate the presence of multiple microparticles and the shape of force field around
them when at a frequency in region B and close to resonance, a 2D space dimension was used.
To represent a packed bed, the Gap between microparticles was considered zero. The forces on
500 nm particles were computed based on Gor’kov2 formulation and due to the varying scale of
the force vectors, for the purpose of visualisation, all vectors were normalised that still provide
information on the direction of force field. The parameters details of this section are given in Table
S1 under 2D-MMP.

II. Operation sequence

The sequences of the operation of SWANS system is shown in Fig. 1b of the main article where
channels are washed with distilled water and then 2% PEG water solution as the first step (i).
This is to wet the channels and to ensure no large debris would be present in the test channel,
suspensions are filtered at the inlet. The second stage is the loading of the microparticles sus-
pended in 2% PEG water solution to create the packed bed (ii). After the completion of packed bed
loading, when the length of the packed bed covers IDT’s aperture and beyond it providing packed
bed’s stability at resonance, the solution of nanoparticles at desired concentration and flowrate is
loaded to the microchannel (iii). The pores between microparticles are large enough to provide a
smooth flow of the nanoparticles. When the collection of the nanoparticles is in demand, IDTs are
activated at a certain frequency that generates the surface acoustic wave (SAW) and consequently
entraps nanoparticles (iv). The collected batch of nanoparticles in the upstream has a high con-
centration now and can be released to the downstream on demand by de-energising of the IDTs (v).

III. Effect of hydrodynamic resistance on the collection

The packed bed creates a hydrodynamic effect on the flow and the passage of the nanoparticles,
increasing the resistance against the flow, however, due to the size of the pores (approximately
about 4 µm), 500 nm can pass freely. There might be some random entrapments of nanoparticles
at the boundary of those pores in long run, however, its effect is very minor and can be neglected
in comparison to the collection due to primary and secondary forces applied on the nanoparticles.
The slopes of black dotted and dashed black lines in Fig. S2 as an indication of intensity growth
over the SAW activation period (30 seconds here) are 87% for 62.5 MHz and 193% for 75 MHz,
respectively.

IV. Capturing efficiency evaluation

To evaluate system performance at capturing of nanoparticles, the intensity of fluorescent nanopar-
ticles at the downstream were integrated over the selected area. Upon activating the SAW and after
the transient time, the intensity level is stabilised and steady for optimised frequencies. Ideally, if
all nanoparticles are trapped at the upstream, the grayscale intensity of light at the downstream
should be zero, equivalent to pure black(Fig. S5). The difference of the area between actual
intensity level to the black reference line can represent the fraction of passed particles. However,
as it can be seen from Fig. S5b, the grayscale intensity level even at the locations that there is no
particle (outside the channel for example) is not zero. This background intensity, possibly due

3
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to the reflection and refraction of fluorescent light into the PDMS, is set as the threshold. Thus,
the efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the area highlighted as captured to the total area of the
rectangle below the initial level and this background intensity threshold.
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Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (S.W.A.N.S) for Enrichment of Nanoparticles

Fig. S1: (a)Caption of the packed bed at a relatively higher magnification shows that beads are well packed in a
honeycomb-like pattern (the ideal packing scenario) (b) Spheres in an ideal packed scenario and their cross
section in different planes (c) where provide largest (left) and narrowest (right) passage for red nanoparticles.
Dimensions are in micrometer. The ’pore’ size is about 41% of the microparticle (MP) diameter and the passage
between spheres are about 15.5% of the MP’s size. That brings the gap between MP and NP down to 500 nm.
In this work it is about 1/50 of the wavelength.
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Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (S.W.A.N.S) for Enrichment of Nanoparticles

Fig. S2: Instantaneous intensity level at the upstream of the channel (width 94 µm) without activating the SAW,
at two extreme cases that have the highest average linear intensity growth (both ascending and descending).
When compared with intensity level growths by energised SAW (here are shown for 2 different frequencies of
62.5 and 75 MHz activated for 30 seconds in the inset), the intensity change due to hydrodynamic effects is
insignificant and thus negligible.

Fig. S3: The |S11| parameter of the IDT, that was used in the frequency characterisation, is nearly constant with
no significant change within the range of 60 - 90 MHz. This asserts that the optimum frequencies, where
the nanoparticle collection is higher, depend on the physics of the interaction between nanoparticles and the
microparticles of the packed bed rather than the chirped IDT’s response. S11 parameter is obtained using
PowerSAW F-20 (BelektroniG, Germany) signal generator.
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Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (S.W.A.N.S) for Enrichment of Nanoparticles

Fig. S4: (a) The normalised intensity gains at different frequencies show linear compliance with power level in dBm
(with R2 shown and linear regression p-value is <0.001 for three data sets), thus a (b) logarithmic leaning
against power levels in mW.

Fig. S5: (a)Integrated intensity of the selected region at the downstream were considered to represent the population of
passed nanoparticles. After the intensity stabilised, the differenced of intensity with the initial level shows the
fraction that captured. (b)The background area is not zero (pure black) even at locations that no fluorescent
nanoparticle is present such as outside of the channel. This intensity is defined as the threshold instead of the
black background reference.
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Chapter 5

Submicron biological particle trapping

and enrichment using a Sound Wave

Activated Nano-sieve (SWANS)

5.1 Overview

The previous chapter established a platform for nanoparticle trapping and enrichment system

that utilised a mechanically activated packed bed of microparticles; which its trapping mech-

anisms is independent of channel geometries hence has the potential to be further upscaled

to a high-throughput technique. As previously discussed in Chapter 4, increasing the device

�ow rates will weaken the capturing e�ciency due to increase in the drag force. Conversely,

enlarging the channel size can help to reduce the drag force in the favour of the Bjerknes

forces. However, increasing the size of the channel can lead to a longer packed bed and thus,

to a higher hydrodynamic resistance. This challenge can be addressed by incorporating larger

beads into the packed bed as the hydraulic pressure will reduce linearly with particle size.

This chapter investigates the e�ects that using larger beads has on the capturing e�-

ciency. In an ideal dense packing of equal spheres, such as face-centred cubic (fcc) or hexagonal

close-packed (hcp), the size of the smallest pore between beads scales linearly with the size

of the beads. The e�ects of changing the bead material were also investigated; a material

that has a higher sound wave scattering at resonance frequencies would increase the cap-

turing e�ciency. The theoretical model was expanded to include travelling waves to try and

predict the appearance of new peaks and a wider frequency range was also incorporated. Poly-

styrene particles of three di�erent sizes (7, 10 and 15 µm) along with polymethyl methacrylate

(PMMA) and silica glass particles with a diameter of 10 um were used in this study. Com-

putational numerical simulations and a systematic comparison method that includes all peak

frequencies from standing and travelling wave scenarios, predict that bigger particles (15 µm)

and softer polymeric materials (PMMA and PS) generate higher attraction forces. Further
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experimental evaluations have veri�ed and con�rmed these �ndings.

The following chapter also demonstrates the capacity of the SWANS system to suc-

cessfully capture exosomes (with mean size of 167 nm), although they are much softer com-

pared to PS nanoparticles, making them harder to capture. Exosomes, like other submicron

bioparticles such as bacteria, viruses and other EVs, have soft lipid-based membranes. Trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) images of liposome samples (another EV particle) shows

that their membranes retain their structure and spherical morphology even after going through

the sound-activated packed bed of resonant particles. This ensures the biocompatibility of

SWANS and a closer step toward large-scale puri�cation system.

5.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [3] with kind permission from the Royal Society

of Chemistry.
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Exosomes, a form of extracellular vesicle, are an important precursor in regenerative medicine. Microfluidic

methods exist to capture these sub-micrometer sized objects from small quantities of sample, ideal for

multiple diagnostic applications. To address the challenge of extraction from large volumes, we use the

visual access offered by microfluidic techniques to probe the physical mechanisms behind a method which

is compatible with future upscaling. The sound wave actuated nano-sieve uses resonant modes in a

packed bed of microparticles to exert trapping forces on nanoparticles. Here, we examine the role of the

microparticle size, demonstrating better performance from 15 μm particles than 7 μm particles. When

applied to biological samples, we demonstrate for the first time that a packed bed of these larger particles

is capable of capturing exosomes and liposomes, the captured particles being on average 20 to 40 times

smaller than the pores within the trapped bed.

1 Introduction

Surface acoustic waves offer three mechanisms with which to
interact with fluid suspensions within an enclosed
microfluidic system. Acoustic streaming acts on the fluid
itself, causing a bulk, steady state flow.1 Acoustic radiation
forces arise due to gradients within the sound field and act
on suspended particles.2–4 Whilst, Bjerknes secondary force is
an interparticle force which arises from the interaction of a
wave scattered by one particle impinging on another.5,6

Acoustic manipulation in microfluidics has been widely
applied to micron-sized particles,7,8 including cells,9,10 for
application such as separation,11,12 sorting13,14 or mixing.15–17

However, as the size of particle decreases scaling laws dictate
that drag forces induced by acoustic streaming become more

significant than acoustic radiation forces.18–20 As such the use
of acoustic radiation forces to capture nano-scale particles is
highly problematic, instead these particles tend to follow the
swirling streaming flows.21

However, there are numerous biological applications which
require the trapping and retention of nanoparticles for
detection, diagnosis or as a precursor to other processes.22–28

These include the detection of E. coli bacteria29,30 and viruses31

in drinking or sewage water,32,33 and the capture of exosomes.
Exosomes are extracellular vesicles (EVs) of between 30–200 nm
diameter, they act as biomarkers for diagnosis of diseases34

and play an important role in regenerative medicine.35,36 For
diagnosis, exosomes need to be detected from small volumes
of bodily fluids37 such as blood plasma, whilst for regenerative
medicine, much larger volumes need to be processed to
maximise the total yield of the harvest.38–40

Ultra-centrifugation or ultra-filtration offer a method to
tackle nanoparticle collection from moderate fluid volumes,
but are time-consuming, and, in some cases, damaging to
the structural integrity of bioparticles.41–43 Microfluidic
approaches have been used to isolate exosomes from samples
containing a mix of components. This is achieved by capture
of larger components, whilst exosomes pass through the
system largely unaffected.44,45 The collection of exosomes for
diagnostics has been achieved, but most methods used are
incompatible with upscaling to the application of exosome
harvesting.46,47 For example, due to the operation being
linked to channel dimensions.37 However, the sound wave
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activated nano-sieve (SWANS),48 which uses acoustic
actuation in a manner which is independent of channel
geometry (the operation frequency is dictated by the size of
the particles constituting the packed bed rather than a
channel resonance), and so can potentially be upscaled. Here,
a packed bed of microbeads are excited with ultrasound.
These vibrating microbeads create an interparticle, Bjerknes,
force which acts on nanoparticles as they travel through the
packed bed. In addition, the highly confined fluid volumes
found within the bed can be expected to change the role of
acoustic streaming. This results in the capture of copolymer
100 nm nanoparticles within the bed.48

In order to translate the use of SWANS to the capture of
exosomes from large fluid volumes, the channel size
independence of operation must be exploited to obtain higher
throughput and capture performance must be improved such
that biological particles can be concentrated. In this work, we
directly address the latter challenge in a manner which will
assist future efforts to address the former point. We examine
the performance of the packed bed as a function of the size
and material of the beads used to construct it. The use of
larger beads in the bed reduces the pressure head at higher
flow rates,49,50 and lowers the frequency of operation, both of
which will aid future upscaling of the system, however, here
our focus is to show that through an increase in the size of
these beads, the capture efficiency can be improved, and that
using this improved efficiency the system is capable of
capture of exosomes.

2 Materials and methods

A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1A. It consists of a
channel across which a row of pillars creates a physical

barrier. This barrier impedes the flow of microparticles
(MPs), such that a packed bed is created. Two sets of
electrodes deposited on a piezoelectric substrate form a pair
of interdigital transducers (IDTs), capable of creating
counter-propagating surface acoustic waves. These surface
waves couple into the fluid within the channel and vibrate
the beads in the packed bed, operation is most efficient when
the beads are excited at a resonance frequency. Fig. 1B shows
the operating sequence, the use of fluorescent nanoparticles
(NPs) allows the change of light intensity to be used to
measure trapping and release.

2.1 Simulation

The packed bed is formed when a row of pillars across the
microchannel impede the flow of microparticles. The stacking
arrangement of the spherical beads packed under a pressure
head is face-centred cubic (FCC) or hexagonal closed-packed
(HCC) (Fig. 2A). In this dense packing scenario, nanoparticles
can only pass through the pores between the spheres. With the
pore size being dictated by the microbead diameter, it is the
forces acting on nanoparticles within these pores which is
modelled, (Fig. 2B and S1†). By calculating the forces acting on
a nanoparticle in a pore between three microparticles, we
capture both the effect of microparticle size on the size of the
pore and the magnitude of the acoustic forces.

Upon actuation, surface acoustic waves (SAW) propagate
along the surface of the substrate. When they reach the fluid
filled channel, the wave couples into the liquid domain at
the Rayleigh angle.51 This coupling of energy causes the SAW
to diminish in strength. The use of two counter propagating
waves means that at the location equidistant from the two
IDTs a pure standing surface wave exists. However, as each

Fig. 1 (A) A schematic of the sound wave activated nano-sieve (SWANS) that uses a SAW excited packed bed of microparticles to trap
nanoparticles. (B) A sequence of images which show the empty channel (t0), the packed bed formed by the microparticles' inability to pass
between the gaps between a row of micropillars (t1). With the bed prepared, a solution of fluorescent nanoparticles is passed through the bed (t2)
with the SAW activated the fluorescent intensity drops downstream of the pillars as the nanoparticles are trapped within the bed (t3), subsequently
when the SAW is deactivated the enriched and highly concentrated batch of nanoparticles is released downstream (t4). The fluorescent intensity
reverts to its initial level when the concentrated batch leaves the pack bed and pillars downstream (t5) (see Fig. S2A† for intensity measurement).
(C) A range of size and material of microparticles are examined, to better understand the scaling of the mechanics behind the SWANS, with a view
to using these findings to improve performance to enable biological particle capture and for future upscaling of the system.
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SAW attenuates exponentially as it passes under the fluid, at
locations closer to one IDT set than the other, the amplitude
of the counter propagating waves differ, so the resultant
interference pattern has both standing and travelling wave
components.52 In addition as the coupled wave propagates
up through the fluid, it will encounter the PDMS roof of the
channel, and undergo only weak reflection, hence there is
also a mixed standing and travelling wave in the vertical
direction.53 The sound field is further complicated by the
inclusion of the microparticle spheres, whose whole purpose
is to scatter waves in order to generate interparticle forces
with the passing nanoparticles. As a result, we model a highly
simplified aspect of the system, identified to allow
understanding of the underlying physical effects.

Fig. 2A depicts the mechanically actuated packed bed. The
packing of the beads creates a small pore through which the
nanoparticles flow (Fig. 2B). The waves scattered by the beads
create a Bjerknes force acting on the nanoparticle. Each pore
will have a different ultrasonic exposure and each nanoparticle
will take a different route through the network of pores, so
rather than attempt to model the whole system, we identify
what is key to successful operation and simplify accordingly.
Specifically, we aim to examine the link between frequency and
capture force magnitude, how this varies with microparticle
size and type, and what role standing and travelling wave
components play in the frequency response of the system. The
system is therefore restricted to the study of only these aspects.

Each microparticle will induce a Bjerknes force on a
nanoparticle (Fig. 2B). Each nanoparticle will take its own
convoluted course through the network of pores, and in doing

so, it will spend some time in closer proximity to one
microparticle than the other two forming the pore. As the
Bjerknes force scales with the inverse of distance to the higher
powers (Fatt ∝ 1/dn, n > 1),54 the Bjerknes force from the closest
microparticle will be most significant. As such we model a single
microparticle in proximity to a single nanoparticle (Fig. 2C). The
microparticle is varied over a defined range to study the role of
this parameter on the Bjerknes force exerted, however, this will
also alter the pore size. To capture this, the separation between
microparticle and nanoparticle is scaled accordingly (Fig. S1†).
For 10 μm particles, the centre to centre spacing was set at 5750
nm (this sets the nanoparticle at the centre of the pore), whilst
for 7 μm and 15 μm, this distance scales linearly to become
4050 nm and 8650 nm, respectively. To capture the variations in
acoustic excitation due to spatial changes in the degree of
standing and travelling wave exposure, the pair of particles is
exposed to three different incoming waves, Fig. 2D, a standing
wave and a travelling wave propagating in two directions. Again,
this will not capture every conceivable excitation type, but it will
give the trends as a function of frequency, as required for
effective operation. An axisymmetric model of the two spheres
was built in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 using the Acoustic
module. More details of the simulation implementation can be
found in the ESI† (Tables S1 and S2).

2.2 Device fabrication

To accommodate a uniform and dense packed bed in the
channels for each MP size, we select a channel height scaled
to be slightly over two microbead diameters, 14.8 μm for 7

Fig. 2 (A) A schematic of the channel (note that in the experimental system the bed is two particles high) showing two superposed surface
acoustic waves (SAW) generate a standing wave on the surface of the substrate while leaking to the fluid in Rayleigh angle. The result is a complex
mix of standing wave and travelling wave components in the channel. Standing wave components are primarily in planes parallel to the substrate,
as coupled waves counter propagate and interfere, whilst travelling components are primarily in the normal direction due to the Rayleigh angle of
emergence of the coupled waves. (B) Before excitation, nanoparticles pass through the pores between densely packed adjacent particles, the
central location of the pore is an unstable equilibrium. For an ideal dense packing, the nanoparticle pass through pores between three particles in
the horizontal, vertical or diagonal planes. (C) As Bjerknes force scales with the gap between two particles, the attraction force of the nearest
micro particle is most significant, so it is this interaction which is modelled. (D) Three excitation scenarios are used, to capture the complex wave
field within the channel, these are a standing wave, and two travelling waves (in the +z direction or and −z direction).
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micron polystyrene MPs (Magsphere, USA), between 20.5–
21.5 μm for 10 micron polystyrene (Magsphere, USA), PMMA
(Phosphorex, USA) and silica glass (EPRUI, China) MPs and
32.5 μm for the 15 micron polystyrene particles (Phosphorex,
USA). The microchannels were fabricated from PDMS by soft
lithography using a silicon mould. The mould was fabricated
by UV lithography, followed by Cr deposition and DRIE (deep
reactive ion etching). The cast PDMS was bonded to
piezoelectric chips using plasma treatment (Harrick Plasma,
PDC-32G). These piezoelectric chips were patterned with IDTs
and diced from a lithium niobate (LiNbO3, LN) wafer (128°
Y-cut). The IDT patterning was achieved using UV
lithography, and E-beam evaporation deposition (5 nm-thick
Cr primer layer, 190 nm-thick Al conductive layer and 5 nm-
thick Au corrosion protective layer) followed by lift-off. An
extra 250 nm layer of SiO2 was used to cover the IDTs to
provide corrosion protection and stronger bonding. We used
chirped IDTs so that a wide range of frequencies could be
used to excite the packed bed. Three different SAW
wavelength (λSAW) ranges were used: 14–60 μm, 20–70 μm
and 40–120 μm, in each case the IDT fingers were aligned at
45° to the x-propagation direction were used. To evaluate the
frequency response and capturing efficiency of ultrasonically
activated packed beds, 500 nm red fluorescent polystyrene
nanoparticles (Magsphere, USA) were used.

2.3 Exosome sample

Isolation of human amnion epithelial cell-derived
extracellular vesicles (hAEC-EVs). Human amnion epithelial
cells (hAECs) were cultured at a concentration of 0.4 million per
mL in serum free media (UltraCULTURE, LONZA) for four days
at 37 °C, 95% humidified air and 5% CO2. Conditioned media
were collected and put through a tangential flow filtration
system (AKTAcrossflow, GE Healthcare). Condition media were
passed through a 0.2 μm pore size column and then a 500 kDa
pore size column to exclude the particles that larger than 0.2
μm and smaller than 500 kDa. Then the conditioned media was
concentrated to 1/10th of its original volume and washed with
PBS repeatedly prior to assessment and characterisation.

hAEC-EV characterisation with transmission electron
microscopy analysis (TEM). Isolated EVs were resuspended 1 :
1 with 4% of PFA. Then 5 μL of the EV suspension was placed
on a Formvar–carbon coated electron microscope (EM) grid
and then fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde. After 5 washes in
distilled water, the grid was soaked in 4% uranyl-oxalate
solution (UOA) for 5 minutes and then in methylose cellulose
for another 5 minutes before it was dried for imaging. The
images were taken using a H75000 transmission electron
microscope (Hitachi, Japan) at 70 kV. The EVs used for this
project are of typical exosome shape, bearing a distinct cup-
shaped morphology (see Fig. S3A in the ESI†).

hAEC-EV characterisation with nanoparticle tracking
analysis (NTA). EV samples were assessed using a
NanoSight NS300 system (NanoSight technology, Malvern,
UK) coupled with a 405 nm laser. EV sample was diluted

to 4 μg mL−1 in MilliQ water and was injected into a
flow-cell top plate by a syringe pump. Three videos (60 s
per video) were recorded, merged, and analysed using the
proprietary software (Build 3.1.45). The particle
concentration of the EV sample was 4.5 × 1010 per mL.
The particle size distribution was D10 67 nm, D50 109
nm and D90 300.5 nm with mean size of 167.3 nm (see
Fig. S3B in the ESI†).

Prior to the trapping experiment with SWANS, the
exosome sample was diluted in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) buffer and labelled using ExoGlow protein labelling kit
(EXOGP100A-1, Systems Biosciences – USA).

2.4 Liposome sample

Preparation. POPE, POPG, cardiolipin (TOCL) were
dissolved in chloroform to 2 mM as lipid stock solutions.
Dried lipid films were prepared by adding 500 μL lipid
solutions in a volume ratio of POPF : POPG : TOCL = 70 : 25 : 5
to the bottom of clean, dried glass test tubes. The organic
solvent was evaporated with a gentle stream of dried N2 at 40
°C. The lipid films were further dried under high vacuum for
16 h to completely remove the residual organic solvent. The
dried lipid films were flushed with argon gas, sealed and
kept at −78 °C till use. For the liposome preparation, 10 mM
HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.2 (HBS) was used to hydrate the
lipid films at a final concentration of 1 mg mL−1 with
constant vortex at high speed for 5 min. The liposome
solutions were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour with shaking at
120 rpm min−1, followed by bath-sonication for 30 min till
full transparency. To make the liposome homogeneous in
size, the clear liposome-HBS solutions were pass through a
polycarbonate membrane (ATA Scientific, Lucas Heights,
NSW, Australia) with 100 nm pore diameter 31 times with
AVESTIN Liposofast extruder (Avestin, ON, Canada).

Dynamic light scattering. The hydrodynamic diameter of
the liposomes was measured at 25 °C in HEPES buffer using
a Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire,
UK) collecting the scattering light at an angle of 173° at a
wavelength of 633 nm using a 5 mW He–Ne laser. The mean
diameter of liposomes to the light intensity was calculated
using the Stoke–Einstein relation for spherical particles. The
refractive index (RI) of HEPES buffer was 1.3345 and the
viscosity of the buffer was 1.003 mPa·s at 25 °C. The mean
diameters of liposomes 75.75 nm (peak at 107 nm).

Liposome characterisation with transmission electron
microscopy analysis (TEM). Liposomes-containing solution
was vitrified by plunge freezing using a ThermoFisher
Vitrobot. 3 μL of solution were deposited on Quantifoil 300-
mesh R2/2 EM grids that were glow discharged for 45
seconds. TEM imaging was performed on a ThermoFisher
Arctica operated at 200 keV and images were acquired on a
ThermoFisher Falcon 2 Direct Electron Detector. Imaging was
performed in nanoprobe mode with the illumination set to
be parallel and at nominal magnification comprised between
6500× and 36 000×. Images were acquired at a negative 3 μm
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focus in movie mode with a maximum total electron dose of
20 e−/Å2 applied to the sample.

2.5 Experiment setup and data analysis

Prior to each experiment solid particles were suspended in a
water solution with 2% polyethylene glycol (to reduce
attachment of particles to the channel walls), the suspension
was shaken by a vortex mixer prior to being injected into the
microchannel using a syringe pump (KD Scientific). SAW was
excited by application of an oscillating electrical signal to the
IDTs, this was emitted by SMC100A signal generator (Rhode
& Schwarz, Germany) and amplified (Amplifier Research
25A250A) prior to application to the IDTs by use of SMA
cables and spring loaded pins held in a custom 3D printed
jig.

Images were taken using a Pixelink digital camera (PL-
B782CU) top mounted on an upright microscope (BX43,
Olympus). Fluorescent light filters (Edmund Optics, USA)
were used to cover the fluorescent light wavelength of the
target particles (PS nanoparticles and labelled exosomes):
excitation at 532–554 nm and emission at 576–596 nm. A
MATLAB® script was used to trigger ultrasonic excitation
signal and the commencement of video capturing. The
images were subsequently analysed based on the fluorescent
light intensity at locations up and downstream from the
micropillars (further details are provided in Fig. S2†).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Frequency response of sizes and materials: evaluation of
expanded model

In order to efficiently capture nanoparticles in the
mechanically activated packed bed the optimum frequency
must be selected, previously we studied this for a single
microbead size and assumed pure standing wave
excitation.6,48 Here, we examine the effect of bead material
and size, and include a more diverse set of excitation
conditions to better represent the experimental system. In
each case we are interested in the peak force amplitude, we
note that due to the complexity and variation in the sound
field the ratio of travelling to standing wave components in
the excitation will vary spatially across the packed bed.

For standing wave excitation of the polystyrene (PS)
particles, the peak attractive force occurs at two frequencies
(within the range considered) ( f *1) at d/λ ≈ 0.44 and ( f *2) at d/
λ ≈ 0.57.6,48 It can be seen from Fig. 3A for 7 μm PS particle,
these peaks are at approximately 94 and 123 MHz,
respectively, whilst for 10 μm, they are at 66 MHz and 87 MHz
(Fig. 3B). For the size of 15 μm, the first two peaks occur at 44
and 58 MHz. In addition the range is sufficient that a third
standing wave induced peak can be seen (Fig. 3C) at 81 MHz
(d/λ ≈ 0.81). Such higher peaks can be expected for all particle
sizes, however, in most cases we limited the simulation study
up to d/λ ≈ 0.7 to be in line with the experimental frequency
range. A key trend for this excitation mode is that the force

Fig. 3 Simulation results for the attraction force between a 500 nm polystyrene nanoparticle and a microparticle (MP), in (A)–(C) the MP is
polystyrene of a diameter of 7 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm, respectively. For (D)–(F) the MP is 10 μm, with the material being poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), polystyrene (PS) and silica glass (SG), respectively. In each case, the peak frequencies from travelling waves in positive or negative
directions overlap whenever peaks from both wave types appear. The legend shown in (A) is the same for all the plots.
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amplitude increases with microparticle size. It was expected
that the Bjerknes force would increase with the size of the
scatterer, but it is interesting to see this effect dominates over
the effect of the interparticle spacing being scaled with scatter
size (Fig. S1 in the ESI†).

The addition of travelling wave excitation to the study
(Fig. 2D), yields additional frequencies at which peaks in the
force occur. Whilst the natural/resonance frequencies of the
microbeads are not excitation type dependant, it can be seen
that the magnitude of the attraction force is. For example in
the case of 7 μm PS microparticle under travelling wave in +z
direction (TW+), the first and second peaks of the attraction
force are at 80 and 132 MHz, clearly distinct from their
standing wave counterparts. It can also be seen that the
direction of the travelling wave can make modest changes to
the peak frequencies. Again, for 7 μm PS microbead under
travelling wave in −z direction (TW−) these frequencies are
respectively, 84 and 134 MHz. However, the shift from TW+
is not significant. Two other trends can be seen from the
travelling wave excitation. Firstly, the higher frequency peaks
which occur for the positive travelling wave often disappear
for the negative travelling waves. Presumably because the
shorter wavelength causes diffraction around the bead to be
less pronounced and hence the beads casts a greater
ultrasonic shadow onto the nanoparticle at these higher
frequencies. Secondly, as the particle size increases this
excitation mode becomes less significant, here the scaled
spacing has a more significant effect than the increased size
of the scatterer. In terms of material, the simulation shows a
modest amplitude difference between PS and PMMA, and a
substantial drop, especially in the standing wave component
for the much stiffer SG (Fig. 3D–F), this despite the increased
scattering that can be expected due to the higher acoustic
impedance contrast with the fluid medium. This could be as
polymer-based beads undergo extreme resonance effects and
volume deflection, thus create more wave scattering, which
in consequence, generate larger Bjerknes forces. Fig. 4A
shows a direct comparison of the scale of the forces arising
from each excitation type for each scatterer considered (this
data is tabulated in Table S1 in the ESI†).

With the simulations showing that for standing wave
excitation the Bjerknes force on a nanoparticle at a scaled
spacing is increased with scatter size, and the converse trend
is seen for travelling waves, we turn to the experimental data,
which focusses on the capture of the nanoparticles across the
ensemble of conditions which apply in the full bed. The
sound wave activated nano-sieve (SWANS) were tested for
these different microbead sizes. So, in a channel of 94 μm ×
14.8 μm a packed bed of 7 μm particles was formed. The
channel height of 14.8 allows to have 2 layers of randomly
packed microbeads, though upon the excitation of the sound
wave, the bed reforms itself to an arrangement of FCC or
HCC packing. Similarly, the selected channel height allow a
2-layer packed bed to be formed for the other particle sizes.

In the case of 10 μm PS microbeads, our previous
numerical work, which only considered SW wave scenario,

two peaks were predicted within the range of 60 to 90 MHz.
With the inclusion of travelling wave excitation, another two
peaks, are predicted (55 and 95 MHz). Experimental testing
over a range of 51 to 100 MHz confirms peaks from both
types of excitation (Fig. 5). There is a clear increase in the
fluorescent light intensity level within the packed bed area,
indicating the entrapment of 500 nm red fluorescent
polystyrene particles, at 56–58 MHz, 68–72 MHz, 76–80 MHz
and 84–86 MHz.

Clearly, the travelling wave excitation modes exist and
result in peaks in the intensity plots representing particle
capture. In Fig. 4, these modes are predicted to be very
important in the case of smaller beads, and much less so for
larger ones. However, the complexity of the spread of
different types of acoustic fields across the full channel is not
captured in the model, so nor is the relative degree of
importance of these modes. To understand that, it is
necessary to examine the case of the 7 um particles, to see if
the very strong travelling wave peaks result in high
nanoparticle capture rates. We further discuss the

Fig. 4 A comparison of the attraction force between MP–NP at each
peak frequency between different sizes and materials is shown, this
indicates the highest attraction forces which are predicted. (A) Fatt at
peak frequencies for three difference size of microbeads in the packed
bed. Comparing the peak forces from standing wave frequencies
shows larger sizes can perform better in NP trapping, whilst if travelling
wave components were to be present smaller MPs are predicted to
generate larger attraction forces. (B) For the three materials
investigated, for standing wave components PMMA outperforms both
PS and SG, whilst for travelling wave components, the attraction force
of PMMA and PS at their corresponding peak frequencies are not
significantly different. SG does not show a second peak in SW and TW+
scenarios, however, a second peak of TW− does occur.
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experimental results of other materials frequency response in
the ESI,† where we can see similar trends with simulation
prediction can be observed.

The key feature of the 7 μm and 15 μm packed bed
simulation data is that for the smaller beads the travelling
components dominate, and in contrast standing wave
excitation is dominant for the larger beads. The experimental
results for the 7 μm particle (Fig. 6A) shows six peaks, those
at 70 and 80 MHz align with the lower travelling wave
prediction, the peaks at 85 and 122 MHz aligns with a
standing wave frequencies prediction, and those at 129 to
135 MHz are aligned with the higher travelling waves
prediction. It is clear from the experimental data that
travelling wave excitation must be considered in order to
explain all the peaks. However it is noteworthy, that the
model, which simply uses an equal amplitude excitation for
the travelling and standing waves, overestimates the
importance of the former. This bias in the experimental data
is also seen in the case of 15 μm PS (Fig. 6B). Here, three
peaks in the experimental align with frequencies predicted by
the standing wave model (41 ± 2 MHz, 49 ± 2 MHz and 72–76
MHz), whilst the peaks expected due to TW excitation are
significantly weaker.

In conclusion, the experimental data shows that the
predicted peaks for travelling wave exposure do occur, but
they are not as strong as the modelling data suggests. The
most important example of this is the second peak frequency
of TW+ for 7 μm, for which a high attraction force is
predicted, but results in a much weaker peak in the
experimental intensity data. This suggests that the overall
acoustic field in the packed bed is dominated by standing
wave components in its excitation. It is worth noting, that the
numerical (Fig. 3D–F) and experimental data for the other
microparticle materials (Fig. S4†) also showed a dominance
of the standing wave frequencies for PMMA and importance

of travelling wave for SG, however not as significant as
expected (see Fig. 4B).

The combination of the simulation data, understood in
the context of the frequency sweep experimental data, allows
the selection of preferred operating frequencies, and the
understanding of which bed material and size is likely to
yield the best collection efficiency. To finalise this study, we
now study this efficiency directly.

3.2 Efficiency comparison

To directly compare the effect of the packed bed's microbead
size, we evaluate the capturing efficiency of the system at
each of the identified peak activation frequencies. To assess
this the intensity level was measured downstream of the
packed bed, during actuation, and the degree of reduction in
nanoparticles emerging from the bed used to assess capture
within it. Unsurprisingly the capturing efficiencies are power
dependent, so as power level increases the capturing

Fig. 5 Experimental results of the fluorescent intensity changes,
detected downstream of the micropillars, shows the capture of 500 nm
PS nanoparticles at different frequencies within a range of 50–100 MHz,
for a bed of 10 μm PS particles. Four distinct peak frequencies can be
observed. The central two relate to frequencies predicted for standing
wave excitation, the lowest frequency peak (62 MHz) can be attributed to
a travelling wave component excitation (either both positive or negative
propagation direction) and the fourth peak (85 MHz) relates to the
second TW+ peak. The error bars indicate standard error.

Fig. 6 Experimental results of the fluorescent intensity change shows
the capture of 500 nm PS, detected downstream of the packed bed
made of (A) 7 μm and (B) 15 μm polystyrene microparticles. For the
packed bed of 7 μm particles, two pronounced peaks within the range
of 70–80 MHz (first TW peaks), and other smaller peaks at 85–87 MHz
(first SW peak) and within the range of 120–140 MHz (second SW and
TW peaks) can be observed. The capturing of second TW+ peak is not
as high as expected. For the case of 15 μm particles, three distinct
peaks are observed at around 40, 50 and 70–80 MHz. For larger beads,
SW peaks manifest themselves well while in comparison TW peaks are
apparently weak. The error bars indicate standard error.
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efficiency also increases (Fig. 7A); this has the side effect that
at higher powers the beds saturate and the difference in
performance is masked. Examining the 7 dBm data set, it is
clear that the most efficient trapping occurs using the 15 μm
microparticle bed.

Turning to the effect of bead material, from the
theoretical values, we expect to see marginally superior
performance from PMMA particles over PS, and that SG
offers the worst collection capability. Fig. 7B confirms the
simulation trend as PMMA performs better than PS and SG,
again, most clearly seen at lower power levels while at higher
powers although PMMA's mean efficiency is higher its
variation is not statistically significant due to saturation.
PMMA capturing efficiencies are 80% ±12 at 10 dBm and
92% ±7.8 at 14 dBm, in both cases when actuation is at a
frequency within the first SW peak. In contrast silica glass
performs best at its second experimental peak, related to the
second predicted TW− peak.

3.3 Capturing and enrichment of exosomes

Exosomes are in the range of 30–200 nm making them much
harder to trap than 500 nm polystyrene particles we used so
far in the interest of better visualisation and measurement of

the system performance and efficiency. Moreover, exosomes
like other biological particles have a softer construction than
a polymer material, yielding less acoustic contrast and so
lower trapping forces. In this work, we discussed a packed
bed made of larger particles produces higher capturing even
though it has larger pores. To demonstrate separation and
enrichment of biological samples, a sample of exosomes with
BCA concentration of 7918 μg mL−1 and mean particle size 167
nm was passed through the ultrasonically activated packed bed
of 15 micron particles in a channel with 94 μm width and 32
μm height. The exosome sample diluted in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) buffer and labelled using ExoGlow protein
labelling kit (EXOGP100A-1, Systems Biosciences – USA). The
flowrate was set at 0.1 μL min−1 and fluorescent filter with
emission wavelength of 576–596 nm used for visualisation.
The interdigital transducers (IDTs) were excited at a
frequency of 70 MHz and a power of 14 dBm for 32 s. Fig. 8
shows the trapping, enrichment and release sequence
starting with first left caption of the packed bed before
excitation of ultrasound wave. During the 32 seconds of SAW
activation, the intensity of the downstream flow dropped very
significantly, showing that the packed bed captured the vast
majority of exosomes. Upon deactivation of the SAW, the
exosomes were washed out of the bed, and so created a high
concentration (high intensity) sample emerging from the bed
(see caption t0 and ESI† Movie). Consecutive images show
this release downstream of the micropillars, the front of the
batch is indicated in the Fig. 8 (captions t1 to t4). The
enriched batch swept the distance of about 225 μm in those
four images which spand a duration of 450 milliseconds.
Hence, they travel with the average speed of slightly less than

Fig. 7 Experimental data comparing the capturing efficiencies of
different packed bed particles. In (A) the size is varied and in (B) the
material. In each case a peak frequency is used, namely 79 MHz (TW)
for 7 μm, 72 MHz (SW) for 10 μm and 40 MHz (SW) for 15 μm PS
beads; and 67 MHz (SW) for PMMA and 78 MHz (TW) for silica glass.
The error bars show standard deviation. Statistically different
experiments are denoted by *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001.
NS stands for non-significant.

Fig. 8 A series of experimental images demonstrate the collection
and enrichment of exosomes. The SAW actuation is activated in only
one of the images, this image, labelled t0, is taken after 32 s of
actuation, the raised intensity of the packed bed indicates the
entrapment of the fluorescently labelled exosomes. However, the
capture is most clearly observed when the SAW is deactivated, and the
exosomes leave the packed bed, images of which are presented over
closely spaced time steps: t1 = 300 ms, t2 = 450 ms, t3 = 600 ms and
t4 = 750 ms. The front of the highly concentrated batch of released
exosomes is tracked as it passes downstream at a speed of 0.5 mm s−1,
which corresponds with the rate of a plug flow emerging from the
packed bed (a typical laminar flow profile will only develop further
down the channel).
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0.5 mm s−1, which is the same speed as the flow, further
showing that the intensity front passing along the channel is
due to released exosomes re-entering the flow. Also, another
demonstration of exosome capture at Fig. S5A† clearly
demonstrates the capturing of fluorescent labelled exosomes.
Here, images are shown for a longer period after excitation
ceased so that it can be seen that the intensity of the bed
drops to background levels, showing the successful release of
the concentrated exosomes. Fig. S5B† represents the same by
showing the spatial and temporal intensity profile of the
exosome collection and release.

3.4 Integrity of bioparticles

High frequency ultrasonic actuation is not damaging to the
viability of cells,55 we now check that the integrity of the
much smaller exosomes is also uncompromised. To do this,
a sample of liposomes with mean particles size of 100 nm
with concentration of 1 mg mL−1 diluted in buffer (10 mM
HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.2) was passed through a single
outlet microfluidic channel (94 μm × 21 μm) filled with a
packed bed of 10 micron polystyrene particles (Magsphere,
USA) where the collection and release cycles were run

Fig. 9 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of liposomes (with mean size of 100 nm) are presented. Different sets of images are taken
before (insets 1–4) and after (insets i–v) exposure to ultrasound trapping in the activated packed bed. The exposed sample was extracted over 1
hour of cycling through trapping and enrichment stages, using a bed in a 94 μm wide channel activated at 70 MHz and 13 dBm. The images show
that the lipid bilayer membrane remains intact after exposure to ultrasound. All scale bars are 100 nm unless specified (see Fig. S6 in the ESI† for
more post exposure images).
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continuously for 1 hour to ensure that all particles are
exposed to the excitation frequency (70 MHz with 13 dBm
power level at source signal generator). Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of the control (liposomes before
exposure to the ultrasound) and test sample (collected after
the continuous exposure to ultrasound and passed through
the acoustically activated packed bed) show the membranes
remain intact and lipid bilayer is observable from both
images.

The imaged liposomes retained their spherical shape and
morphology, suggesting that the lipid bilayer membrane of
liposomes held in the packed bed can withstand the
mechanical energy imparted by the ultrasonic exposure
(Fig. 9).44 As the lipid bilayer is a universal component of all
cellular membranes and also makes up the envelope of most
viruses, based on this study, it is expected that the
morphology and integrity of other particles such as viruses,
bacteria and exosomes will also be preserved after exposure
to the ultrasound activated packed bed.

4 Conclusion

The physics of the ultrasonically activated packed bed is
highly complex due to the nature of the scattering, SAW
propagation and coupling, and the partial reflections from
the roof of the PDMS channel. Nonetheless, through
reduction of the system to its most basic components, in a
manner in which both the effect of particle size on Bjerknes
forces and pore size are captured, operating frequencies
could be predicted. Modes of operation were numerically
predicted and experimentally found for both travelling and
standing wave dominated excitations. Indeed the
experimental frequency analysis results could not have been
understood in the absence of consideration of both these
forms of excitation. Experimental examination of the
capturing efficiency showed that the 15 μm microparticles
outperformed both the 7 and 10 μm beads. Indicating that
the effect of a larger scattering body was more significant
than the greater separation caused by a larger pore size. The
data also showed that PS and PMMA particles far
outperformed the much stiffer SG particles. Applying this
insight, the capability of the sound wave activated nano-sieve
was extended to include the capture of exosomes.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Table S1: Basic parameters of all FEM models that were simulated in this work based on Ref. 1 methodology. Material data were
obtained from COMSOL material library otherwise stated.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Fluid Domain
Water
Density ρf kg m−3 1000
Speed of sound cf m s−1 1500

Domain height L µm 100
Domain width W µm 50

Frequency f MHz see Table 2
Wavelength λ µm c f /f
Wavenumber k µm 2π/λ
Acoustic pressure amp. P0 kPa 100
Max. mesh size ef nm 400-600
Curvature factor - 0.15
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.05

Solid Domain (NP)
Material Polystyrene
Density2 ρps kg m−3 1050
Modulus of elasticitya Eps GPa 3.60
Poisson ratio3 νps - 0.35

Domain dimensions:
Nanoparticle diameter dNP µm 0.5
Max. mesh size range es nm 60∼100
Curvature factor - 0.15
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.05

Fluid-Solid interface
Mesh size range e1 nm 7∼20
Curvature factor - 0.15
Max. mesh growth rate - 1.05

a Calculated from Bulk Modulus (Kps) as Eps = 3Kps(1 − 2νps) from ref. 3 and 4.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Table S2: Specific parameters of each FEM model that were simulated in this work to study the effect of size or material of microparticles
(MPs) in the packed bed. Material data are obtained from COMSOL material library otherwise stated.

Parameter Symbol Unit 7-PS 10-PS 15-PS 10-PMMA 10-SG
Fluid Domain
Water
Frequency f MHz 20 - 215 15 - 150 10 - 100 15 - 150 15 - 150

Solid Domain (MP)
Material PS PS PS PMMA Silia Glass
Microparticle diameter DMP µm 7 10 15 10 10
Density ρps kg m−3 10502 10502 10502 1190 2203
Modulus of elasticity Eps GPa 3.60a 3.60a 3.60a 3.0 73.1
Poisson ratio νps - 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.4 0.17

Fluid-Solid interface
Gap between MP and
NP

Gap nm 300 500 900 500 500

a Calculated from Bulk Modulus (Kps) as Eps = 3Kps(1 − 2νps) from ref. 3 and 4.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Table S3: Summary of peak frequencies and their corresponding attraction Force on the 500 nm nanoparticle for each simulated pair of
nanoparticle and microparticle.

PS 7 µm f ∗1 Fatt (fN) f ∗2 Fatt (fN) f ∗3 Fatt (fN)
SW 94 13.71 123 18.01 174 19.31
TW + 80 31.87 132 136.78 - -
TW – 84 36.24 134 23.11 - -

PS 10 µm f ∗1 Fatt (fN) f ∗2 Fatt (fN) f ∗3 Fatt (fN)
SW 66 26.03 87 35.29 122 39.09
TW + 55 18.27 95 28.07 - -
TW – 56 19.18 - - - -

PS 15 µm f ∗1 Fatt (fN) f ∗2 Fatt (fN) f ∗3 Fatt (fN)
SW 44 52.38 58 75.27 81 86.43
TW + 36 10.66 63 14.05 - -
TW – 36 10.29 - - - -

PMMA 10 µm f ∗1 Fatt (fN) f ∗2 Fatt (fN) f ∗3 Fatt (fN)
SW 60 43.74 85 47.23 115 39.92
TW + 53 20.86 85 26.68 113 40.53
TW – 56 19.18 - - - -

SG 10 µm f ∗1 Fatt (fN) f ∗2 Fatt (fN) f ∗3 Fatt (fN)
SW 69 9.87 - - - -
TW + 73 7.66 - - - -
TW – 69 8.28 97 33.11 - -
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S1: (A) Interplay between the size of the microbeads in the packed bed and the attraction force (secondary Bjerknes force)
induced on nanoparticles: By increasing the MP size, the gap between the beads and the nanoparticle decreases (linearly
as shown in (B) so enhances the Bjerknes force between the MP and NP as the Bjerknes force scales to the inverse
of gap squared or even higher powers(C). On the other hand, although increasing the size of the beads increases the
gap, but with the same acoustically normalised size (d/λ), larger particle generates higher amplitude scattering so
higher radiation forces (both primary and secondary). At a fixed gap distance, larger particle normally generates higher
attraction forces.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S2: (A) Measuring the fluorescent intensity level indicates successful trapping of particles in the packed bed and also capturing
efficiency when measured at the downstream of the pillars. Here, intensity change is demonstrated when the packed bed is
excited at one fixed frequency. Captions are reproduced from Fig. 1B. The intensity level is set to zero at initial level (before
SAW activation). (B) A typical frequency response of fluorescent intensity level change as an indication of nanoparticle
collection/release, measured here at the packed bed downstream; Measurement of the intensity is calculated at different
locations (upstream or downstream) to find the mean value of intensity gain at each frequency. The intensity gain at each
frequency is then normalised versus highest and lowest values. Similarly, intensity measurement and normalisation is
discussed in more detail in Ref. 5. (C) The efficiency of nanoparticle capturing is measured by investigating the change of
the intensity at the downstream while ultrasound is activated (SAW is on). If all particles are trapped at the upstream the
intensity level drops to the lowest level (indicated as reference line). So the efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the trapped
particles to the total (sum of trapped and passed particles).
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S3: A) TEM image of the original exosome sample: the EVs used for this project are of typical exosome shape, bearing a
distinct cup-shaped morphology. B) The particle concentration of the EV sample was 4.5 × 1010 per mL. The particle
size distribution was D10 67 nm, D50 109 nm and D90 300.5 nm with mean size of 167.3 nm. C) and D) Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) results of liposome size distribution. The mean diameter of liposomes measured at 75.75 nm
(peak at 107 nm) with PDI of 0.25 and mean count rate of 325.2.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S4: Experimental results for intensity change (as an indication of fluorescent 500 nm NPs collection) for packed bed made
of (A) 10 µm PMMA that shows two major peaks at frequencies around 70 MHz and 80 MHz and (B) 10 µm SG with
two major peaks around 70 and 79 MHz.
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S5: (A) Another experimental demonstration of capturing, enriching and releasing of high concentrated exosome batch to
the downstream, where the left caption shows the channel before SAW excitation. Further captions show the release and
propogation of high concentrated batch toward the downstream at t0 = After SAW OFF, t1 = t0 + 100 ms and then
t2 = t0 + 3 sec when the front of the batch left the image borders. (B) The spatial profile of intensity along the channel
length at different times shows the release of high concentrated batch of exosomes when SAW is turned off. The front
propagates and leaves the frame area(i); intensity level eventually will revert to initial level (ii). Temporal variation of
intensity before and after SAW activation (iii).
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Exosome trapping and enrichment using a Sound Wave Activated Nano-Sieve (SWANS)

Fig. S6: Multiple Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of liposome particles (with 100 nm mean size) show that the
particles retain their morphology and bilayer lipid membrane after being exposed to ultrasound wave (SAW 70 MHz
at 13 dBm source power level), collected and released by the activated packed bed. The sample collected after 1 hour
continuous collection and release cycles. Insets 1 to 5 shows examples of liposome particles after ultrasound exposure
for more clarity. All scale bars are 100 nm unless specified.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarises the key �ndings and contributions of the research work discussed

throughout this thesis. Following these recommendations, future work will be presented.

6.1 Contributions

While some practical solutions for trapping and patterning cells and particles have advanced

in recent years, there is an apparent gap of knowledge in the underlying physics responsible.

Hence, this thesis focused on expanding the understanding of the interplaying mechanisms of

suspended particles in acoustic �elds, showing the potentials and exploiting such knowledge

for next-generation trapping systems. In particular, a body of knowledge on secondary inter-

particle forces, also known as Bjerknes forces, between resonant particles was built piece by

piece, so that a clear map of the e�ect of di�erent parameters such as gap, angle, position,

frequency, size and mechanical properties on these forces can be drawn. A new system for

the trapping of nanoparticles in a continuous �ow was theorised and then developed on the

foundation of those theoretical �ndings. Applicability of secondary forces to manipulate sus-

pended matter within micro�uidic or macro-scale systems opens up the possibility of realising

such systems.

The following will discuss the speci�c contributions that stem from each of the chapters

included in this thesis.

Chapter 3

In this chapter, a computational model using COMSOL Multiphysics with a �nite element

analysis package, was developed to calculate the acoustic radiation force (ARF) on a spherical

solid elastic particle by surface integration of convective and momentum �ux. In contrast to

other analytical methods, the solution is not limited to small size particles or time consuming

with numerous iterations. The ARF on one and two spheres in a one-dimensional standing

wave �eld were computed for three di�erent materials, PS, PMMA and SG for sizes less than
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half the wavelength (λ/2) since the node to node distance is only a half-wavelength. From

the ARF, the frequency response within the range of d/λ <1/2, three distinct regions were

observed. For instance, for PMMA in the region A (0 < d/λ < 0.33) the ARF is positive and

therefore pushes the particles to the pressure nodes, whereas in region B (0.33 < d/λ < 0.42)

the ARF is negative and the particles are attracted to the antinodes and in then next region,

C ( 0.42 < d/λ < 0.5) the ARF is again positive. Regions B and C also contain the �rst and

second resonance frequencies. This trend of alternating ARF signs and collection points re-

peats. PS particles demonstrate similar trends to PMMA particles seeing as their mechanical

properties are comparable. SG particles also demonstrate a similar trend of alternating ARF

however, no resonance is observed in the �rst half wavelength as it is sti�er in comparison to

the other two materials.

Chapter 3 discusses for the �rst time, how large particles interact at each region and how

resonance frequencies a�ect secondary Bjerknes forces. Although in Region B the secondary

forces are attractive at small gaps between two particles, Region B showed a striking rise of

attractive Bjerknes forces. Evaluating these interactions with di�erent gaps between the two

particles and at di�erent positions of the pair of particles with respect to wave axis, a map

depicted all possible scenarios was obtained. The map shows that there is a narrow range

of frequencies in region C where the Bjernkes forces are repulsive at all positions and for all

gaps. Therefore, particles will be lead to single pressure nodes without forming aggregates.

This is in agreement with previously demonstrated single particle and cell patterning in an

experimental method.

However, numerical simulations of cells in Chapter 3 shows that the patterning of single

cells per well is achievable at sizes close to half-wave length (0.4 . d/λ < 0.5) in a 1D ultra-

sound wave (or close to one wavelength in 2D �eld) due to the dominance of primary forces

over the very weak attractive Bjerknes forces. Nonetheless, �nding all of the attractive sec-

ondary forces in region B i.e. in all gaps and at all positions, causes clustering and leads to

the idea of harnessing the clustering e�ect for particle trapping and collection that was later

developed in the following chapter.

Chapter 4

In this chapter, computational numerical analysis using COMSOL Multiphysics was again

used to demonstrate the peak of the secondary forces between a 10 µm and a 500 nm poly-

styrene particle in Region B, as was predicted in the previous chapter. When the frequency

range is extended for a 10 micron polystyrene sphere, another peak in Region C (where the

second resonance exists) appears. This con�rms that the secondary forces are directly a�ected

by the resonance frequencies. While in these frequencies a single large particle may not be

stable enough to be used for entrapment of nanoparticles, having a packed bed of identical

large particles (in this case 10 µm polystyrene particles) while excited at the frequencies where
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the Bjerknes force is high, and also attractive, is proposed to construct a functional trapping

system. This trapping system has been termed sound wave activated nano-sieve (SWANS).

Simulations of multiple particles in a 2D geometry also shows that in that case, the force �eld

in the pores between the large particles also leads the nanoparticles towards the large particles.

To evaluate this, Chapter 4 demonstrates a micro �uidic system composed of a PDMS

microchannel and interdigital transducers (IDT) fabricated on the surface of a lithium niobate

(LN) substrate. Micropillars in the channel helped to form the packed bed of 10 micron beads

and the IDTs were used to excite a standing SAW �eld in the channel. Measuring the intensity

level of the �uorescent light on the packed bed area and downstream, shows that there are

two peak frequencies between 60 MHz to 90 MHz where the highest nanoparticle collection

occurs. This trend is similar to the simulation predictions. Nanoparticles as small as 100

nm get trapped and held in the packed bed as long as the SAW is activated. This provides

an on demand trap and release system with capturing e�ciencies as high as 97%. Since the

nanoparticle trapping is accomplished with a continuous �ow system, the concentration of the

sample increases in the packed bed; and upon the release, the sample has been estimated to

being enriched up to 50 folds of its initial concentration within 10 sec.

An outstanding outcome of this chapter is the development of a trapping and enrich-

ment system that is only dependent on the size and mechanical properties of the beads in the

packed bed but not on the geometry of the channel like in other micro�uidic based systems;

possessing a huge potential for upscaling. A potential application of such an upscaled system

is for exosome capturing and puri�cation. Exosomes are believed to be the precursor for next

generation regenerative medicine but only available in low concentrations in large volumes of

bodily �uids such as plasma or milk, with sizes ranging between 50 - 200 nm.

This invention was �led for patent in Australia in March 2019 and internationally

(through the PCT process) in March 2020.

Chapter 5

The e�ect of size and material properties of the microbeads on the performance of the SWANS

is ad- dressed here. Although using two opposing IDTs generates standing surface acoustic

wave (SSAW) on the substrate, travelling wave components are also present in the channel

even when it is disturbed by the presences of the densely packed beads. Chapter 5 expands

the theoretical model to include travelling waves so explains new collection peaks observed

in the experiment results when the wider range of frequencies were tested. The new �ndings

demonstrate that while the resonance frequencies of a single particle are independent of the

wave form, peak frequencies of the secondary Bjerknes forces are di�erent between standing

waves and travelling waves. In this chapter, 3 di�erent sizes of PS particle (7, 10 and 15

µm) and 3 di�erent materials for a 10 micron particle (PS, PMMA and SG) were modelled
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and tested in the packed bed of the SWANS system. Numerically and experimentally, it is

demonstrated that when larger beads are used in the packed bed, the capturing e�ciency

increases and polymeric materials create more attraction due to higher scattering.

Finally, experimentally, larger 15 µm PS particles have been used to successfully trap

exosomes with mean sizes of 160 nm. Also, to con�rm the biocompatibility of the resonant

packed bed of microbeads for trapping of biological samples, liposomes with mean sizes of

100 nm were tested and TEM images of samples collected downstream shows that their mem-

branes were still intact and that the lipid bilayer was not ruptured due to the mechanical

forces applied.

6.2 Future Work

As outlined in this thesis, investigations into trapping and patterning systems utilising ul-

trasound has resulted in several contributions. However, the need for further development of

the system's capability of handling large volumes to trap nanoparticles is evidently necessary.

This section will brie�y discuss some ongoing and potential avenues for future research.

In Chapter 3, solid elastic spheres and liquid particles with white blood cells' acoustic

properties were used to numerically simulate large cell responses to a wider range of frequen-

cies for the purpose of trapping and patterning them in single nodes. However, expanding the

model to a more realistic visco-elastic model may provide more information on cell reaction to

ultrasonic waves. This information could be used for ultrasonic cell lysis studies as well. Fur-

thermore, as acoustically large particles were investigated the stream e�ects were negligible

and thus not included. However, an expanded model that takes the e�ect of viscous terms

into account would extend our knowledge and understanding of the system in particular, as

nanoparticles may undergo microstreaming e�ects.

Chapters 4 and 5 presented a novel method to trap and enrich nanoparticle samples in

a continuous �ow SAW-based micro�uidic systems. The system only depends on the size and

mechanical properties of the microparticles in the packed bed and is not limited to the channel

geometry, and therefore has the full potential to be upscaled and applied in larger channels

to process volumes required at the industrial level. Furthermore, it also has the advantage of

being damage-free, label-free and less-laborious compared to conventional ultra-centrifugation

or ultra�ltration.

As SWANS method only uses mechanical inter-particle forces to trap extracellular ves-

icles, such as exosomes it does not cause any chemical contamination. With an upscaled

channel system (with a typical cross-section area of 5 mm × 5 mm), the projected operating

time of SWANS system (with the �ow speed and performance reported in Chapters 4 and 5)
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would be signi�cantly less than conventional systems. A thorough comparison of this newly

established method (i.e. SWANS) with these standard methods in terms of throughput, yield

and post-treatment protein structure will de�ne the position of this technique among current

methods and applications. Also, this system can be integrated into a viral or bacterial de-

tection system by trapping target viruses or bacteria from a larger volume sample, or as a

precursor for PCR system by concentrating the cell lysate.

"The process of scienti�c discovery is, in e�ect, a continual �ight from wonder"

Albert Einstein
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